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May Day In AmeriKa! 
Stay Alert For 

Bombs, ,Plagues & Other Mayhem 
4/30/95 #l HATONN 

IS MY INTENT TO SCARE YOU? 

YEsIf I It is totally amazing to me how you can watch things taking 
place on a given pronounced holiday which has no relationship to the 
ACTUAL date of celebration. 

In Los Angeles, and elsewhere where Hispanic people gather in great 
numbers, they are celebrating their big May 5th holiday by the hundreds of 
thousands-ON APRIL 30 AND MAY 1. You have more thousands upon 
thousands celebrating the memory of the L.A. Riots on a NEW holiday 
which is only in its beginning stages brought forth by the “Women’s 
MOVEMENT” only some 2 to 3 years ago. This last celebration is in Watts, 
predominantly, and then spread now across the nation-ON APRIL 30 AND 
MAY 1. 

And WHEN is the MASTER MAGICIAN doing his show? Ah, yes, 
MAY FIRST!! David Copperfield DOES NOT MAKE MISTAKES OR 
HAVE “COINCIDENCES” WITH HIS MAGIC SHOW-AND-TELL- 
ESPECIALLY WHEN HE DOES THE FOCUS ON GHOSTS AND WITCH- 
CRAFT. MAY FIRST IS m DAY! 

(Pleose see May Day In Ameriga! p. IO 1 
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Late’st Jkmza~~~‘Goi3’ to PrciSs 

Signs Of Life, 
News Of Progress 

Editor’s note: Readers, please keep in mind that it not had input from higher authority of the Prison 
takes a good 8-l 0 weeks of publication and printing System. I was spared the need to make my presence 
activities between the time that we announce the latest known but the PROPER parties recognized that this 
Journal here, onfy GOING to press, and when that new was a most important gathering indeed. I needed to be 
Journal is actually completed and available for available with translator if my identity were openly 
purchase through Phoenix Source Distributors. questioned. That did not happen but does have some 
Always look to the Back Page of CONTACT / or interesting tales which are better told by ones in Ne- 
Journal availability information. vada. 

Ronn Jackson, himself, has a lot of growing up and 
4/26/95 #l HATONN acceptance of responsibility for his actions-past, 

present and future. THAT is the purpose of my pres- 
URGENT ence. We all play our games and we all can’t quite 

believe that the MIND-OVER-ALL would be attending 
FOREWORD this terror on your place. Well, HE is, and yes, it is 

classified as a “HE”. Sorry ladies. You are delightful 
We stood watch as we witnessed Richard Wayne and every bit as equal but it is a valid TERM of 

Snell go to his REWARD for being a Christian. I reference and is the “father” of the Creation-the 
believe that he ACTUALLY became a Christian during created being birthed and nurtured from the things 
his prison process, however. A lot of you call your- physical. 
selves Christians but you are NOT LIVING according This was most certainly a Parole Hearing such as 
to very Godly decrees. Check out your values and note has NEVER been experienced in Nevada. There were 
from where they might have come-teachings by men so many people present as to have NO ROOM IN THE 
or KNOWING from God. Either is fine with me, INN for the hearing. Ronn would not like to admit it- 
friends, but they are quite different in practice. but he was speechless. This also has a tendency to 

This was a TERRIBLE error on the part of the cause a man to FACE THE CONSEQUENCES OF HIS 
Clinlonistas and Governor Jim Guy Tucker of Arkan- SPEECHES?!? as consideration of changing from one 
sas. These evil people can count on what is going to role into the part and participant of another is con- 
follow, Richard’s great input into the “catching and fronted. 
getting” of these Government criminals in Arkansas We were happy and greatly pleased that Ronn was, 
AND, more especially, in Washington. While you are further, asking to have his release into California 
at it WHY DON’T YOU MAKE TYSON CHICKEN which will also cover Nevada even though it means 
AND WAL-MART SAMSON take responsibility for more time to wait decisions and state commitments and 
the cocaine and drug-shipping network? Could you not holding. 
enjoy an accounting for the higher players in the down- I think we can right here offer our appreciation to 
fall of your nation? one called Alice for her final effort in communication 

and taking a stand FOR our friend, in court. 
AIDS IN PROFILE There have been some most painful times for this 

person through these months of heavy-duty correspon- 
We can also offer appreciation to new documenta- 

tion on the deliberate spreading of AIDS by one who 
DID IT UNDER ORDERS. 

There were also some very threatening letters sent 
to the Parole Board from you readers. This may, in fact, 
in light of the Oklahoma Bombing, CAUSE RONN TO 
BE RETAINED. Do not be surprised; you who did 
threaten and demand too strenuously, if you have calls. 
If so, be nice, gracious and keep the contact uneventful. 
Keep some extra CONTACTSIN YOUR HANDY PLACE 
TO OFFER THE OFFICERS. Please pick one that does 
actually STRESS non-violence and education. YOU 
DO NOT HAVE TO CONFRONT “CAUSE”; just con- 
front “BECAUSE”. There was a silent message when 
the gentleman in charge spoke of the letters and further 
suggested that there are names and addresses. Please, 
readers, DO EVERYTHING YOU DO us i/Satan him- 
self is standing at your elbow-right there with GOD. 

Only a few hundred letters were presented to these 
men in point at lhc table, of the thousands they re- 
ceived. They were all but speechless at the petitions 
both in backup and quantity. The prison officials said 
that there had never been such an outpouring on behalf 
of ANY PRIOR PRISONER petitioning for release. 
This is a heavy load for the prisoner in point-so let us 
continue to help Ronn through the evolvement, either 
way. The crimes presented are so petty that even the 
Board members couldn’t understand the situation with 
his incarceration. Well, the incarceration turned out to 
be the BEST OF RONN JACKSON’S LEARNING PRO- 
GRAM. WE ARE GRATEFUL FOR THE OPPORTU- 
NITY TO SERVE WITHOUT DISTRACTIONS. It is, 
however, time to put that training to goodly use. I don’t 
believe the point is missed on Mr. Jackson. 

To you ladies who have written and helped, without 
reward for all your secretarial and forwarding work, 
KNOW that you are appreciated. There have been 
many great misunderstandings all along this specific 
pathway which need understanding but we can rely on 
these things being sorted, I am confident. It is most 
difficult indeed for a man to be able to keep his word 
from the inside while under the microscope. We can 
only hope that restitution can be forthcoming for any 
outlay of debts incurred. 

Ronn presented the job offer in California (no, not 
with CONTACT) as his preferred station. We thank 
him for the wisdom of being patient while that is 
worked out. He can serve as well, any paper, from 
anywhere. He has job offers for covering the needs of 
the officers in decision-making from Hawaii to Florida 
to Austria. We are grateful, for the offers came through 
CONTACT and our friends. I am confident that this is 

LARRY NICHOLS WE NEED YOUR HELP! 
We’ll get to that just as soon as we offer what we 

can to cover Larry Nichols as he presents “THE FINAL 
CHAPTER” in Nichols vs. Clinton in HIGH NOON. 
Please stay tuned to find that the pen is indeed mightier 
than the sword-according to the desired results within 
your hearts and souls. If Just-Live-For-Self with every- 
thing YOU want is your goal, it will doubtlessly be 
quite unnoticed as THINGS collapse around you. IF, 
HOWEVER, YOUR JOURNEY IS TO BRING GOOD- 
NESS BACK INTO YOUR WORLD-WATCH AND 
CELEBRATE EACH TINY VICTORY. 

PLEASE CONSIDER SPONSORING 
A PHOENIX JOURNAL 

RONN JACKSON 

I personally went to Nevada to the Parole Hearing 
for Ronn Jackson. I brought Dharma out of her security 
to attend. If the presentation as presented to the 
gentlemen of the “Board” is indicative of outcome, we 
believe that Ronn will be released. They, however, had 

The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities to 
offer them at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our financial 
resources. At this time we need financial assistance to help cover the printing 
costs of the JOURNALS. If you are in a position to assist, please call PHOENIX 
SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. at (SOO)SOO-5565 and ask for Brent. 

We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you who have 
helped us so greatly in the past. Without your assistance we would not have 
come this far. 

dence and phone calls being the only mode of contact. 
Sometimes the heart can’t sing, especially as boxes of 
correspondence were sent to that location for attending 
and some of those letters will haunt a few hearts 
because of their content. 
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a point not lost on Mr. Jackson. We will never, who want to do it through non-violence are the real MAKE FREEDOM, NOT WAR 
however, ask for or use this fact as blackmail for actions danger to the biggies-but the ones which they cannot 
but it is not and will not be acceptable for any thrust for dare touch with impunity. This does not mean that you can’t All that seems to be understood in your generations 
VIOLENCE or original thrust for WAR. I have gone on present the truth of the ones who WANT WAR! What of lute (since Creation) is that you somehow have to 
the line for insuring that his will be a PEACEFUL another does is none of your business. BUT, I PROMISE take up arms, go to battle and kill ofleach other. Thus 
leadership or I shall be obligated to report infractions. YOU, READERS, WHATEVER FREEDOM IS yousimplyrepluce thepowerjizlwith themorepowerful 
I believe al1 of you understand THAT I KEEP MY BROUGHT FORTH-WILLNOT BE THROUGH WAR. and, this time, there is NO EQUALITY OF WEAPONRY 
PROMISES. for use by citizens. Let it be here KNOWN that the WAR 

CONSTITUTION 
MEANWHILE. BACK AT 

can be won with the PEN, not the sword. He who takes 

THE ARKANSAS RANCH 
up the sword shall be rendered harmless as the play 

Moreover, if you return to national Constitution- unfolds. Please let us use WISDOM in actions and 
you have a lot of fixing to be done. You offered actually honor those who come before and who come forth in 

We understand that, according to a very good au- nothing to those who came BEFORE you to this land. that wisdom and uncovering of truth that it can become 
thority resource, both Hilarity Hillary AND Jimmy Guy The Native Americans are going to SEE TO IT THAT fhat which is before the JUST courts of YOU-THE- 
Tucker have had SECRET Grand Jury charges handed YOU MAKE THAT LITTLE ERROR--RIGHZ’!! 1 PEOPLE. There need be no further killing; God has 
down against them. 1 suggest that you “listeners” to intend to help see to it. Perhaps only around 10% of prepared u place for all of us1 
hot-lines get Skolnick’s Chicago readings (312-73 1- them will even remember for that is always the way of 
1100). I am equally as confident that there will be a evil in offering lies instead of truth. I will see to it that +*+*+***+***+*****+*********** 
great effort to bring punishment through such as taking the WHOLE are informed. TRUTH and CITIZENSHIP 
of Hiliarity’s Bar Association ticket, etc., so that the does not depend on lie or HIDDEN AGENDAS on the DEDICATION 
incidents can continue to be HIDDEN. THAT, HOW- part of the ones who gain power enough to rewrite the 
EVER, DOES NOT BRING JUSTICE-SO LET US rules. Justice is for ALL or it is for NONE! Please I am going to dedicate this journal to “Alice” who 
NOT FORGET THE PEN, PUBLIC REPORTING, AND ponder this fact. has served in ways that none other save those in the 
JUSTICE. There is so much to share and write that I think my same“shoes” might understand-and stood firm through 

best approach is to bring this to a close this morning the dark days of “wondering”. Leaders end up belong- 
TRUTH IN OKLAHOMA and see what unfolds the rest of the day-while we ing to ALL and if there must be lessons learned- 

“THEY’VE GONE ABOUT AS continue right on with our outlaying of information THAT is perhaps, in the end, the hardest. There will be 
FAR AS THEY CAN GO” which is paid for in the most expensive way possible, no rest for even the weary as a nation is reborn and, 

death or terror at the hands of the imbeciles of power. until that fact is placed within the dreams, and allow- 
To kill MORE innocent children and blame it on Let us make SURE that no man, woman or child is antes for that fulfillment are accepted, the way is 

some other for the murders is not acceptable, readers. transitioned in vain. indeed hard and filled with disappointments. That 
Your government did these terrible crimes. It is up to does not mean that honor, integrity and total loyalty are 
you to see to it that TRUTH IS MADE PUBLIC AND ****************************** not expected and demanded. God bless you, Precious 
JUSTICE IS SWIFT AND SEVERE (MR. CLINTON’S Child, the tears have not gone unnoted. You make it 
OWN WORDS!). Bill Clinton has looked like death This journal shall be called: possible to move on-FROM HERE! 
warmed over a couple off times lately as they overdid 
their celebration for having pulled of this coup. No, 
they have pulled off nothing save more wool over 
unsuspecting eyes. The wool-gathering is not, how- 
ever, OVER!! Haven’t you-the-people been fleeced The Art Of Sifting 
quite sufficiently already? 

It is now PROVEN that the shearing blasts came 
from ABOVE (helicopters SEEN above the building) 
AND note from the pictures the idiots have shown you 
that the MOST MASSIVE FORCE is DOWNWARD- 
AND the roof, which would be filled with rubble if the 
major blasts were “upward”, is SWEPT COMPLETELY Nuggets From Nonsense 
CLEAN AND CLEAROF ALL DEBRIS-EVEN THAT 
WHICH WOULD BE “NATURAL” TO THE ROOF- 
TOP. Sloppy work, perpetrators! 

4/26/95 #2 HATONN 
OTHER MORNING NEWS? 

made on the life (and property) of Dharma less than 20 
minutes ago. It required intervention which I do not 

A NOTE UP FRONT 
If, indeed, the information offered by Skolnick and 

wish repeated. 
I find that she is in no condition to work more today 

other “insiders” is correct, the nation is to be under There will be so much disinformation pouring fourth so I suggest that we begin again later or in the morning. 
ANNOUNCED Martial Law at 9:00 a.m. today. Well, now, that you readers may find it quite difficult to know It is fine for 1 have a bit of house-cleaning to get done. 
that is no different from “since 1933”. I don’t think you what is going on. Because CONTACT IS A NEWS This is not in any way, shape or form, OK! And it is not 
fully yet understand that. We are also warned that this SERVICE, you may well get incorrect information as an “accidental” discharge nor is it acceptable to be 
morning at 9:OO a.m. will be the start of “collapse” (we we attempt to keep breaking news on our “hot-line”. reported as such. I again warn you robotic puppets that 
assume of the financial currency or something). Since Often that news will be up for great question and your MASTERS are just about to be creamed, for 
these things are SO hard to track and SO often whatever misinterpretation. Our team will do all the investiga- another incident like this afternoon’is going to be met 
takes place is taking place BEHIND THE SCENES, SO tion possible to correct any and all information which with ccd%cmtation-WITH ME! 

THAT YOU DON’T KNOW, we have to wait and watch seems to be incorrect, as soon as it can be established. Now, if I have made myself quite clear we can close 
the “shakeout”. (Ed. Note: The reporter above may For instance: We find that the Skolnick Hotline this and pick up with the Clinton information at the 
have misinterpreted the “one minute” closure of the information [in Chicago: 312-731-11001 is NOT COR- next writing. Thank you. 
stock exchanges to honor the one-week “anniversary” RECT. This is not a new finding from this resource. 
of the Oklahoma City bombing.) Your money has been However, for all “giving credit possible” it is recog- 
in collapse for so long I can’t date it either. Again: IF nized that misinformation can be given by outside Satan (impatiently) to New- 
YOU ARE PREPARED, THAT IS-THE BEST YOU sources and later found to be incorrect. The informa- 
CAN HOPE FOR IN GETTING THROUGHTHIS TIME. tion on that hot-line from Chicago is now reported by comer: The trouble with you 
However, readers, don’t go to sleep. There is no substantial sources to be an ANTI-DEFAMATION 
difference in the Republicrats and Redemos. 

Chicago people is that you 
NONE. LEAGUE PLANT. We will do the best we can with 

They both work for the NEW WORLD ORDER; how- information corrections to redirect when possible. think you are the best people 
ever, the bringing down of Clinton will be a good start. Sometimes it is better to have only partial informa- 
Not the issue of greatest importance but it will offer tion to give you a bit of head-start on possibilities. We down here, whereas you are 
opportunity to get TRUTH STARTED IN THE FLOW- stand at the crossroads of a nation and a planet, please 
ING FORTH. There are two major “takeover” factions accept that we are doing all we can toward accuracy and merely the most numerous. 
here at work against each other BUT USE EACH also STAYING ALIVE AND IN SERVICE. Both are 
OTHER. YOU are politically “last” in the race and you very DIFFICULT this day as a passing attempt was --Mark Twain 
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The' Clintbni~tasTanli~V Tree: 
A Tour,With Pruning Lessons 

E3y Tarry Nichols 

4/27/95 #l HATONN of such as the Dixie Mafia (Clintons) for Billy served HYPOCRITE HYENAS 
his purpose for the moment, made the inroads and can 

CLINTON AND LAW now take the “fall”. The big drug dealers and One YOUR GOVERNMENT CONTROLLERS BLEW 
Worlders will get rid of the little Skull-and-Bones UP THEIR OWN BUILDING-JUST AS THE 

The news spews out that there have been indict- players who smuggle drugs in cow bellies and frozen MISHPUCKA HAS DONE FOR MILLENNIA-SO 
ments of Hillary and Billiary and thus and so. Is it true? chickens. The cute joke among the “dealers” out of YOU WOULDN’T SUSPECT THEM. AND IT 
I am not a fortune teller; however, there were news bits Arkansas is that they can “sell the chicken AND the pot WORKED! IT ALWAYS WORKS FOR THEY THINK 
a few days ago in the midst of the incredible distraction to cook it in along with the fuel to fry it!” (Wal-Mart EXACTLY OPPOSITE TO GOOD MEN AND WOMEN. 
of one of the big-boy’s bombs that said: “Mr. and Mrs. Distributors, Tyson chickens, and brain-frying cocaine THEY DO THE HEINOUS BECAUSE YOU WILL 
Clinton were questioned about the Whitewater incident and other drugs.) This same little band of providers can NOT BE ABLE TO BRING YOURSELF TO BELIEVE 
for some two hours each, about their participation, by get you a “cook” and a child for after-dinner entertain- IN SUCH EVIL. THEY WEEP FOR YOU IN PUB- 
(???)I’ There IS an investigation reopened, in case you ment with the director and producer working for the LIC-BUT DOUBLE OVER WITH LAUGHTER AT 
neglected to realize ir Wouldn’t it be lovely if the truth Wizard of Oz! YOU IN PRIVATE. 
is brought out in evei one tiny segment? HOWEVER, Pummer, however, is a dead man walking around. In case we can ever have opportunity of being of 
THE FACTSCANNOTBEREFLECTED-BUT,there The big boys have already covered his MURDER by service in the Clinton matter, we will assist Larry 
are now KNOWN AT LEAST 38 murders to silence stating that he was “probably blown away at the scene”. Nichols in getting his story as widely spread as pos- 
the ‘knowers”. ONE OF THEM WAS THE PRIOR These Big Rats play hard-cheese. sible. He is “after” the Clintons’ backsides because of 
“BODYGUARD” OF CLINTON’S WHO WAS GO- Will you listen in time’? No, you didn’t! personal entanglements-but it is the facts he knows 
ING TO TESTIFY AGAINST BILLIARY, BUT DIED Let us see how quickly we can get the actual “book” which do the trick you need turned, citizens. He 
IN THE OKLAHOMA CITY BLAST. THERE and tape available, team. I can’t wait for that finaliza- doesn’t call it being a “patriot”. He calls it Nichols vs. 
WERE ACTUALLY TWO WHO PERISHED IN THE tion for getting the information out because Nichols Clinton at “High Noon” at the “bilious” corral. 
BLAST. needs help and publicity NOW. Perhaps in return he Call yourself by the identification (theirs) brands 

and some of his buddies can start advertising CON- and you can’t survive, Struggle within the laws by no 
SECOND SUSPECT TACT and the Journals to help pay for the costs in- identification they recognize and you stand to meet 

volved of getting their work OUT THERE. another day and another WAY. You don’t need to 
John Doe #27 Who is he? He is a man by the name ADVERTISE GOD, for GOD is everywhere-and IS 

of Pummer who is from Florida. He is a paid militia FIREBALL quite free of charge. His fringe benefits are also 
infiltrator. But, interestingly enough, you have the OVER RUSSIA? quite valuable. 
same problem here as with the real “friends’‘-if you I am appalled that on the super-highway of com- 
can tell on the top bananas, you get deaded. Perhaps A popped gas line? Oh, I don’t think so, not for a puter information networks you have ‘How to Make 
when these youngsters get sucked into the trap--they minute. You had better start watching your “other” a Bomb” and fail to present the REAL weapons and 
just don’t recognize purpose or position. Well, the news! You have some REALLY HEAVY-DUTY stuff ammunition of THIS KIND OF TRUTH WHICH 
Mishpucka wants to get rid of competition in the form going on while you aren’t looking. CAN TOTALLY DESTROY YOUR ENEMY OF 

CONTACT: The Phoenix Project 
CONTACT is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens 

everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of 
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes 
the United States, so goes the world.” 

CONTACT is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most 
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other en- 
Light-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed 
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between 
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness. 

CONTACT exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever half- 
truths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media 
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites who are in the 
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once 
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of 
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order. 

This newspaper, CONTACT, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like 
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its 
internationally acclaimed predecessor called THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR. 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having 
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS, 
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you 
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the PHEONIX 
JOURNALS. Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission. 

While the PHOENIX LIBERATOR’s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will 
Set You Free”, the CONTACT’s motto, displayed prominently in the masthead, 
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye Shall 
Know The Truth And The Truth Shall Make You Mad!” 

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and 
soul levels--to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are 
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from 
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTACTing 
with all ofyou-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix 
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through 
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends! 

-Dr. Edwin M. Young 
Editor-In-Chief, CONTACT 
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FREEDOM AND TRUTH. MAKE PUBLIC TEE 
LIES, THE CHEATS AND CAUSE TEE JUDICIAL 
SYSTEM AND PLAYERS TO OPERATE IN TEE 
FULL LIGHT OF PUBLICITY-AND THEY WILL 
BEGIN TO GAIN HONORABLE-MENTION 
RIGHT FAST. WHY BREAKTHE LAW AND GET 
SILENCED? TRUTH IS BOMB ENOUGH! 

As we present this, Dharma, just copy it as nearly 
as you can, EXACTLY. We are not interested in format 
or grammar. We will effort to correct any recognized 
or apparent typographical errors-however, as with 
our work, we are in a hurry-not a writing or journal- 
istic contest. The typewritten information for copy 
here is directly from original handwritten notes and 
will be used in the same format. 

NICHOLS VS. CLINTON 
THE FINAL CHAPTER 

by Larry Nichols 

This is offered from the Plaintilf’s Exhibit Book 
(which goes along with a video tape). 

[QUOTING, PART l:] 

THEORY OF CASE: 

Bill Clinton was first elected Governor of the State 
of Arkansas in 1978. 

After one term, he was defeated (1980). 
After regaining the governorship in 1982, Clinton 

vowed to never again be out-financed, and/or out- 
finessed. He never has been. 

CLINTON 
CAMPAIGNS 

Bill Clinton, by 1984, had established a network of 
financial resources including movers and shakers of 
Arkansas industry, bond firms, banks, saving and loans, 
various associations and organizations. Contributions 
by various individuals, businesses, corporations, and 
their leaders including, but not limited to, Dan Lasater, 
Sidney Weniger, Rocky Willmuth, Don Tyson, Jackson 
Stephens, and hundreds of others, to Clinton person- 
ally and to his campaign, are prime examples of how 
there was a quid pro quo in most of what Clinton did. 
These and many other people who stood to gain from 
state largesse and by simply having the state regulatory 
agencies “look the other way” delivered millions of 
.dollars to the Clintons and their cronies. 

OPERATIVE FACI 

OPERATIVE FACT bring his records concerning Clintons, Madison, 
Lasater, Weniger, etc. 

Signey Weniger, from New York City, who came to (NOTE: CONSIDER THIS POINT WHEN PICK- 
Little Rock to make real estate investments, put more ING THE JURY. VOIR DIRE TO DETERMINE IF 
than $30,000 of traceable funds in Clinton’s 1984 POTENTIAL JUROR HAS EVER RECEIVED ANY 
campaign. LARGE LOANS FOR THEMSELVES ORTHEIR OWN 

BUSINESSES. MOVE TO EXCUSE ANY WHO HAVE 
LEADS BEEN GIVEN LOANS ON THESE TERMS) 

Correlate 1984 and subsequent contributions from OPERATIVE FACT 
Freeway Medical Towers, $1500, James Garcia, S 1500, 
Royal Chalet Apartments and Vantage Point Apart- Dan Lasater (See later references to his conviction 
ments, Arkansas Facilities Corporation, Facilities Plan- with his two partners, George Edward Locke and David 
ning Corporation, General Guardian Corporation, At- Arthur Collins, and Roger Clinton for conspiracy to 
lantic Planning Corporation, Atlantic Research Corpo- distribute cocaine and possession of cocaine with intent 
ration, etc., to Weniger. Also introduce documents to distribute) who admitted to being “hooked” on co- 
showing Arkansas Development Finance Administra- Caine threw lavish parties and entertained many of the 
tion (ADFA) financed the state purchase of Freeway Clinton “elite”. Cocaine and young women were plen- 
Medical Towers. tiful. 

Point out in testimony that Lasater and his partners 
OPERATIVE FACT were “giving” cocaine away. Contrast that availability 

with the usual sale by others. Since they pleaded guilty 
This was the same year that Clinton personally in federal court there should be some reference to their 

contributed $120,000 to his own campaign (See Cam- supplier or suppliers. 
paign Report showing Clinton contributed $24,000, 
filed for record 10/8/82, and $96,000, filed for record LEADS 
12/2/82, and $50,000 tiled for record 12/6/84.) (Sic) 

1. Who delivered that amount of cocaine to them? 
LEADS (So much they could afford to give it away.) How much 

did they pay for it? Cash, check or money order? How 
1. Develop information about the source of these did their suppliers ship the money out of Arkansas? 

funds....Where this came from....No subsequent re- Were any shipments made by air? Did they transport 
ports were ever filed disclosing the source of these any cocaine on their company jets? (Note: They made 
funds. If it came from personal finances (note this was application to Federal Aviation to fly directly from 
1982, when Clinton was in his early thirties), where did overseas to Arkansas without stopping at U.S. Cus- 
he make it? Attempt to get his and Hillary’s income tax toms.) Was this permission ever granted? What was 
files by Subpoena, if necessary. If it came from a the need for this? 
loan, who made the loan and at what terms and was it 2. Confirm from Patsy Thomasson that she, Lasater, 
ever paid back and if so to whom and in what and others took a flying trip to South America where 
manner7 they met with a United States Ambassador, ostensibly 

for the purpose of buying a horse farm. (See Arkansas 
OPERATIVE FACT State Police Intelligence Files from CID investigators. 

Develop the fact that these were top flight cops.) Roger 
Hillary Clinton represented Madison Guaranty for was Dan’s chauffeur. Show through Roger, via news- 

some 15 months at $2,000 per month because Governor paper article, Arkansas Democrat Gazette, that Dan 
Clinton had told James McDougal, head of Madison “bailed out” Roger on a narco debt. 
Guaranty that they were in “financial need”. Show that 
Hillary, through the Rose Law Firm, represented the OPERATIVE FACT 
Federal Government against Frost and Company, who 
audited Madison Guaranty funds and settled that case 
for $400,000 (which, point out, just happened to be the 

Kenneth Shemin, a Rose Law Firm partner, in 1993 
incorporated Southeast Investments, Inc. and he is the 

amount of the fee the Rose Law Firm got for settling the agent for service. Deeds and mortgages in Saline 
case). Webb Hubbell, also a Rose partner, shared in the County, Arkansas and Perry County, Arkansas show 
$400,000 windfall. Hillary represented Madison on the that Southeast, Inc. purchased, from International Pa- 
one hand and the federal government against their per Company, over 7,372.58 acres. 
auditors on the other hand. 

LEADS 
Most of these contributors made their contributions LEADS 

through “straw men”, some of whom didn’t even know 
they were supposedly making contributions, e.g., one 

1. Develop testimony that Dan Lasater runs that 

Mr. Peacock, the son of a Madison Guaranty employee 
1. Review the records to find the exact terminology “tree farm” which “they” call Cockspur. (Also develop 

used by Clinton and co-counsel in justifying the com- testimony that International Paper Company is the 
and supporter of Clinton supposedly made a $1,000 promise of the case. (Note: They used an audit of company from whom Whitewater was “purchased”.) 
contribution, but he states he never made any contribu- Madison Guaranty to show that the audit of Madison 
tion. 

2. Subpoena International Paper Company files 
was deliberately fraudulent. Shortly before they had regarding this property and any that may be connected 
used that same audit to prove that Madison was sol- with another Lasater operation, Oxley Lumber Com- 

LEADS vent.) pany, Inc., which was incorporated by another law firm 
close to Lasater. Determine how much of the $2,2SO,OOO 

1. Determine from Arkansas Democrat Gazette OPERATIVE FACT 
newspaper the names of Peacocks, father and son, and 

purchase price (from March, 1993) has been paid. How 

interview them both regarding the contribution made 
much timber has been cut off this property? Determine 

The Clintonsgot DavidHale’s loan company, which 
by the father in the name of the son, when the son had 

from Shemin who the silent partners are in this shell 
was funded by the federal government to make loans to corporation, what interest these individuals have and 

no knowledge of such contribution. the socially and economically disadvantaged, to loan 
2. Determine during the interview of Peacock, Sr., 

what was the quid pro quo, what did the other parties 
them some $300,000. ??‘I?? 

who was present at the party given to raise funds for 
contribute to the corporation? 

Bill Clinton’.s campaign and if he knows of anyone else LEADS OPERATIVE FACT 
who made contributions with the assurance that their 
money would be refunded. (Note that Don Denton, I. Determine how this was paid back, if it was. 
S&L employee, verifies that this was the modus operandi What was Clintons’ source of money, if they paid it 

Dan Lasater made large contributions by way of 

for fund-raising at Madison Guaranty.) 
“straw men”, e.g., Andy’s of America, Dixie Manage- 

back 1717 Subpoena Duces Tecum for David Hale to ment, Inc., Lasater Farm,‘etc. 
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LEADS 

1. Determine if this is the same Dixie Management 
that got an ADFA loan. 

2. Verify $1,000 contributions by Dan Lasater, 
David M. Lasater, John E. Lasater and Richard T. 
Lasater, reported in Campaign Report filed for record 
10/12/84. 

OPERATIVE FACT 

John Y. Brown, former Governor of Kentucky, (and 
Phylis George’s husband) who contributed $1,000 to 
the Bill Clinton 1984 campaign, (filed for record IO/ 
12/84) was “bailed-out” by Dan Lasater in about 1993 
or 1994 when Lasater withdrew over $300,000 from a 
Kentucky bank to help pay a purported narco debt for 
Brown. (Lasater, it was reported in the article, refused 
to sign the more-than-$10,000 “cash transaction no- 
tice” required by the feds.) 

OPERATIVE FACT 

Lt. Carl Kirkland, Arkansas State Police, head of 
Governor Jim Guy Tucker’s Security Detail, was pro- 
moted to Lieutenant in complete disregard for Arkan- 
sas State Police personnel policy which required that to 
be promoted from Sergeant to Lieutenant you had to 
stand for oral exams by at least two committees. (Re- 
view state police policies attached.) 

LEADS 

1. Review State police policies attached. (Note 
requirement of various interview panels required by 
policy.1 -. 

2. Interview Lt. Carl Kirkland regarding any con- 
tact he had with various pertinent individuals in the 
state police and/or Washington regarding his promo- 
tion. (Note that President Clinton “called” the Arkan- 
sas State Troopers offering jobs to them on or about 
September 1, 1993, and Kirkland’s promotion came on 
or about September 20, 1993.) 

3. Interview Tommy Goodwin, Former Director, 
Arkansas State Police, regarding his conversations 
with various White House personnel concerning the 
promotion of Carl Kirkland to Lieutenant. Confirm 
with him the existent policy for promotions and deter- 
mine if there were any valid reasons for variance from 
these policies. 

4. Interview the three cooperative state troopers 
who say that Kirkland told them on numerous occa- 
sions that he had taken Hillary Clinton to the Rose Law 
Firm Hideaway to meet Vincent Foster. 

[END QUOTING OF PART l] 

Let us take-a rest break and then move directly to 
PART 2. 

4/27/95 #2 HATONN 

KEEP “CLINTON” 
UPPERMOST IN YOUR MIND 

I am going to digress here to offer some input on the 
Oklahoma City relationship to the “crime bills” of the 
Clintonistas. Why? Because the whole terrible thing in 
Oklahoma City was to BRING YOU UNDER TOTAL 
CONTROL ACCORDING TO THE RULES LAID 
DOWN BY MR. CLINTON, THE ONE BIGGEST 
CRIMINAL AROUND THE NATION. 

When you actually ask “How?” or “Why?” the 
government would pull such horrendous acts against 
the people and their own buildings-CONSIDER THE 
GAIN BY THOSE SELF-SAME ENTITIES; This is a 
modus operandi of evil operators since the beginning of 
time. 

You all know about the recent Bill 666 which sets 

the stage and the Bill which places Reno in charge of all 
Domestic Terrorism and allows calling in of United 
Nations forces to control such acts?? Well, does it not 
follow that you have to have some incidents happen to 
cause YOU to want to impose more restrictions on 
yourselves for your protection? The idea works every 
time, i.e., if you want to shut down ice-cream parlors 
you have to have ice-cream incidents to get a law passed 
against them, don’t you? So here comes the campaign 
propaganda and here you have it laid out nicely in The 
Orlando Sentinel of 412 l/95. However, please note that 
the story is from WASHINGTON DC, released for 
international distribution by the NEW YORK TIMES. 
This is the desired routing for aBDESIRED propa- 
ganda. 

[QUOTING:] 

The Orlando Sentinel, April 2 1, 1995 
From: NEW YORK TIMES release 

TERRORISM BILL 
MOVES VERY FAST 

WASHINGTON-On Tuesday, the Omnibus 
Counterterrorism Act of 1995 was on a slow track in 
Congress and the subject of a lively debate as to whether 
it would violate some fundamental civil liberties, in- 
cluding the right to confront one’s accuser, 

Now, after the Oklahoma City bombing, there are 
few surer legislative bets in Washington. Democrats 
and Republicans issued news releases Thursday calling 
for the bill’s quick passage. [H: In other words, no 
matter WHO might aceuse you of something, you 
won’t even have a right to defend self. You have just 
removed another constitutional right to face your 
direct accuser. Now, you can be accused and coa- 
victed BEFORE THE FACT, arrested and property 
searched and seized without warrant or appeal. 
Indeed Oklahoma points it out to perfection-er- 
actly as intended to make you and your already 
“fixed” congressmen override anything you might 
actually want to have happen with these bills. You 
will have no recourse even as voters or citizens. 
Worse, you will, in your heat of passion instead of 
wisdom-& for the restrictions and loss of rights. 
Since the government did the act in the first place 
and now will enforce your inability to question them- 
WHERE DO YOU NOW STAND?] 

The proposal that has attracted the greatest opposi- 
tion is its provision to allow the use of evidence from 
SECRET SOURCES in deportation of proceedings 
for aliens suspected of terrorist involvement. 

. The government would not have to disclose the 
source of the damaging information to the person 
whom it is trying to deport. [H: Or convict, if 
domestic.] 

Sen. Joseph Biden Jr. of Delaware, the ranking 
Democrat on the Judiciary Committee, introduced the 
bill ON BEHALFOF THE CLINTONADMINISTRA- 
TION in February. 

Under the measure, if classified information is 
used to charge an immigrant, legal or illegal, with 
involvement in terrorist activity, the person would only 
get a summary of the government’s case. 

ANOTHER PROVISION WOULD MAKE A 
PERSON LIABLE FOR CONTRIBUTING TO AN 
ORGANIZATION DEEMED BY THE PRESIDENT 
TO BE INVOLVED IN TERRORISM, EVEN IF 
THE DONATION WAS FOR A NONTERRORIST 
ACTIVITY. 

[II: All the while KEEP IN MIND that placing 
Janet Reno (Attorney General of the U.S.) in charge 
of domestic “anything” is placing an ALIEN EM- 
PLOYEE over domestie citizens. JANET RENO IS 
HIRED AND PAID FORBY THE INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY FUND FUNCTIONING UNDER THE 
UNITED NATIONS CEARTER I further wish to 
point out that the President is eoasidered, as we 

write, for Impeachment because of CRIMINAL 
ACTIVITIES, MURDER AND DRUG CHARGES. 
HOW BETTER TO GET RID OF YOUR WIT- 
NESSES? PEOPLE, IF YOU DON’T WAKE UP 
YOU ARE GOING TO BE IN EVEN DEEPER YO- 
GURT!] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Let us move on with Larry Nichols. By the way, 
consider WHY the President and gang members want to 
push through these bills!!! Hard evidence is available 
which is going to judicially pull down these perpetra- 
tors ofboth the terrorist acts and the criminals so, when 
in doubt-PASS LAWS WHICH PRECLUDE TOUCH- 
ING ANY OF THE GUILTY SNAKES. 

[QUOTING, PART 2:] 

OPERATIVE FACT 

Betsy Wright, one of Governor Clinton’s most 
trusted associates has a history of defending Bill Clinton 
when he has been accused of “womanizing”. She has, 
in the past, said that Bill Clinton had not womanized, 
and that he had told her that “it wasn’t so”. 
LEADS 

1. Interview the several women who have now 
come forward, Sally Purdue, Connie Hamzy, Paula 
Jones, and others. (If she denies then develop introduc- 
tion of her comments in a recent book relative to her 
discussing with Clinton, in 1988, his “womanizing” 
and her advising him to not run because of an impend- 
ing scandal.) (Have David Mariness on hand to testify 
that she related this to him for publication.) 

2. Interview the three state troopers who have come 
forward to confirm the issue. (The Los Angeles Times 
reported 59 telephone calls made by Clinton to one of 
the women named by the Troopers.) 

3. Interview pertinent people at The Arkansas 
Democrat Gazette newspaper who reported on July 16, 
1989, that Bill Clinton made 11 calls to another of the 
women named as being a Clinton lover. (If necessary 
subpoena additional two troopers who originally stepped 
forward, and who then collapsed under pressure.) Sub- 
poena the eleven identified ladies, plus the five troop- 
ers, plus Lieutenant Carl Kirkland, ASP, plus Barbara 
Williams who is a confirmed Clinton associate. 

OPERATIVE FACT 

Bill Clinton, the presidential candidate, pledged 
that he would not allow his friends to cash in on their 
friendship with him. 

LEADS 

1. Interview Betsy Wright. Is she still lobbying 
even though President Clinton pledged that his friends 
would not cash in on their ties to him? Determine if it 
is true, as reported by the New York Times News 
Service, that Betsy, “was able to lobby first lady Hillary 
Clinton personally for the... who wanted to make sure 
that their services were covered under the Clinton 
health-care reform plan. They were...“, according to 
the Times. Show that the same article indicated “when 
the American Forest and Paper Products Association 
was having trouble getting a meeting with a senior 
White House aide, Wright made a phone call. The 
meeting was arranged,” according to the Times 

OPERATIVE FACT 

Patsy Thomasson, who is now a top White House 
Aide (and the person who went into Vince Foster’s 
office to get ten boxes of tiles) was a “right hand 
person” to Dan Lasater’s Bond Firm. She was given his 
power of attorney when he went to federal prison to 
serve his term on various drug Charges. 
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LEADS ment reversed course and instituted rules that would OPERATIVE FACT 
allow Arctic Alaska and other big trawlers to dominate 

1. Interview Thomasson relative to her knowledge the nation’s $100,000 Whiting catch. Hillary Clinton, in 1984, put $2,014 into a partner- 
of Dan Lasater’s bond business and its connection to According to a Packers and Stockyards investiga- ship investment with David Watkins, a Clinton friend 
ADFA, Clinton, Weniger, Madison Guaranty, Bank in tions report, Tyson executives conceded they manipu- and a top White House official (who would later resign 
Illinois (?). Begin with her being given power of lated live chicken weight, affecting five growers in the because of misuse of the presidential helicopter). They 
attorney over Dan Lasater’s affairs after he went to so-called Delaware, Maryland and Virginia Group hav- won a federal cellular-telephone franchise. Hillary’s 
federal prison; her being appointed to the Highway ing contracts with Tyson. Tyson officials said the return was almost $46,000. 
Department Commission, by Governor Bill Clinton; federal investigation found no laws broken and that According to Business Week Magazine Hillary 
her being appointed to a top level staff position in the three growers who were shorted production bonuses earned some $200,000 forbeingon four company Boards 
Clinton White House, and her subsequently invading had been paid. of Directors during the time her husband was Governor 
Vince Foster’s office the night he died. (It has been 1. Determine the results of the Securities and of the State of Arkansas. Two of those four companies 
admitted that she and Nussbaum and Hillary’s chief of Exchange Commission’s investigation. Determine if steered nearly $1,300,000 in legal work to her firm, 
staff, Maggie Williams, did go into Vince’s office and there was any undue influence in this matter, the level Rose Law Firm, while she was on their boards. 
get files which they took to the Clintons’. What was in of participation of others in acting on this information, 
those ten boxes of files? how much stock was bought and sold, at what price, and LEADS 

2. Determine from interview her knowledge as to the profit factors on all trades. 
what she went into Vince’s office to retrieve and have 2. Determine who else knew of this information 1. Interview David Watkins regarding his motiva- 
her compare what she got out of the office to what was and who else acted on it, in violation of the insider tion to include Hillary Clinton in a venture of this sort 
turned over under subpoena to the Department of Jus- trading prohibitions of federal law. where she stood to lose only $2,000 and stood to make 
tice. Determine if she knew the significance of the files $46,000 which she subsequently did. Determine from 
and on whose orders she was acting. Determine when OPERATIVE FACT him if she ever made any losing investments with him 
she knew that Vince had died and what was her reaction and/or his partnership. 
and that of others who made the decision to go into that Hillary Clinton in one day made $5,000 in cattle 
office. Determine who ordered the Park Police to futures. She made almost $100,000 in one year dealing OPERATIVE FACT 
remain outside while the office was being “cleaned”. in cattle futures. The person who handled that account 

MAKE SURE TO POINT OUT THAT “THEY” for her was James Blair, Chief Legal Counsel for Don Skeptics early on said that Rose Law Firm was 
CLAIMED THAT THEY WENT INTO VINCE’S OF- Tyson’s Foods. She first said she did the trading, but shredding documents related to Whitewater and other 
FICE IN THE INTEREST OF NATIONAL then admitted that she never entered any trades on her Clinton affairs. Everyone involved said this was not 
SECURITY....POINT OUT THAT THOMASSON DID account. She made 9,987% profit on her “investment” true. Later, various press releases indicated that ad- 
NOT EVEN HAVE A SECURITY CLEARANCE. of $1,000. (Tyson’s Food has, in the past, been de- missions had been made that it was true. 
(And at that time, more than one-third of the White clared to be a “family farm” saving them some $24 
House staff also did not have a national security million per year in taxes.) LEADS 
clearance.) Clinton’s broker, “Red” Bone, who once worked 

for Don Tyson for 13 years, was shortly thereafter 1. Identify and interview the two Rose Law Firm 
STEPHENS CONNECTION suspended from commodity futures trading for a period clerks who told the Arkansas Democrat newspaper, 

of three (3) years for the manner in which he handled Little Rock, that they had been shredding documents. 
OPERATIVE FACT trades and margin requirements. He was charged with 

and convicted of waiting to see which trades made OPERATIVE FACT 
The State of Alabama Securities Commission in- money then he could assign the winning or profit- 

vestigated a $25 million profit-rigging scheme where making trades to any individual he wished. Depose Bill Clinton, as Governor, pushed for the passage 
insiders sold their stock for $22 per share and outsiders “Red” Bone to determine the manner in which he of legislation to spend more than $30 million for a 
later sold their stock for as little as $5 per share in a handled Clinton’s account. Follow all trades for the communications system for the Arkansas State Police. 
bond issue where Stephens, Inc., a Clinton insider, was period in which he handled her account. Assume that His friend and benefactor, Dan Lasater, sold those 
the underwriter for that bond issue. (They loaned he had other clients who were willing to take a loss so bonds and made $750,000 in commissions. Motorola 
Clinton’s presidential campaign some $2.8 million that the first lady could take a profit. Specifically ask installed the system. Who sponsored the legislation 
dollars to get it back on track in 1992.) Stephens, Inc. him if she wasn’t in violation of margin requirements authorizing the system? Were bids taken and were 
agreed to pay these “outsider” stockholders some $10 on her first day of trade. those bids free and clear allowing all communications 
million to drop their case against the firm. 1. Identify and interview an expert witness who companies to freely bid on the system? Did any of the 

Preston Bynum, a Stephens, Inc. lieutenant, re- 
cently pleaded guilty to bribery, a felony charge, in the 
State of Florida. He bribed one of the commissioners in 
a bond deal. Bynum paid loans made by this Florida 
resident from Worthen Bank in Little Rock, in which 
the Stephens owned controlling interest. It was re- 
ported that he used Stephens’ money to pay off the loan. 
He is now still working at Stephens, Inc. 

1. Subpoena Bynum and interview regarding his 
involvement with regulatory agencies in the State of 
Arkansas. Determine how many of these regulators 
have loans at Worthen Bank, then determine if these 
loans are timely. Have payments been made on them in 
a timely fashion? Have there been any write-offs or 
losses? 

OPERATIVE FACT 

William H. Kennedy, a partner in the Rose Law 
Firm, should have information concerning insider trad- 
ing in the stock of Arctic Alaska Company. This was 
a takeover target of Tyson Foods, owned by Don Tyson, 
of Springdale, Arkansas. The Rose Law Firm pro- 
cessed the applications and regulatory submissions in 
connection with the takeover. Using this insider in- 
formation, Kennedy and others traded in the Alaska 
stock. In April, 1993, small tishing outfits in the 
northwest complained, according to theArkansas Demo- 
crat Gazette newspaper, that Tyson’s relationship with 
the Clinton Administration was one reason the govern- 

can testify as to how a bra 
particular individuals and 
losses to others. 

2. Interview James 
Blair to determine the ex- 
tent of his involvement in 
the transactions which re- 
sulted in “Red” Bone be- 
ing suspended. 

3. Interview “Red” 
Bone regarding his actions 
concerning the Clinton 
account. Determine if he 
was acting on his own ac- 
count or at the instructions 
of others and if so, who 
were they, what was the 
quid pro quo regarding 
these transactions, i.e., 
what would be gained out 
of letting Hillary Clinton 
profit approximately 
$100,000 while someone 
else who traded with him 
had to lose that amount? 
Determine if James Blair 
or anyone else in the Tyson 
group traded with him and, 
if so, did they generally 
lose, gain or break even. 

lker can allocate profits to principals have stock in Motorola7 
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LEADS 

1. Identify and elicit testimony from various state 
police about the effectiveness of the system. Elicit 
testimony from various persons in Communications at 
State Police to determine if the best.possible system was 
installed. Depose Tommy Goodwin, the former direc- 
tor of the Arkansas State Police to determine if he had 
any input into the choice of systems and/or the drawing 
of the specifications for the system. Determine if he 
knew who had stock in Motorola Corporation. 

OPERATIVE FACT 

The Arkansas Employment Security Division for- 
gave more than $5,000 in interest charges and penalties 
for late payment by the Bill Clinton Presidential Cam- 
paign for withholdings from employees’ pay. The law 
allows for waiver of penalties but not interest and 
penalties on that interest. One of the “steps” taken by 
the Department according to William Gaddy, a Clinton 
appointee who headed the Department, was to request 
that the Arkansas State Police investigate how the 
Clinton Campaign received a waiver and “who violated 
the department’s confidentiality requirements by re- 
leasing the documents.” 

Gaddy and a long-time employee of the agency 
resigned after the Arkansas State Police investigation. 
It was reported, according to the Arkansas Democrat 
Gazette newspaper, that the present governor, Jim Guy 
Tucker, was “furious” about the leaks. The same 
person who reported that said that the State Police had 
concluded that there was evidence of criminal wrong- 
doing on the part of one or more ESD employees. 

LEADS 

1. Interview William Gaddy regarding his actions 
as stated above. Was he acting upon someone else’s 
orders or was this his own idea? Was he familiar with 
the policies of his own agency since he had been there 
through four administrations7 Who furnished the money 
to pay the S5,351.62 paid to the agency? 

2. Determine during the interview of Peacock, Sr. 
who was present at the party given to raise funds for 
Bill Clinton’s campaign and if he knows of anyone else 
who made contributions with the assurance that their 
money would be refunded. (Note that Don Denton, 
S&L employee, verifies that this was the modus operandi 
for fund-raising at Madison Guaranty. 

OPERATIVE FACT 

Sidney Weniger, from New York City, who came to 
Little Rock to make real estate investments put more 
than $30,000 of traceable funds in Clinton’s 1984 
campaign. 

LEADS 

Correlate 1984 and subsequent contributions from 
Freeway Medical Towers, $1500; James Garcia, $1500; 
Royal Chalet Apartments and Vantage Point Apart- 
ments, Arkansas Facilities Corporation, Facilities Plan- 
ning Corporation, General Guardian Corporation, At- 
lantic Planning Corporation, Atlantic Research Corpo- 
ration, etc., to Weniger. Also introduce documents 
showing Arkansas Development Finance Authority fi- 
nanced the purchase of Freeway Medical Towers and 
later financed it for state purchase from the RTC who 
had taken it into foreclosure along with millions of 
dollars of other property owned by Sidney Weniger. 

OPERATIVE 
FACT 

This was the same year that Clinton personally 
contributed $120,000 to his own campaign (See Cam- 
paign Report showing Clinton contributed $24,000, 
filed for record 10/8/82, and $96,000, filed for record 
12/2/82, and $50,000 filed for record 12/6/84.) (Sic) 

LEADS 

1. Develop information about the source of these 
funds. Where this came from? No subsequent reports 

were ever filed disclosing the 
source of these funds. If it came 
from personal finances (note this 
was 1982, when Clinton was in 
his early thirties) where did he 
make it? Attempt to get his and 
Hillary’s income tax files by sub- 
poena, if necessary. If it came 
from a loan, who made the loan at 
what terms and was it ever paid 
back and if so to whom and in 
what manner. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 21 

We will pick up with OPERA- 
TIVE FACT, Hillary Clinton rep- 
resentation of Madison Guaranty. 

4/29/95 #2 HATONN 

MOVING FAST- 
CATCH THE CLUES 

For you who think you are not 
in trouble with your lawmakers 
and lawBREAKERS I want you to 
pay close attention. The SU- 
PREME COURT gave a ruling 
AGAINST Clinton’s gun laws in 
individual states. What is the 
Administration’s response? We 
will find a way around the ruling, 
we will find and “do an end run 
around this law”. When will you 
have had enough? 

BATF 

Please note that word comes flowing in now that 
the entire staff of the ATF housed in the Federal 
Building in Oklahoma DID NOT GO IN TO WORK ON 
THE 19TH. They were warned the night before to 
stay away as the building was going to be blown. 
And, how is your day so far? 

Dharma, let us get back to the Larry Nichols pre- 
sentation, please. 

[QUOTING, PART 3:] 

OPERATIVE FACT 

Hillary Clinton represented Madison Guaranty for 
some 15 months at $2,000 per month because Governor 
Clinton had told James McDougal, head of Madison 
Guaranty that they were in “financial need”. (Show 
that Hillary, through the Rose Law Firm, represented 
the Federal government against Frost and Company, 
who audited Madison Guaranty funds and settled that 
case for $400,000 (which, point out, just happened to be 
the amount of the fee the Rose Law Firm got for settling 
the case). Webb Hubbell, also a Rose partner, shared in 
the $400,000 windfall. Hillary represented Madison on 
the one hand and the federal government against their 
auditors on the other hand. 

LEADS 

1. Review the records to find the exact terminology 
used by Clinton and co-counsel in justifying the com- 
promise of the case. (Note: They used an audit of 
Madison Guaranty to show that the audit of Madison 
was deliberately fraudulent. Shortly before they had 
used that same audit to prove that Madison was sol- 
vent.) 

OPERATIVE FACT 

The Clintons got David Hale’s loan company, which 
was funded by the federal government to make loans to 
the socially and economically disadvantaged, to loan 
them some $300,000. (?????) 
WHOA! 

[H: If some of these seem to be “repeats” it is 
because they are. We will not repeat the several 
pages next because they duplicate those from the 
prior writing on this subject. We will move to the 
last listed “Operative Fact” and close out this sec- 
tion of the book.] 

OPERATIVE FACT 

[II: This is also a repeat fact but it is so impor- 
tant that it bears repeating.] 

The Arkansas Employment Security Division for- 
gave more than S5,OOO in interest charges and penalties 
for late payment by the Bill Clinton Presidential cam- 
paign for withholdings from employees’ pay. [E: Very 
interesting way to pay your bills?] The law allows for 
waiver of penalties but not interest and penalties on 
that interest. One of the “steps” taken by the De- 
partment according to William Gaddy, a Clinton ap- 
pointee, who headed the Department, was to request 
that the Arkansas State Police investigate how the 
Clinton campaign received a waiver and “who violated 
the department’s confidentiality requirements by re- 
leasing the documents”. 

Gaddy and a long-time employee of the agency 
resigned after the Arkansas State Police investigation. 
It was reported, according to the Arkansas Democrat 
Gazelle Newspaper, that the present Governor, Jim 
Guy Tucker, was “furious” about the leaks. The same 
person who reported that said that the State Police had 
concluded that there was evidence of criminal wrong- 
doing on the part of one or more ESD employees. 

The Prosecuting Attorney had not charged either 
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Gaddy or the other individual. ***U.S. SECRET SERVICE *** 

LEADS There is one document appended to a legal “brief 
which deserves our effort to re-type. It was originally 

1. Interview William Gaddy regarding his actions transmitted in the typical government “teletype” style 
as stated above. Was he acting upon someone else’s which is difficult enough to read before it is ever copied 
orders or was this his own idea? Was he familiar with and this one must have suffered several copyings. We 
the policies of his own agency since he had been there will reproduce it as best we can. [QUOTING:] 
through four administrations? Who furnished the money 
to pay the $5,351.62 paid to the agency? 2551 

CA VEA T/CA UTION UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
MEMORANDOM 

IN ORDER TO GET A FULL PICTURE OF THE 
NICHOLS VS. CLINTON-FINAL CHAPTER, ONE U.S. SECRET SERVICE 
SHOULD COMPLETELY AND THOROUGHLY RE- DATE: 7120193 22:01 pm 
VIEW ALL THE DOCUMENTS IN THIS THE REPLYTO 
PLAINTIFF’S EXHIBIT BOOK. WHAT YOU HAVE IN ATTN OF: SA SCOTT MARBLE 
YOUR HANDS IS THE MOST POWERFUL THING IN SUBJECT: DEATH OF VINCENT FOSTER DEPUTY 
THE WORLD. YOU HAVE THE FACTS-NOT ALL, ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND DEPUTY 
BUT ENOUGH TO CONVICT. COUNSEL (SEE ATTACHED) 

THESE DOCUMENTSARE TO BE VIEWED WITH TO: SAIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 
THE KNOWLEDGE THAT ALL THE INFORMATION 
CONTAINED AND OUTLINED HEREIN HAS BEEN ON 7/20/93, AT 2130 HRS. LT WOLTE, USSS/ 
PUBLISHED IN ONE OR MORE DAILY NEWSPA- UD-WH3, CONTACTED THE IDIDD AND ADVISED 
PERS AROUND THE UNITED STATES AND THE THAT AT 2030 HRS. THIS DATE, HE WAS CON- 
WORLD AND CONSTITUTE INFORMATION ABOUT TACTED BY LT GAVIN, US PARK POLICE, WHO 
WHICH NO SERIOUS QUESTION OR REFUTATION PROVIDED THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 
HAS ARISEN. ON THE EVENING OF 7120193, UNKNOWN 

NO ATTEMPT HAS BEEN MADE TO COM- TIME, US PARK POLICE DISCOVERED THE BODY 
PLETELY COVER ALL THE MATERIAL WHICH HAS OF VINCENT FOSTER IN HIS CAR. THE CAR WAS 
BEEN PUBLISHED. PARKED IN THE FT. MARCY AREA OF VA NEAR 

ONCE YOU HAVE DISCERNED WHAT YOU BE- THE GW PARKWAY. MR. FOSTER APPARENTLY 
LIEVE TO BE THE TRUTH, ACT UPONIT. THERE IS DIED OF A SELF-INFLICTED GUNSHOT WOUND 
NO TRUER ADAGE THAN THE OFT QUOTED, “m TO THE HEAD. A .38 CAL. REVOLVER WAS FOUND 
TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE.” AN INFORMED IN THE CAR. 
ELECTORATE IS THE GREATEST GUARANTEE OF S2 TOM CANAVIT, WFO PI SQUAD, ADVISED 
FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY. THAT HE HAS BEEN IN CONTACT WITH US PARK 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Readers, as we look through the piles of document 
copies which accompany these outlined investigations 
we do find them present and accounted for. We simply 
have no way to offer all in the paper. Worse, at this time 
we seem to have no way to get the material published in 
time to have available at the running of the prior 
material. Suffice it to say that Mr. Nichols HAS THE 
SCOOP AND THE BACKUP. YOU HAVE A TOTAL 
CRIMINAL FOR A PRESIDENT ALONG WITH ALL 
HIS ATTACHMENTS! ALSO, ARKANSAS HAS A 
CRIMINAL FOR A GOVERNOR. 

It has been very difficult for Mr. Nichols to KEEP 
all these cases and documents clean and secure. We 
have only copies and some of those are in poor condi- 
tion. We just want our friendly protectors of crime to 
KNOW that it is all available and all proof is here that 
is necessary to bring them to justice-along with the 
judicial frauds who have protected them. 

POLICE AND WAS ASSURED THAT IF ANY MATE- 
RIALS OF A SENSITIVE NATURE (SCHEDULES OF 
THE POTCS, ETC.) WERE RECOVERED, THEY 
WOULD IMMEDIATELY BE TURNED OVER TO 
THE USSS. (AT THE TIME OF THIS WRITING, NO 
SUCH MATERIALS WERE LOCATED.) 

NO FURTHER INFORMATION AVAILABLE. 
INVESTIGATION BY US PARK POLICE CON- 

TINUING. 

(There is an unreadable list of persons notified via 
copy of the memo.) 

[H: How many versions of Mr. Foster’s “suicide” 
do you suppose there are?] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

It appears that Governor Tucker has been hand in 
hand with the cover-ups of crime and even MURDER.. 
These are “death penalty” offenses. I wonder if the 
people will be able to execute these criminals like they 
executed such as Richard Snell on the 19th of April, 
19957 I shall enjoy watching you nail these men-for 
IN ADDITION to these drug and business crimes, even 
the murder-THESE MEN ARE ALL GUILTY OF 
TREASON TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA! 

It would appear that the politicians are just about 
ready to cement-boot the Clintons and the small-fry 
politicians anyway-to protect their own fat assets. 
You-the-People can clean up the mess if you WANT TO 
DO SO! 

If you are interested in helping, even if only by 
recognition, Mr. Nichols, please send him your voiced 
or written support. If you wish to help get these 
documents and this last “chapter” and video tape to 
press and print-please contact CONTACT. I believe 
they are trying to raise funds to get it to the printer. 

I cannot ask Dharma to do any more sorting or copy 
work on this matter. It is all available as sent here so 
please turn it all over to the staff and see if and what 

another priority writing. 
America has reached an all-time low when such as 

these men and women become the LAW of your NA- 
TION. THERE IS MUCH HOUSECLEANING TO BE 
DONE-BUT THE FIRST SWEEP WILL GET A 
WHOLE BIG BUNCH OF THE THUGS AND LIARS. 
WHEN THE HOUSE OF CARDS BEGINS TO TOPPLE 
FROM ITS FOUNDATION-THE STRUCTURE CAN- 
NOT LONG CONTINUE TO STAND. 

However, “just” getting rid of Clintons will NOT 
do much because the REAL BIG GUYS HAVE AL- 
READY COUNTED ON THAT PROBABILITY-SO, 
YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE TO GO FOR THEM 
ALL! The Bilderbergers and Trilateralists have just 
MET (April 22-26). Let us see what they decided to do and 
what stance the REALLY BIG BOYS intend. At this writing, 
it looks pretty sad for Billy Boy Bunny and his hopped-up twail 
fwends. It couldn’t happen to nicer criminals. 

Just remember, readers, the placements of such as 
Reno are not necessarily going to go anywhere with the 
demise of the Clintons. These high-ranking officials 
are not property of the President-THEY ARE PROP- 
ERTY OF THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY 
FUND, UNITED NATIONS. Furthermore, if the Presi- 
dency falls now it will likely fold the “government- and 
“economy’‘-on purpose-and be picked up by the 
United Nations Charter for legal reference. This will 
be for the purpose of causing patriots to do very stupid 
things-like declare WAR which will, in effect-de- 
clare war on yourselves. The rock is now no more 
comfortable than that hard place. 

WOULD YOU BE PROTECTED 
BY YOUR OWN? 

NO! It is now published that the results of the 
Marine Corps questionnaire asking about being willing 
to shoot Americans states that “MORE THAN ONE 
OUT OF FOUR” soldiers would participate in “non- 
traditional missionP and WOULD shoot to kill, 
fellow Americans, if necessary. Still feel safe in 
“Little Town” America? 

ISRAEL MAKING MONEY- 
TAX FREE?!? 

they work out with Larry. I must turn attention to DOM. 

Another nice thing has happened on your way to 
being the Israeli Homeland, America: If you contribute 
to Israel-above and beyond the annual U.S. financial 
aid-you CAN CLAIM A TAX DEDUCTION!! 

Let me use the same example others have offered in 
The Washington Report on Middle East Affairs. A 
donation to any Israeli charity by a U.S. citizen can be 
deducted from that U.S. citizen’s federal income tax. 

Ah, but the plot thickens. Because Israeli charities 
are out of bounds for the IRS, a taxpayer could 
foreseeably lie about the amount of the donation, i.e., 
write off. 

The magazine used an example of an American taxpayer 
who made a S 100,000 contribution to a charity, but asked it to 
credit him with a $1 million donation. 

The option for the charity is to take the $100,000, 
or not. The Israeli charity is out of reach of the U.S. 
federal government, so let’s assume they take the money 
and no one ever finds out about that lit. 

After the millionaire writes off the donation, he 
could take a tax deduction of $320,000. Guess who has 
to make it up? 

“As far as we know, there is no way to prove fraud 
and put the swindler in jail,” the magazine said. “In 
our opinion, everyone writing and passing that law 
belongs in jail.” 

According to the American Jewish press, American 
Jews raise nearly $1 BILLION a year for Israel, in 
addition to federal grants and not to mention the $3 
BILLION CASH ANNUALLY. Ah indeed, the 
Mishpucka is getting there, readers. But they are 
getting “there” on YOUR BACKS WITH YOUR FREE- 
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May Day 
are, however, that the Mormon Church was established 
for THIS DAY OF ACTIVITY. The Church was planned 
to evolve into a powerful structure which would have 
great control by the turn of the millennia. Fine, you do 
that which pleases YOU. I make no comment about 
right or wrong-just fact. 

The Mormon Church overstepped its bounds by 
binding dead “Jewish” persons to it, posthumously. 
The MISHPUCKA did it, caused it to happen and, 

In AmerilQa! 
NOW, THE JUDEANS OBJECT. 

I need to offer the write-up because it has happened __ * in Salt Lake City but is now NEWS around the world1 
In fact, this was released for “May Day” and hit the 
whole news network simultaneously. The copy we have 
in front of us is the same as the original first writing but 
comes all the way from The Orlando Sentinel. 

(Continued from Front Page) [QUOTING:] 

WATCH YOUR CHILDREN 
AND YOUR PETS! 

I warn you readers and listeners-DO NOT LET 
YOUR CHILDREN OR YOUR PET OUT OF YOUR 
EYESIGHT DURING THESE TWO DAYS. This year, 
1995, is to be the TURNING AROUND POINT 
WHEREIN THE PLANET IS TO BE CONSUMED BY 
EVIL-WHEN IT WILL BE PROCLAIMED THAT 
GOD RULES. THE ONLY PROBLEM IS THAT IT IS 
NOT GOD OF LIGHT AND CREATION-IT IS 
THE KING OF DARKNESS. THE REST OF THE 
TRAPPINGS ARE SIMPLY HORRENDOUS 
PEOPLE WITH THEIR FALSE EGO-POWER DO- 
ING HEINOUS THINGS. IT IS THE MOST SE- 
CRET OF HOLY DAYS FOR THE SATANIC 
CAUSE-THE TAKING OF THE “NEW” JERU- 
SALEM! Tonight will be a night of terror and celebra- 
tion by sacrifice to evil (without shame), deviant be- 
havior and new pledges to LUCIFER for total subservi- 
ence. What is your best protection7 LIGHT! LIGHT! 
LIGHT! KEEP ALL SECURITY LIGHTS ON 
THROUGHOUT ALL THE DARK HOURS. AND, IF 
YOU ARE EVER GOING TO SIT WITH YOUR GUN 
LOADED-TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT! Stay out of 
crowded places unless you have a harness (that a child 
or pet cannot disconnect) ON THE CHILD AND 
LOCKED TO YOU. DO NOT GO ALONE-ANY- 
WHERE! 

You can expect renewed memorials-especially 
TO THE CHILDREN slain in Oklahoma City. This will 
wrap up the final sacrifice for no more “miracles” are 
expected in the crush of the building. This is WHY so 

Gingrich (whose name he can’t spell either) to DO 
SOMETHING. Do you really think if the counting be 
correct that you can simply swing Perot into the hot- 
seat this afternoon? No, you have to go through GORE 
who is equally high on the Witchcraft ladder as are the 
Clintonistas. SATAN HAS TAKEN YOUR THRONE 
AND THIS IS CELEBRATION DAY! 

[QUOTING:] 

MEDIA RELEASE-APRIL 28, 1995 
MIDWEST, USA: Following yesterday’s expose 

that Japan fired the bomb on Oklahoma City and tried 
to blame it on the Arabs, the peoples of Japan and the 
United States must reclaim the leadership of their 
countries and throw the warring, corrupt officials out 
before more of us people die. [H: Well, firstly, JAPAN 
did not FIRE the bomb. They may well have been 
Ubehind” the scenes somewhere-but they are not 
stupid enough to light the fuse, good friends. Only 
God’s people seem to be simple-minded enough to 
believe such a thing. The GAME is confusion and 
NEVER DOING ANYTHING YOURSELF FOR 
WHICH TO BE “CAUGHT”.] 

Americans apologize to the Japanese for the ter- 
rible deaths on their subway (and at Kobe where the 
BOMB BLAST THAT CAUSED THE EARTH- 
QUAKE WAS HEARD [H: AND SEEN.]). 

[END OF QUOTING] 

That is enough because the remainder of the FAX 
is pure drivel. YOU ARE NOW DEALING WITH THE 

many of the searchers are now sent back to their home MkYHPUCKA hierarchy and things up to now have been 
towns-to tell the horrors. YOUR ENEMY OF GOD game-plan testing. You can now expect to get down to 
DOES NOT MISS A THING! the really DIRTY WORK. 

There is another FAX here which I need to share a So, what can you do? Well, if someone threw a war 
relevant portion. You will have more of this garbage of and nobody came-what would happen? I suggest you 
the U.S.1U.N. doing unthinkable things and blaming keep security and STAY AWAY FROM THESE 
Religious groups who have been sucked into the trap PLANNED GATHERINGS AND CELEBRATIONS! 
with “evidence” laid to the “kill” (for example, the In addition: KEEP YOUR EYES AND EARS OPEN. 
subway gassing in Japan and the massive explosion in I want to share something else with you that tells so 
Korea). These are U.S. -and-allies terrorist activities- much more than you can imagine that “you can’t imag- 
always BLAMED on someone or something GOOD or ine!” 
on GOD. The Japanese Kobe quake was MANMADE 
and PROVEN. When your own controllers DO THESE MORMON CHURCH TO .STOP 
THINGS-there is no where to run and nowhere to BAPTIZING HOLOCAUST 
hide, readers-NOWHERE! YOU INVARIABLY GO VICTIMS POSTHUMOUSLY 
TO THE VERY ONES WHO DID THE DEED WHILE 
SEEKING PROTECTION FROM THEM. WHAT would any church be doing attending that 

which is AGAINST THEIR STATED FAITH?? DO 
EXCERPTS FROM YOU REALIZE THAT IN JAPAN THE VEE 

A FAX NETWORK. WORD “MORMON” MEANS SATAN (DEVIL) AND 
THE CHURCH CANNOT EVEN CALL ITSELF 

I am not going to offer numbers listed at this time THE “MORMON CHURCH” IN JAPAN? Why? 
because this man who originated the FAX is UNIN- Because the Japanese do not accept the Satanic prin- 
FORMED and he wants to put Perot into office in- ciple and do not have freedom of speech as in the U.S. 
stantly because of rigged elections and appeals to Newt which accepts every heinous thing around. The facts 

MORMON CHURCH TO STOP BAPTIZING HO- 
LOCAUSTVICTIMS POSTHUMOUSLY. (Associated 
Press) (H: They are your PLANT organization and 
work for Pat Robertson.] 

Salt Lake City-The Mormon Church reached an 
agreement with five MAJOR JEWISH GROUPS Fri- 
day to stop posthumous baptisms for victims of the 
Holocaust. 

Baptizing for the dead is a central tenet of the 
Mormon Church, which believes the practice gives 
every spirit a chance to accept or reject baptism in the 
“true Church of Jesus Christ.” 

[H: Is this not an interesting contradiction in 
language terminology: “Mormon” means Satan in 
the Asian Oriental language and yet it is here called 
“the true Church of Jesus Christ”. Note the term 
“Jesus” as being predominantly stressed here as it is 
in the title of the Church in point: ‘The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints”. “Jesus” (NOT 
THE Christ) is also the HEAD of the capstone pyra- 
mid of the Illuminati and is so stated as “LUCIFER”. 
IN OTHER WORDS, JESUS IS USED IN CON- 
JUNCTION WITH LUCIFER AS IN JESUS SA- 
TAN-NOT “CHRIST”. 

Is this an example of ACCIDENTAL COINCI- 
DENCE? Well, go into the dark and SECRET places 
of the temples and watch the exercises which ARE 
DIRECTLY PATTERNED FROM THE FREEMA- 
SON SECRET RITUALS! I, further, am not here to 
pull you away from anything. I am here to tell you 
the TRUTH and this is simply the TRUTH. You will 
do exactly that which you WANT to do and insist on 
ignoring and following orders of these churches to 
“NOT READ THAT PHOENIX MATERIAL,-OR 
ELSE! n (THA T ORDER IS CLUE NUMBER TWOI) 

Believe me, readers, THE CHRIST OF THESE 
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ORGANIZATIONS is NOT THE SON OF GOD OF 
LIGHT! You are welcome to worship whatever and 
whomever you wish-but you are not, in these 
manmade organizations, honoring and serving the 
CHRIST OF LIGHT. It simply IS the WAY IT IS! 
First clue? Any time you have toPAY (buy) your way 
into the inner sanctum of GOD, you do NOT have 
God of Light. Was it always this way or is this 
something which has evolved? You be the judge-go 
study history of the founding of these churches.] 

Ernest W. Michel, chairman of the World Gather- 
ing of Jewish Holocaust Survivors, said the issue came 
to his group’s attention when a Jewish newspaper 
mentioned that a Jew killed in the Gurs, France, con- 
centration camp had been baptized posthumously into 
the Mormon Church. 

“I am a Holocaust survivor and I found my grand- 
mother, uncles, aunts and friends had been baptized,” 
Michel said. “That, to me, I found totally unacceptable. 
I was incensed when I found out about it.” 

The Mormon Church’s ruling three-member First 
Presidency directed members in March 1991 to stop 
baptizing Holocaust victims, but the ban was violated, 
said Elder Monte J. Brough, executive director of the 
Family History Department. He is a member of the 
Presidency of the Seventy, the governing body of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 

Several months of recent talks led to Friday’s agree- 
ment between the Mormon Church, Michel’s group, the 
United States Holocaust Memorial Council in Wash- 
ington; A Living Memorial to the Holocaust Museum of 
Jewish Heritage in New York City; the Wiesenthal 
Center in Los Angeles; and Yad Vashem Holocaust 
Memorial in JERUSALEM. 

The Mormon Church agreed to direct a11 of its 
officials and members to discontinue future baptisms of 
deceased Jews, except those who are ancestors of living 
church members or whose families give permission. 
[H: Does this strike anyone, save me, as being about 
aa stupid as anyone can get? Since when can anyone 
do a spiritual act of any value at all FOR someone 
else? Do you see the silly game or are you still too 
blind?] 

It also agreed to remove from the next issue of its 
International Genealogical Index the names of all known 
posthumously baptized Jewish Holocaust victims who 
are not direct ancestors of living church members. 
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[H: NOW, do you want the REAL REASON? 
The nice genealogical researchers WERE FINDING 
THAT THE CLAIMED DEADED JEWS IN THE 
HOLOCAUST WHERE NOTDZUDED IN THE HO- 
LOCAUST. THIS WAS VERY, VERY EMBAR- 
RASSING INDEED! THE MORMONS ARE GOOD 
AT GENEALOGY TRACING AND THE LIES OF 
THE HOLOCAUST WERE POURING FORTH 
LIKE WATER FROM A SPIGOT.] 

The final agreement is to be signed Wednesday in 
New York at the office of the Conference of Presidents 
of Major American Jewish Organizations. [H: Under- 
stand WHY. There is a major blackmail standoff 
going on here, good readers.] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

CHILDREN-AGAIN 

Now let us turn our attention to Korea and a “n&u- 
ral gas explosion on Friday”. The headline gives you 
the CONNECTION with the other affairs of bombs, 
explosions and MAY DAY!: 

[QUOTING:] 

60 CWILDREN 
AMONG VICTIMS IN KOREA BLAST 

The Orlando Sentinel, 4-29-95: (AP) 
A huge natural gas explosion Friday caught chil- 

dren arriving at middte schools in a tower of flames. 

TAEGU, South Korea-Dozens of children arriv- 
ing for school were caught in a tower of flame or tossed 
into the air in cars and buses hit by a powerful under- 
ground gas explosion on Friday. 

Their bloodied navy blue uniforms, school bags 
and textbooks lay scattered among the wreckage. 

Of the 103 people killed, offtcials said 60 of them. 
were students in their early teens heading to seven area 
middle schools during the morning rush hour. As many 
as 200 people were injured and others were trapped in 
the debris. 

“There are torn limbs, blood,everywhere,” rescue 
worker Choi Hong said. “A lot of the people down there 
are kids, ‘kids who were crushed to death.” 

[H: May GOD help you all!] 
He was among some 3,900 soldiers, police, 

firefighters and volunteers working to rescue survi- 
vors, using bright lights after dark fell. 

Police said a spark from the subway construction 
site set off natural gas leaking from a broken pipeline 
in Taegu, a provincial capital of 2.2 million people 
about 140 miles south of Seoul. 

The force of the blast scattered heavy steel sheets 
that were serving as a temporary four-lane road for a 
300-yard stretch of the construction site. The sheets, 
each weighing more than 600 pounds, were found 
strewn atop buildings and houses as far as 150 feet 
away. [Ed. note: Why is there no debris on the roof of 
the Oklahoma City Federal Building?] 

Opposition parties called the accident evidence of 
government incompetency, pointing to a string of re- 
cent disasters. 

Last December, 12 people were killed, dozens more 
injured and 150 left homeless when a natural gas 
holding tank exploded in a Seoul residential neigbbor- 
hood. Thirteen other, smaller explosions were reported 
last year. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

CLOSER TO 
HOMETOWN AMERICA 

Tehachapi, California-to be exact. 
Funny you ones who live in a place have to get your 

A bridge collapsed in Seoul in October, killing 32 
people. Three days later a fire swept through a crowded 
sight-seeing ship south of Seoul, killing 30. 

[H: And you think this new thrust toward 
McNamara-AND TOURS THROUGH THE U.S.S. 
PUEBLO ARE ACCIDENTAL? Oh, good readers, 
you are IN IT-the war of terror is moving into high 
gear!] 

REAL information from afar. This, in fact, comes from 
a report (and journalist) I HIGHLY RESPECT AND 
HONOR: Mike Blair of SPOTLIGHT. 

SPOTLIGHT, May 1, 1995. 

[QUOTING:] 

MIDDLE AGES-TYPE DISEASE 
LOOSE IN CALIFORNIA 

Plague-thought to have been wiped out years 
ago-has been diagnosed in Southern California. 

Exclusive: Mike Blair. 
While the Establishment news media has virtually 

ignored the subject, health officials in a Southern 
California county are desperately trying to trace the 
source of a deadly plague bacteria that threatens the life 
of a man and has the potential for spreading rapidly. 

At this point, public health and medical officials in 
Kern County, located north of Los Angeles, are trying 
to determine how John Breen, 23, of Tehachapi, which 
is about 30 miles southeast of the city of Bakersfield, 
caught pneumonic plague. 

Breen is in critical condition at Kern County Medi- 
cal Center, Bakersfield, [H: No, as of this writing be 
is totally and completely DEAD from the disease!] 
after he collapsed March 20 in his Tehachapi apart- 
ment, his lungs filled with dense bacteria and fluid. He 
had been ill for several days but thought he had a 
“cold”. 

With the young man unconscious, Kern county 
officials have encountered difficulty in trying to trace 
his movements and how he may have contracted the 
deadly disease. If it is not treated early, the disease can 
have a mortality rate of up to 95 percent. 

Further complicating the county health and medi- 
cal officials’ problems is the bizarre THEFT OF THE 
YOUNG MAN’S MEDICAL PAPERS, which, Bakers- 
field television chanuel KDAK told The SPOTLIGHT, 
WERE STOLEN FROM HIS FATHER’S CAR 
WHILE IT WAS IN THE PARKING LOT OF THE 
MEDICAL CENTER ON MARCH 31. 

were taken after the car was broken into. 
Nothing else, The SPOTLIGHT was told, was miss- 

ing from the car, nor were any other vehicles in the 
parking lot burglarized. 

Pneumonic plague is caused by the bacteria Yersinia 
pestis, an organism commonly carried by rats and other 
rodents. The disease can be transmitted to humans 
through fleas that have bitten the rodents, domesticated 

Police are seeking the papers, which were in a 
small brown briefcase, bearing the initials “BB”. They 
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cats and dogs or through contact with other infected 
human beings. 

In pneumonic form, the bacteria rapidly multiplies 
in the victim’s lungs, leading to fever and pneumonia. 
The more common Bubonic plague, which is caused by 
the same bacteria, candevelop into the pneumonic form 
if the bacteria travels to the lungs. At that point, the 
bacteria is spread in airborne form, endangering any- 
one who comes in contact with the victim, with primary 
pneumonic plague. 

There has not been a case of primary pneumonic 
plague in the United States since 1924. 

The disease, which has an incubation period of 
from two to five days, is treated with antibiotics. 

ANTIBIOTIC 
TREATMENT 

[II: And now, you nice colloidal makers will get 
the reason we needed to push right ahead, full power! 
You are going to need those colloidals. The accepted 
antibiotics won’t touch this stuff unless you get it on 
the first day. Get some colloidal silver with a trace 
of gold (GAIACOL). You need the gold trace be- 
cause you need the reaction of frequency-with the 
silver. I have also built in a trace of rhodium and 
iridium into the other half of the team of solutions, 
OXYSOL. My suggestion is to get BOTH, and 
simply go through the intake programs AS IF you 
have disease-even if there are no symptoms of any- 
thing. Take appropriately as directed and follow 
with a week of replacement Iacto-bacillus and acido- 
philus. There are other flora that can also be re- 
placed. If you hit the possible cause of such disease, 
hard, you will have no side-effects but you will wipe 
out your good bacterial flora, also. This is WHY, on 
an ongoing basis-don’t overdo for MORE is not 
necessarily better.] 

Tracy Richardson, a spokesperson for the Kern 
County Medical Center, told The SPOTLIGHT that 
Breen, who is on a ventilator and is being administered 
antibiotics intravenously, has shown some improve- 
ment since his admission, but remains critical. (II: He 
died! He didn’t need to die-but you don’t tell the 
modern day priests of death ANYTHING! Breen, I 
suppose, was spared the input of any “quacks” who 
might do something! You have, indeed, come a long 
way, World! Colloidal silver has been SHOWN to 
kill every recognized virus or biological agent save 
the more advanced human-programmed series- 
which will be shown to meet their demise in the 
presence of trace element gold with positive charge. 
So be it.] 

Breen is [was] one of 70 employees at the Benz 
Sanitation Recycling Plant in Tehachapi, a facility that 
covers several acres. As a precaution, other employees 
at the plant are being treated with antibiotics. 

Recycling facilities are a breeding ground for rats 
and other rodents. 

Tehachapi, which is at an elevation of about 3,000 
feet [4,000 fl.] above sea level, is an area considered 
endemic with rodents carrying the disease. Plague 
bacteria seem to be related to rodent populations at 
elevations greater than 2,500 feet. 

Health officials have already checked domesticated 
animals around the recycling center and Breen’s apart- 
ment but have not discovered any infected with the 
bacteria. [H: No and they won’t find anything. This 
is a very SPECIAL case. This hapless man was 
caught in a war between growers, endangered spe- 
cies battlers and farmers, people (citizens) and 
governmental tampering.] 

However, one health department official, who asked 
not to be identified, INDICATED THAT UP TO 20 
PERCENT OF GROUND SQUIRRELS NATIVE TO 
THE AREA ARE CARRYING THE BACTERIA. 
(II: But they are on the endangered species list which 
carries a $100,000 to S400,OOO fine for interfering 
with one of the little friends.] 

CAT INFECTED 

In addition, tests conducted on a domesticated cat 
that died in Keene, located about 10 miles northwest of 
Tehachapi, came up positive for Yersinia pestis. (H: 
You readers need to know that Mr. Breen spent his 
time in Keene and, ALSO, that is the headquarters 
of the FARM UNION RUN BY CAESAR CHAVEZ 
BEFORE HE WAS DEADED (SUICIDED) BUT IS 
STILL THE HEADQUARTERS FORTHE UNION!] 

The Kern County Health Department is warning all 
vacationers and residents in these areas around Keene 
and Tehachapi, areas endemic to the bacteria, to take 
measures to minimize their exposure to potentially 
infected animals. 

The more widely known Bubonic plague, or “Black 
Death”, ravaged Europe during the 14th century, caus- 
ing the deaths of millions. 

It is customary procedure to prevent the bacteria 
from spreading by controlling the rodent population of 
an area. 

It is ironic that Kern County a few years ago was the 
site of the prosecution by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service of Tsung Ming-Lin, a farmer whose tractor had 
killed a kangaroo rat, a species protected under the 
federal Endangered Species Act. 

While, like other rodents in Kern County, the rats 
can be carriers of Yersinia pestis, killing the rodents 
carries a fine of up to $200,000 and/or time in federal 
prison, even, apparently, if the killing is accidental, as 
in the case of the farmer. 

[II: Yes, there was a hearing as recent as yester- 
day regarding this farmer. At the time of the inci- 
dent the TRACTOR was also arrested and was being 
held as a confiscated vehicle. Even if the man is 
released unscathed save for the “fine”, the vehicle 
has been confiscated-BY LAW!] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

[Editor’s note: The latest wrinkle in this manufuc- 

lured plague saga is literally in my own backyard, 
where a cat was just yesterday diagnosed with the 
plague symptoms. I live at 5,100 feet, even higher 
(and colder) than the four seasons of Tehachapi proper 
(at 4,000 feet). Thus the mere presence of any plague 
at all, at this still-cold time of the year, implies a 
disease both out ofseason with itsnatural (hot weather, 
active jleas) cycle, as well as one being planted to 
target a specific area. Of course. I can 7 imagine why 
anyone would target Tehachapi-certatnlynot because 
of CONTACT’s last few months of “innocent” Front 
Page headlines!?! What a world.] 

OBSERVATIONS 

I don’t have more time for this writing, friends, but 
there are a couple of things of which you MUST BE 
AWARE. There is a party besides Janet Reno (Attorney 
General) who fills a job equally as powerful: the Secre- 
tary of Treasury. Both are paid fully by the Interna- 
tional Monetary Fund and both work diligently and 
directly to suck the world into and under the control of 
the United Nations One World Government. This 
cabinet post is held by one Robert Rubin. Well, 
readers, it is worse than you probably thought. Robert 
Rubin is an international money-changer. He was a 
working conspirator with Robert Maxwell (suicided) who 
was an agent (Secret wishpucka Mossad]) for Israel. 

Rubin was an imposing figure and headed Goldman 
Sachs, the giant Wall Street investment bank, and was 
the BIGGEST INDIVIDUAL CASH CONTRIBUTOR 
TO THE CLINTON CAMPAIGN. Rubin, Maxwell, et al., 
had multi-billion dollar fraud operations going-and the 
fraud continu~nly the players change (positions). 

THIS IS WHAT RUNS YOUR NATION, CITI- 
ZENS. I SUGGEST YOU BE VERY, VERY CARE- 
FUL IN WHAT YOU DO, IN WHAT YOU SAY, 
AND IN ALL THINGS FOR THIS IS A DANGER- 
OUS TIME FOR CITIZENS-ESPECIALLY PA- 
TRIOTS! 
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ALL NATURAL 
FAT-BURNING 

SYSTEM 

You who rebuke me and turn away because I say 
things which make you “mad’‘-fine. I chose 
CONTACT’s masthead logo of “Ye shall know the 
Truth and the Truth shall make you mad!” Anger is not 
something to which I am a stranger. While you attend 
your little personal slings and arrows-a species 
marches ever closer to doom. So be it. There isn’t 
anyone going to DRAG YOUR CARCASS ABOARD 
ANYTHING OF GOD. 

THE NATURAL FAT-BURNING 

SYSTEM TO HELP YOU LOOK 
GOOD AND 

FEEL GREAT. 
LET NATURE HELP YOU REDUCE. 

30 DAY SUPPLY: $35.00 
PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING. 

(Call l-800-639-4242 for ordering information 

and/or free Catalog and see back pages of paper.] 

To you who think I am somehow your PERSONAL 
Guru because you somehow pronounce it so and then set 
about giving me my lessons according to “you”, thank 
you but no thank you. I don’t like your solutions nor do 
I see that you have accomplished much by your wise 
knowledge. The WISE man, woman or child-attends 
his lessons in prayerful HOPE of finding proper solu- 
tions to that which confronts your very SOUL DES- 
TINY. You do that which you will and it would be 
appreciated if you wouldn’t dump garbage on my secre- 
tary, either-or on my team. If you don’t LIKE me- 
keep thy distance FROM ME. Using or joining some 
cult or group which BEARS MY NAME does not 
impress me, either, so please leave me out of your 
silliness. When I speak to you it is that certainly YOU 
KNOW IT and don’t have to ask Dharma. She KNOWS 
who speaks to HER-no other! If this is categorized as 
a “religion”-1 APOLOGIZE! SPIRITUAL TRUTH I am not a patriot, a psychic, a radical, nor do I 

advocate the overthrow of anything. I am not “reli- AND RELIGION ARE AT OPPOSITE ENDS OF THE 
gious” -1 am FROM GOD. I am a messenger. You POLES OF MEANING. NEITHER DO I OFFER YOU 
will do whatever you will do but it does seem wise, to SALVATION (NEITHER DID CHRIST). I OFFER 
me, to get aligned with God Creator and stop the YOU TRUTH-NO MORE AND NO LESS. IN THAT 
nonsense of the UNholy charters. If you expect a TRUTH, HOWEVER, MAY VERY WELL LAY SAL- 
RAPTURE for your ignorance reward-you are going VATION. PONDER IT. 
to be awfully disappointed for there is going to be no I salute you who would gain wisdom, for in the days 
such thing. You may well get ascended-but not like flowing past so quickly in your perception-YOU NEED 
you expect. “Physical” bodies do not normally ascend IT. I SHALL FOREVER WALK WITH YOU: I MAY 
and to expect to ascend to CLOUDS doubles your WELL PROD AND PUSH A BIT. I WILL NOT, 
jeopardy. The evangelists who tell you otherwise are HOWEVER, DRAG YOU ANYWHERE. SO BE IT 
simply hand-in-hand colleagues of the ONE WORLD AND SELAH! 

ORDER of Zionism-PEOPLE OF THE LIE! 
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“As it seems the burdens close in upon 
our shoulders, stand back from that which 
3 and allow perspective to overcome the 
onfusion. 

“As was promised, the organized chaos- 
le planned upheavals -keep the minds flit- 
ng and searching for respite. Now, 
ersonal impact occurs on life-styles, 
Iorals, jobs-all facets of life impacted 
rith alien input and degradation.” 

-HATONN 

ome of the important topics discussed are: 

‘The Ground Wave Emergency Network 
(GWEN) 

*A HISTORY OF 
SECRET MIND CONTROL IN U.S. 
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WHY?? 

*The “300” Conspirators’ Hierarchy. 
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DESTINY OF DOOM! 

yyou thinkyou are nor “had ” in this game of non- 
:hance-look again. You had best recognize the 
Jlayers in the major rule-book writing for you 

Ire playing by the rules of the Controllers oj 

3estiny and Builders of Doom. Even the EIite 
tave Doomsdayplans-where are YOURS? 
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Part X: 
4/26/95 RICK MARTIN 

The tremendousvolume of information received by 
Dharma each day, the daily reality ofcourtroom battles, 
legal deadlines, the ever-present stress of potential 
eviction-all pale in comparison to the great wisdom 
offered for our sustenance. The soul has yearned for the 
answers being freely given each day. During these 
summer months of 1989, each of us spent time reflect- 
ing on these words of such strength, power and Truth. 
On Sunday, July 30, 1989, Dharma received the follow- 
ing message from Hatonn. [Quoting:] 

Hatonn here in the Light of the Radiant One. Salu, 
Dharma. I hear the queries and it is time we bring them 
to the surface and speak to them directly. 

You will not be able to think of them, chela, for I 
have your “line” tied up. My hope is that one day thy 
brothers would make their lists and ask the questions 
directly. The largest problem is that when we have 
sessions, the tapes are not transcribed and much of the 
recordings will be lost. You cannot do it all and yet no 
one else seems available to transcribe. Much of the 
personal warmth and reality are lost in the printed 
“facts”. I will effort at covering some of your thoughts 
and see if we cover many in that manner. 

You will see a moving picture as regards one called 
Jim Jones and I see you become ill and watch your mind 
race from one thought to another in measurement of 
how differs you and him. Oh, dear little sister, I am 
glad you search but, oh my, ye compare evil with light 
and have perfection in extremes. 

Always you will find the first thing that goes wrong 
with one who is gifted in the Light is that the ego steps 
in. He had his intentions in pretty good order in the 
beginning but his EGO hid his own truth from him. He 
ceased to remind his flock to revere God and Creation 
and asked them to give all unto him, who now pro- 
nounced himself God. Further he lived in human 
format where he would be utilized by the flesh itself. 
He asked ones to give all, but unto whom? Him! And, 
as with so many well meaning “groups”, they are 
investing in nothing from which to have return-eter- 
nal life is distant and yet, thousands had inner peace 
even in that place of Hell for their gifting was in purity. 
Only Satan will perpetrate these crimes upon you. 

Let me show you something very succinctly. Yes, 
Sananda asks you for ALL. WHAT DOES THAT 
MEAN? IT MEANS HE ASKS YOU TO BELIEVE IN 
TRUTH, A GREATER SOURCE OUTSIDE AND 
WITHIN SELF AND THE CREATION, ABOVE ALL. 

Now, how can you know when you believe? I speak 
ofyou as any ofyou in human format. When you believe 
in a thing to the point of investing all you have into it 
without expectation of “getting back”, then you can 
know you believe. FOR GOD DOES NOT TAKE 
WITHOUT RETURN-TEN TO A HUNDRED FOLD 
IN LIKE MEASURE. NEITHER DOES GOD CHARGE 
OR TAKE FROM YOU FOR THE TRUTH OF HIS 
WORD. YE ARE ASKED TO CHOOSE IN FREEDOM 
OF THY FREE WILL. WHAT YE PERCEIVE AND 
THRUST BACK IS THAT YOU CLAIM WE 

v 
This Is The Time Of Truth 
THREATEN YOU WITH DIRE RESULTS IF YE 
CHOOSE OTHER THAN “OUR” WAY! NAY, 
BROTHER, ‘TIS THAT I CAN SEE THE OTHER END 
OF THE STORY-NO “THREATS”. TRUTH! I DO 
NOT TELL YOU TO FEAR FOR IT WILL BE THUS 
AND SO. I TELL YOU TO NOT FEAR FOR YE 
KNOW THAT WHICH I TELL YOU WILL COME TO 
BE AND YE HAVE A CHANCE TO CHANGE OFTHY 
COURSE. This is the very reason ye must decide 
whether or not ye believe upon the Word and the 
representatives of God and The Creation. No middle 
areas will suffice. Further, there are easy ways to test 
the system, chelas. We can even find to the finite detail 
where the mistrust lays. It is a lesson for all, however. 

Dharma and Oberli have given all and yet there are 
more surface doubts than in any of you ones who will 
receive of this. For it no longer has anything to do with 
“things”. If they had more “things” they would simply 
solve all the problems for all of you and that would be 
that! No, it would absolve others from the ability to 
step the last inch. Thy conscious gifts mean naught 
except that ye are a good person on the surface: what 
lies in thy heart about the gift, etc.? They have more 
reason to disbelieve than any for they have been tested 
every way there is, through death itself. That does not 
mean they will blindly go forth and do stupid things; it 
means they will take great care and discernment in full 
measure. We had to know, when the chips were laid 
out, could they walk away from this dwelling and what 
reasons would pop up at the possibility of losing every 
last piece of furniture7 

Let me tell you what we found. We found that the 
only problem Dharma has is how can she pack and get 
evacuated and still get our work done. Oberli frets and 
worries at “How” can you keep the business office 
functioning from elsewhere. YE HAVE A CITY TO 
BUILD-REMEMBER? YOUR THRUST IS NOT TO 
BUILD SOME NEBULOUS SPIRITUAL CENTER FOR 
A FEW TO “SURVIVE” OR DAWDLE ABOUT. YOU 
HAVE HUNDREDS OF WELL PAYING, BEAUTE- 
OUS PROJECTS TO BE ERECTED AND FUNC- 
TIONING. AH, YES, ALL OF YOU AND EVERYONE 
ELSE WANTS IN ON THAT PART OF IT-AFTER 
THE MONIES ARE AVAILABLE AND THE PRO- 
POSALS IN PERFECTION AND THE BOOKS IN 
ORDER AND THE SECRETARIES IN PLACE, THAT 
YOU HAVE TO DO NO WORK. WE HAD TO SEE IF CATED-NO IFS, ANDs, OR BUTS! GOD IS RE- 
ANYONE ABOUT THIS TOWN WILL STEP UP TO LENTLESS, MY FRIENDS, RELENTLESS. 
HELP THAT THEY MIGHT EVEN PROFIT AND YOU FIRST, WE HAD TO POUND AND TEST; BOM- 
SEE WHAT HAS HAPPENED. “THEY” DARE NOT BARD WITH GOOD AND BAD NEWS AS FEED- 
BELIEVE FOR THEY FEAR SOMEONE ELSE WILL BACK ON THE WRITINGS-DHARMA HAD TO 
LAUGH AT THEM. OH, YE OF LITTLE VISION. PASS TESTS LIKE NONE OF YOU COULD IMAG- 

Have we asked anyone to “give” anything? I mean, INE FOR SHE HAD TO SEPARATE HER DESIRED 
really “give” it? Just yourself-your trust to the Truth. INPUT AND “CHANGING” FROM OUR SIGNALS. 
Perhaps we have asked for a few stamps in the interim SHE HAS HAD TO FINALLY BE WILLING TO CON- 
that the mailings can continue. Even that I believe we SCIOUSLY PLACE HERSELF IN FRONT OF THE 
have asked complete and every item accounting that ye LITERAL BULLET OF ASSASSINATION AND 
can have return thereof. If funds have been solicited I STAND FOR NO LESS THAN WHAT WE GIVE HER 
am quite sure no note has gone forth with less than 12 TO PUT TO RECORD. THIS WORLD HAS BEEN 
to 14% interest promised. WHO PROMISES IT? GOD THE VICTIM OF THE LIE FOR IT WAS THY PLACE 
PROMISES IT. BROTHERS. OF LEARNING AND GROWTH AS A SOUL 

DO YOU SEE? IF YE DO NOT DIG EVERY 
CENT FROM THY WORTHLESS BANKS AND PLACE 
IT IN THE PROJECTS. YE BELIEVE NOT ON THE 
PROMISE OF GOD. NO MORE-NO LESS! AND 
THEREIN LIES THE TRUTH OF IT! 

GOD DOES NOT EVEN REQUIRE IT BE UTI- 
LIZED; HE DOES REQUIRE THAT THE HEART 
WILLINGLY PARTICIPATE. 

Oh, yes, ye have made severely bad choices in thy 
prior times; I care not about your prior times for they 
are gone and you should have learned thy lessons. YE 
HORDE FOR THE FUTURE TIMES OF WHICH YE 
KNOW NAUGHT! YE LIVE IN MORTAL FEAR, 
BROTHERS AND IT IS LIKE THIS: THIS PLACE IS 
THE PLACE FROM WHENCE WILL COME THE 
CENTER-IT IS ALREADY A UNIVERSAL CEN- 
TER. DO YE NOT SEE THE OUTLINE OF THE 
MOUNTAINS IN AURA AND “NEON” OUTLINE? 
WE GIVE IT UNTO YOU TO SEE THAT YOU CAN 
REASSURE YOUR DOUBTING MINDS. WE ARE 
PULLING THE VISUAL CONCENTRATED LIGHT 
ENERGY OFF THIS MAMMOTH CRYSTAL JUST 
FOR YOU ONES TO VISUALIZE-WE KNOW IT’S 
THERE. YE CANNOT SEEM TO CONCLUDE 
ABOUT IT. 

I’m sorry, brethren, the mission is too important to 
have the nucleus in half-hearted input to this final 
major project. More and more comfort of thy Truth 
belief will be coming forth but no longer will we toy 
with you to urge-it is your choice and if ye come not 
in total trust, ye will proclaim expected failure and 
therefore ye will damage the program, YE WILL 
BELIEVE YOUR PSYCHIC DREAM PAPERS BE- 
FORE YE PLACE YOUR FAITH IN TRUTH AND 
GOD AND AH, YES-WE PUSH RIGHT UP TO THE 
DEADLINES AND SOMETIMES PAST THEM TO 
GIVE YOU OPPORTUNITY TO OFFER AND SHARE 
FOR A LITTLE WHILE. WE WANT YOU NOT TO 
DO WHAT YOU “THINK” WILL PLEASE US OF THE 
HIGHER PLANES-YE MUST COME INTO TOTAL 
COMFORT AND PLEASURE WITH THAT WHICH 
YE DO IN TRUTH FROM WITHIN WHEREIN COMES 
THE GRACE OF PEACE AND CONTRIBUTION. 
AFTER THE PROJECTS ARE UP AND RUNNING, 
ONES CAN BE HIRED WITH DOLLARS TO RUN OF 
IT-OUR NUCLEUS MUST BE IN TRUTH DEDI- 
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THROUGH ETERNITY PATHWAY. NOW, AS imagine. But-no one of mine will be allowed the Jim Jones? Satan incarnate. He did not begin that 
TRUTH COMES FORTH THE ONES WHO BRING OF “show” first and then the decision. Ye had that already way. Be ye careful all of you. Ye are NEVER SECURE 
THE WORD WILL BE TARGETED. SHE HAS BEEN and flunked. So be it and Selah. Ye still fear ye shall FROM IT! NEVER! Cover yourself with the Truth and 
BROUGHT THROUGH DEATH AND BACK AGAIN be made the fool-so what else is new? Have ye not ever 
THAT SHE NOT NEED FEAR THE PROCESS. IF YE 

Light and watch, watch, watch for those nudges that get 
felt the fool? Did ye usually do it unto thyself7 How big their hooks into thee of carnal nature. Keep the demons 

HAVE NO CONCERN FOR THIS MATTER YE DO a fool do ye think ye will feel after having withdrawn out-do not toy with them. If ye cling to thy “wealth” 
NOTUNDERSTAND THETRUTH OFMINE WORDS. thy help and moved away and my glorious craft is now, how can ye manage when ye really have abun- 
IT IS THE WORD OF TRUTH WHICH WILL GIVE sitting to the side of THIS PLACE? HOW BIG A dance-and this group is destined to have massive 
THEE FREEDOM; IT IS ALSO THE SOURCE OF FOOL? OH, YE EFFORT AT “ACTING IN WIS- amounts. If ye do not set thy guards right now, ye will 
DEATH AND INSANITY FOR THE SCRIBES DOM”! YE BETTER BE DEFINlNG WISDOM FOR fall and the temple of light will fall right with you. No, 
THEREOF. WHAT MOST CALL “WISDOM” IS STARK “FEAR”. that will not be allowed. You who will have control: 

I humor at you ones; you are going to figure a way FURTHER, IS IT SO BAD TO LAUGH AT THY OWN know it right now and act accordingly. If ye wait for 
to protect these scribes-how? Ye are going to get thy FOOLISHNESS-WHAT ELSE IS IT GOOD FOR? abundance that ye can have power and esteem, get thee 
guns and stand on the front lawn-what front lawn? OR, ARE YE GOING TO WALK THIS ENTIRE MIS- 
First ye better be seeing how to keep the property that 

out now, for it shall not be. Enjoy abundance properly, 
ERABLE PLACE NEVER HAVING STEPPED OUT yes-use it incorrectly and ye shall be taken out. GOD 

the Word can continue to be going forth. YE DO NOT AND TAKEN A REAL RISK OR KNOWN THE EX- IS UNBENDING IN TRUTHl 
REALIZE THAT ALMOST ALL HAVE PULLED CITEMENT OF A COMMITMENT? IS IT JUST SE- NO MORE LIES SHALL BE PROFFERED FORTH. 
AWAY FROM THE BOMBARDMENT OF SISTER CURITY OFAFEW “THINGS” YE SHALLHAVETO THIS IS THE TIME OF TRUTH AND BIRTHING 
THEDRA-BRACE YOURSELVES; THE MOMENT FORFEIT SOON-A BIT OF SECURITY THAT HAS INTORADIANCE. THIS IS THE END, MY FRIENDS, 
THE PROJECTS BEGIN IN REALITY, YE WILL BE NO SECURITY AT ALL, THAT YE CLING UNTO? THE TIME OF THE CLOSED CIRCLE-YE HAVE 
OVERRUN. HOWEVER, IN NUMBERS, THE OH, WOULD IT BE THAT ALL OFYE ONES COULD ABOUT AN INCH AND A HALF TO LOCKING 
SAFETY GROWS. I HEREBY PUT ALLON NOTICE: STEP OUT AND LIVE JUST A BIT-REALLY LIVE, SHUT-BUT WHAT A GLORIOUS INCH AND A 
WE KNOW WHO AMONG YE ONES IN THIS PLACE FOR THE OPPORTUNITY OF BEING BEYOND THE HALF! YE CAN HAVE IT PERSONALLY, EITHER 
AND ELSEWHERE, ARE TOOLS OF OUR ENEMY, MASSES AND LEADING THE WAY IS SO BRIEF WAY YE WANT IT. THE ALTERNATIVE? YE 
EVEN IF YE DO NOT RECOGNIZE OF IT. ‘TIS AND SO WONDROUS. TO WALK IN TRUTH UPON HAVE READ THE PROPHECIES! THY CHOICE! 
THOSE ONES’ HIDDEN “PORTIONS” WE ARE THE PLANETS OF THIRD DENSITY IS A STEP THY CHOICE! 
PLACING ON NOTICE. SATAN GIVES BLINDNESS BEYOND THY COMPREHENSION FOR IT IS A TRUE IF YOU ARE FEELING SINGLED OUT AND 
LIKE YOU HAVE NEVER WITNESSED-CONFU- WALK IN GLORY. TO WALK IN THE KNOWING PICKEDUPON-GGOD! THEREAREMANY, MANY 
SION AND TOTAL SEEMING MISUNDERSTAND- AND REMEMBERING IS BEYOND THY SENSES OF YOU AND IF YE PICK YOURSELF OUT OF THE 
ING. THE REPLACEMENT TROOPS WILL COME AND YE ARE GIVEN IT IF YE BUT TAKE OF IT. MESSAGES-SOBEIT. ITMEANSTHY EYES AND 
ONE AT A TIME UNTIL PUT ON NOTICE; IF YE AH, ALL THE OTHER WONDROUS THINGS ARE EARS ARE OPENING PERHAPS. THE MORE MIS- 
THINK OF GOING ELSEWHERE FROM THY PLANS BUT FLUFF ON THE CAKE. FROM THE BILLIONS ERABLE YE FEEL AND PICKED UPON IN SINGU- 
TO BE IN THIS PLACE OR ACTUALLY IN THIS OF ONES ON THY PLACE, YE ARE GIVEN THE LAR INSTANCE, PERHAPS YE WILL SEE TO IT 
PLACE AND THINK OF LEAVING-LOOK CARE- FIRST CHOICE OF REFUSAL AND NO, YE ARE THAT MOREONES RECEIVE OFTHE WORDSTHAT 
FULLY, BELOVED, YE ARE TOUCHED, OR ONE IN NOT GIVEN TO HAVE MORE THAN THIS FROM YE CAN PERHAPS FIND THE CINDERELLA WHOM 
THY MIDST WHO HAS GREAT POWEROVERTHEE WHICH TO CHOOSE. SO BE IT AND AMEN-UPON THE SHOE DOES FIT. PERHAPS YE ARE THE 
IS TOUCHED. SOME WE SEE AND OFFER A THESE WORDS GO THE SEAL OF GOD AND CRE- CONDUIT TO ANOTHER, AND THE “BUCK RE- 
CHANCE TO CHANGE AND REJOICE IN SUCH; ATION. WHICH WILL IT BE? WE DO NOT ASK ALLY SHOULDN’T STOP WITH YOU”! THINK IT 
MOST, WE MUST RELEASE AND ALLOW THEM THEE TO “GIVE”-WE ASK THEE TO “RECEIVE” OVER! YE ARE EACH GIVEN A WONDROUS GIFT 
TO GO THEIR WAY. IT WILL ALMOST ALWAYS AND SOME OF YOU CANNOT LET GO OF THY CALLED A THINKING MIND-TRY USING IT 
BE OVER MONEY AND SECURITY, FRIENDS, FOR INSIGNIFICANT “THINGS” IN ORDER TO RE- FULLY; THAT IS SOMETHING NOT ONE OF YOU 
THAT IS THE TOOL MOST VALUED. IT IS NOT SO CEIVE. YE HAVE TO EMPTY THE CUP BEFORE HAVE DONE. 10% ARE THY OWN PROJECTIONS. 
HARD TO GIVE ALL IF YE HAVE NAUGHT. IT IS YE CAN FILL OF IT. SO BE IT. OH, MY, MUCH TOO HIGH A PREDICTION, 
MOST HARD TO HIDE FROM TRUTH AND HOLD 
BACK JUST ENOUGH TO FOOL THY FELLOW MAN 
-YE STAND NAKED IN GOD’S VISION AND IT 
DOES NAUGHT TO HOLD BACK EXCEPT TO DE- 
CEIVE SELF. DO I MAKE MY EXPLANATION 
CLEAR AT ALL? DHARMA ASKS THIS OVER AND 
OVER AND OVER AGAIN. I WOULD REQUEST 
EACH OFYOU GIVE HEREXPLANATIONOF YOUR 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 
UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT I JUST EFFORTED 
AT EXPLAINING. 

IF YE TRULY BELIEVE IN THE CREATION 
AND GOD THEN YE HAVE NO PROBLEMS WITH 
ANYTHING OR ANYONE FOR YE HAVE THE CON- 
FIDENCE OF TOTAL “IT WILL BE PERFECTION”; 
YE CANNOTPICK AND CHOOSE WHAT YOU WILL 
BELIEVE-IT IS TRUTH OR IT IS A LIE. NO HALF 
MEASURES; I SPEAK OF TOTAL, BROTHERS. YE 
ONES WANT TO JUDGE TOTAL TRUTH BY THY 
TONGUE FIBS AND CONSCIOUS INDISCRE- 
TIONS-I SPEAK OF TRUTH OF GOD AND THE 
CREATION, NOT THY SILLY CONSCIOUS CON- 
CEPTS. YE CONDEMN MUCH OF WHAT WE BRING 
WHICH IS TOTALLY LEGAL IN THY OWN LAND 
FORMAT, AND YE WILL NOT BOTHER TO STUDY 
AND UNDERSTAND OF IT; BUT YE WILL CLING 
TO SOME FOOLISH CONCEPT THAT SOMEONE 
ELSE TOLD YE TO BELIEVE, WITHOUT GIVING A 
SECOND THOUGHT UNTO IT. IS THERE NOT 
SOMETHING WRONG WITH THIS REASONING7 

Look carefully at why you might be here in this 
particular place. If it is not to assist as uppermost in thy 
desires, our work, then why bother to be here? It is an 
honor above almost any other I can visualize, to be 
allowed within this group. You do not understand, 
friends: above all others! What is going to come 
through this place and in this place is above all ye can 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes 
and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. Postage is 
included in tape prices. 

Please send check or money order to: 7% WORV, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, CA 
93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, 
Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automatics//y receive tapes from future meetings, please send at 
least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you 
as your balance reaches zero. 

The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most current 
meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and mentioning if 
the meeting has a special focus: 

S/l /94 (2);5/8/94(2) Mother’s Day; 5/l 4/94(3); S/29/94(2); 
6/l 8/94(2);7/3/94(3); 7/24/94(2); 7/26/94(2); 7/3 l/94(2); 
S/6/94(2); 8/l 4/94(2); a/28/94(2); 9/l l/94(2); g/25/94 (2); 
1 O/l O/94 Columbus Day(S);1 O/28 & 30(4);1 l/6/94(2); 11/20/94(2);11/27/94(2); 
12/l l/94(2); 12/l 8/94(3);1 /a/95(2); 1 /l S/95(3) Norio Hayakawa & Jordan Maxwell; 
1/22/95(2);2/5/95(2); 
2/l O/95(2) Japanese visitors, plus Jordan Maxwell on Masonic symbolism; 
2/l g/95(4) extended slide-lecture on Masonic and other symbols by Jordan Maxwell; 
3/5/95(l); 3/l 2/95 (3) Rayelan/Ede Koenig Blast; 3/26/95 (2); 
4/9/95(S) Vladimir Terziski’s meeting with Commander and the ground crew; 
4/23/95(2) Mary Snell & Ronn Jackson via phone; 5/l /95 (4). 
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FRIENDS-TRY 1 - 20/a, MAYBE. WHAT A SAD 
WASTE! SO BE IT. I WOULD SPECULATE AS TO 
MORE IN THE AREA OF 114 TO 112%; SHOCKING 
ISN’T IT? YE HAVE WILLINGLY RELINQUISHED 
99.75% OF THY GREATEST ASSET-THE ONLY 
TRUE ASSET YE HAVE! YE ARE GIVEN TO FUNC- 
TION AS ANDROIDS AND CANNOT EVEN SEE OF 
IT. YE ARE TOTALLY CONTROLLED AND YE SEE 
IT NOT-UNDER TOTAL CONTROL! 

Day to day, Dharma, day to day, ye must walk. Hold 
steady thy course for ye have accepted thy task and now 
ye know of it. One day at a time-but oh, how blessed 
ye are! How cherished and blessed ye are! Do not revel 
in some past experience, good or bad in perception. 
There is only ‘?tow”, chela, only “now”. Release all 
else for in this moment we do our job and we do it well 
-and pleasingly unto Father; naught else is of concern. 
What man thinks of it is totally irrelevant. Peace be 
yours. Ye have no excuses to offer, ye do not need 
“explain” or interpret. ‘Tis but for you to print the 
words. No more and no less. Aho! Each will discern 
his own meaning. Oberli is thy team-mate and together 
ye have such a team in the joining; thy way will get 
easier for thy hurdles have been all but finished in the 
pre-training. I see no more anger nor rebellion within 
thy lighted center; ye will be able to give unto the real 
work now. 

Thy team players are coming into Truth and real- 
ization rapidly now; ye perceive ye are not-oh, yes, ye 
are! YES, YE ARE! I CARE NAUGHT ABOUT 
WHAT THY LIPS AND CONSCIOUS BRAIN SAYS! 
NAUGHT-FOR I SEE THE TOTALITY WITHIN 
WHICH ALSO PREVENTS THY HIDING TRUTH 
FROM ME. MY LOVE AND APPRECIATION UNTO 
YOU ONES IS WITHOUT BOUNDARIES-WITH- 
OUT LIMITS. I AM HUMBLE IN THY SERVICE FOR 
IT IS SO DIFFICULT UPON THY PLACE-SO IN- 
CREDIBLY DIFFICULT. I KNOW, FOR I HAVE 
EXPERIENCED THERE WHERE THE TRUTH IS HID- 
DEN FRQM THEE AND YB MUST SEARCH UNTIL 
YE FIND OF IT. WELL, YE HAVE FOUND IT. NOW, 
WHAT WILL WE DO WITH IT? AH SO1 AND SO BE 
IT - AMEN. 

Let us go, Dharma, ye are wobbly ye are so weary. 
Our nights are long in work from without thy dimen- 
sion of consciousness but there is so much to do and 
little “time” in which to do it. Ye must come into 
understanding that thy physical vehicle must be tended 
and communication between conscious and subcon- 
scious must be facilitated. THAT MEANS CONSCIOUS 
EFFORT AND TIME ALLOWANCE DEMANDED. 

ABIDE WITH ME IN TRUST A LITTLE LONGER, 
‘CHELAS, THE DOCUMENTATION AND CREDIBIL- 
ITY IS ON ITS WAY. YE DO NOT NEED STAND 
ALONE MUCH LONGER FOR SOON THE TIME OF 
ASSISTANCE WILL BE IN PROPERNESS AND THEN 
WE SHALL SEE WHO LAUGHS AND CHIDES THEE, 
IT IS WELL WITH THY SOUL, BELOVED ONES, IT 
IS WELL WITH THY SOULS AND WHEN THAT IS 
SO, ALL ELSE MEANS NAUGHT! 

SALU, SALU, SALU 
HATONN’ OF LIGHT [End quoting.1 

On Monday, July 31, 1989, Dharma received the 
following writing from Esu/Jesus/Immanuel/Sananda, 
[Quoting, in part:] 

Light years away from you’? No, and don’t most of 
you wish that were true! Ye ones are upon a most 
primitive planet. Ah, ye are a smug lot, however, who 
will believe anything the dark brotherhood tells you. 
There is a good reason for that also. I AM THY 
BROTHER ESU JESUS SANANDA OF THE CHRIST, 
come forth for another segment, chela. I give unto you 
peace and accuracy that our work may get done in ease. 

Beloved one, it could be no other way on thy place; 
thy biblical scholars tell you how it was and there are 
great truths in your writings as well as great errors. 
There have been ones throughout thine ages who have 
been sent with “The Word” and it all gets completely 

confused. It is, however, a mode of measurement of 
the level of man’s awareness and rehabilitation. Is 
the lot of Earth human ready to function again within 
the Universal Brotherhood of Man? Ah, some of you 
are very, very “old” souls who have walked a multiple 
of billions of miles on the currents of the Universe 
and you are now weary travelers. Soon ye shall come 
home for a respite. It is, however, that the Earth, 
herself, is going to be placed in rest and recovery. 
She has served well and is now going to be allowed 
her own growth and recovery of the “old”. 

Why does man labor and struggle against these 
words of mine in this day? Because he knows it is 
Truth and his time of decision is upon him. It is 
easier to deny of it. Those who are destined to hear 
will hear and through them others will come to hear 
and thus and so. Man knows he is in the time of the 
prophecies of cataclysm but hides from the details in that if 
he refuses to believe, it will all somehow “go away”. 

You were told in the “guide book” that Lucifer 
was “defrocked” in Heaven and cast to Earth. Now 
what might that mean to you? If the preachers on 
your place take other wordings in thy Book as literal 
how can ye choose to not take that literally also? 
Friends, it is as simple as that. This is a colony set 
up-aside-where Satan was to be constrained and 
set apart from God’s other creations until such time 
as those who travel with him could learn, rehabili- 
tate, and be again ones in the order of the Universe. 
Hatonn told you ones early on, that Earth has served 
as a penal colony and so it is. The Earth has been the 
prison, chelas, but the prison must close for man has 
grown too dangerous to the brothers in the Universe 
who live in order and harmony. Of course there are 
other places scattered about which serve as well as 
Earth. To these other places the disobedient and 
unlearned ones will be placed. Ones of you who have 
gained knowledge and lighted Truth will be given an 
opportunity ta experience in a wondrous place called 
the Univerrp! Ye are ready to join the lighted par- 
tions of THE CREATION. How many? Well, chelas, 
I guess that must be what we are about here, this day. 
How many? All who choose to abide by the Laws of 
The Creation-no less and no more. Truth is unbend- 
ing and Satanic behavior is not allowed on any of the 
enlightened planets in the local system of some twenty- 
two-billion orbs. I THINK MAN IS ABOUT READY 
TO LOOSE HIMSELF FROM THE BLACK HOOD 
HE HAS WILLINGLY ACCEPTED FROM 
BROTHER LUCIFER. YE WILL NEVER BE AL- 
LOWED TO MOVE BEYOND THE BOUNDARIES 
OF THIS PLANET UNTIL YE HAVE LEARNED OF 
PEACE AND BROTHERHOOD. WHO INSURES 
THIS? I INSURE THIS1 1 AM GIVEN COMMAND, 
SO I GUESS IN THY PRIMITIVE LANGUAGE I 
AM THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF1 I INSURE 
THIS. 

Ye will be removed from Earth planet-hose who 
choose in physical format intact unto thy prepared 
placement. Most will change dimension and leave 
the physical format. Soul will be placed at a level of 
growth comparable to the stage of total learning. 
THE PLANET IS GOING TO BE EVACUATED FOR 
SHE IS GOING INTO REBIRTH, WHETHER YE 
LIKE OF IT OR NOT. IT IS ALMOST TWO FULL 
YEARS UNDER SAIL. ON THY AUGUST 17,1989 
YE WILL BEGIN THY THIRD YEAR. SO BE IT. I 
OFFERYOUFREEDGM, NOMOREANDNOLESS. 
FOR IN FREEDOM, TRUE FREEDGM, ALL ELSE 
IS ADDED UNTO YOU. I AM THAT I AM, 
CHRISTOS OF GOD ONE WITHIN THE CRE- 
ATION-AS I AM SO BE YE1 [End quoting.] 

And so much of Dharma’s training as a receiver 
was drawing to a conclusion. The next writings 
would be the beginning of The Phoenix Journals. 
The courtroom battle over the Ekkers’ home was far, 
far from over. In the meantime, Sananda’s words 
give pause for some serious consideration. To be 
continued... 

PHOENE JOU;R?c(rAL 
#2 

by Sananda & Judas Iscarioth 

Some of the topics discussed are: 
me Genealogical Tree of Immanuel 
U-4 
*Gabriel and the pregnancy of Mmy 
The birth of Immanuel 
qe three wise men 
*Baptism of hnmanuel 
*Celestial Sons to reveal themselves 
*Marriage and cohabitation 
*Why He used parables 
*Peter in trouble 
me suicide of Juda Iharioth 
*~ub~g~o~s 
*Mohammad’s coming prophesied 
*Gabriel tells of the crucifixion 
*Saul and Immanuel 
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Survival Hints 

Integrity Is The Power 
Behind Effective Leadership 

4/28/95 #l AATONN 

ON A CLEAR DAY 
YOU CAN SEE FOREVER! 

Dharma assures me that this is not, then, a clear 
day. So, let me help dissipate, not “disseminate”, the 
fog. Here is a good example of wording. The two words 
fit-the definitions, however, are not the same. The 
reason 1 speak here is because this is the way we write. 
I dictate, she translates and she translated the tone into 
“disseminate” as my first meaning and it had to be 
corrected. 

Usually I work to not have to “correct” translation 
because it is difficult enough to do the work and much 
the more when you have a nit-picking speaker who 
refuses to do his own work! However, language and 
communication is the most dreadful weapon used in 
your day of experience. “Disseminate” means to “scat- 
ter about” if explicitly used and “dissipate” may well 
begin as scattering-but the ultimate goal in definition 
is to dissolve, clarify, make transparent, etc. 

Dharma is then caused to lose a lot of sleep as I, as 
a teacher, make efforts to bring understanding and not 
simply disseminate the fog factors. 

ment” were USED to pull off the coup of the century as 
to bringing governmental control and enforcement on 
you the people. Frankly, what would YOU do if you 
were in the position of most Congressmen as a nation 
demands PROTECTION? Terrorism is heinous-per- 
petrated by anyone anywhere in any way. 

Your government is certainly responsible BUT you 
have provided them with the people, the “cause” and 
the scapegoat. You have again allowed the “enemy” to 
act in secret and the blame be cast upon the half- 
innocent. Half7 Yes. You go play with AK-47s and 
threaten and shoot up the targets and pretend they are 
Clinton or Bush or whoever-and call it DEFENSE or 
“DEFENDING OUR PROPERTY AND CONSTITU- 
TION”. Do you not see that you simply wave the red 
flag in the face of the raging bull? That is as foolish as 
moving onto the enemy’s side and shooting your own 
people to appear a patriot. You are not acting in 
wisdom-you are acting in rage while giving the very 
ones you “fight” the REASON to shoot you dead. 

Your domestic militias may well be Constitutional 
and rightful but you are acting as terrorists by any 
definition. Your enemy knows he deserves to be shot so 
he prods and picks until one ofyou shoots-and WHAM, 
the entire militia is eliminated! 

OUR MISSION 

Because we write on so many “patriotic” issues and 
bring to your attention the causes ofchaos and downfall 
of your governments and nations does NOT mean that 
we intend any interference UNLESS the WARS move 
into the Cosmos. 

I will continue, forever, teaching and expressing 
while showing you what is afoul in prevailing thoughts, 
actions and direction. I have not come nor have I been 
sent from anywhere to go to battle with guns and swords 
for ANYTHING. THAT is never a solution to ANY 
problem. 

Does that mean that I am content with the way 
God’s people move or desire that nothing be reclaimed, 
but that mankind actually “only” survives? No, “con- 
tent” is another very ambiguous and inarticulate word. 
IF YOU RESORT TO BLOODLETTING AND MUR- 
DER AS IN “WAR’‘-THEN YOU HAVE MISSED 
YOUR GOAL-IF INDEED, THAT GOAL WAS TO 
LIVE WITHIN THE LAWS OF GOD. 

In the end, as a teacher, more than HALF my task 
is to cause you to see in each example the alternatives 
and how well deceit, war and chaos DO NOT WORK. 

These infiltrators or participants are sucked into, 
or are infiltrators who are angry, uninformed, brain- 
washed and programmed. They end up leading the 
sleuths right to the door of you innocent well-MEAN- 
ING citizens. And how sada statement to have to make, 
that a 27-year-old boy is a sacrificial lamb on the evil 
altar. But is he guilty and, if so, of what? Insurrection, 
intent to commit mayhem, considered treason, murder 
and chaos. Did the act, which may well have been 
intended to make a statement about misdeeds of the 
ATF at WACO, solve anything? No-except for the 
government who needed to have a big honking incident 
through which to pass the slave laws! YOUR PATRI- 
OTS PROVIDED THE “REASON” YOU NEED MORE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT-EVEN IF IT KILLS YOU 
ALL. 

You may well have not “contributed” in hard- 
ware-but you certainly gave the Elite all they needed 
to SHUT YOU DOWN AND TAKE FREEDOM FROM 
EVERYONE IN A VERY SPEEDY WAY! 

Linda Thompson offers to defend McVeigh without 
cost? Good for her-the government can now get rid of 
two possible threats to their plan of One World Order. 

WHAT KIND OF WARRIOR AM I? 

OKLAHOMA CITY 

The Oklahoma City bombing is one of the most 
clearly exemplified offerings I have yet to see. What is 
LAWFUL is up for consideration in EVERY instance. 
However, bombing buildings and killing people is 
NEVER within my arsenal for consideration-NOT 
EVER! 

The hapless victims who perpetrated what was an 
original thought to make an “example” and “state- 

Col. Bo Gritz wrote in rage to me and shouted, 
“What kind of a warrior are you?” I am a warrior who 
wins! ! I do not appreciate any of YOU botching my win 
by your silly games of sticks and stones. You should 
have outgrown that mode of play in the caves but, alas, 
over and over and over again you ABANDON REASON 
for the toy guns and snake rattles, mysticism and 
illusion-while, of course, sacrificing through blood- 
letting. I always note, however, that the sacrifice is .- 
always the ones who are weak enough for the sacrificer 

to murder. Babies make the best sacrilice because they 
are totally helpless and without ability to do anything 
and that is what you act like. You with your toys are 
like gnats against an elephant. 

THE BIBLEG 

I am continually amazed at the “ministers” of God 
who head these militia groups and carry the forefront 
GUN. What in the world have you actually come to? A 
totally misinformed and ignorant people who act with- 
out concept that perhaps that book of instructions WAS 
WRITTEN BY YOUR ENEMY TO ENSLAVE YOU 
OR DESTROY GREAT MASSES OF PEOPLE!! Why 
would your enemy NOT USE THE WEAPONS OF 
RELIGIONS AND WAR? THE BIBLE IS FILLED 
WITH THE BLOODY ENCOUNTERS WHICH YOU 
CALL “HOLY”. THERE IS NOTHING HOLY IN 
JERUSALEM, MY FRIENDS-EVEN IN THE WORD 
“JERU--SALEM”. THE CITY OF CHAOS UNDER 
THE FALSE-JUDEANS. The very term “Salem” 
MEANS: gathering place of the “witches” and sorcer- 
ers, and who might the witches be? The Mishpucka 
Khazarians. And where do these Mishpucka Khazarians 
come from? A galaxy called “Hades” (Hell). They took 
up the Judean religion because they could fit in among 
the mercenaries and merchants in a truly physical plan 
to take the physical world in which YOU experience. I 
am here to suggest that they have done a very good job 
at their task and they “will eat your lunch”! 

WHAT IS WRONG? 

Are the evil mongers who would rule, your enemy? 
No-YOU are your enemy. You have considered it 
better to “find yourselves” and be “individual” and 
“experience your right to luxury and ease without 
labor”. YOU have become the focus and the brain- 
dead. YOU have raised the children to have no re- 
spect-especially for selves. The only EXAMPLES 
they are given are your frustration, lack of responsibil- 
ity and your moaning and groaning because you then 
are annoyed that they “act up”. So be it-the harvest is 
always that which is sowed. YOU ALLOWED THE 
EVIL RULERS INTO THEIR POSITIONS-YOU 
VOTED THEM INTO THEIR HALLS OF OPPRES- 
SION WHILE YOU THOUGHT YOU WERE GET- 
TING THAT “FREE LUNCH”. The piper is always 
paid, one way or another. 

“SO. WHOSE SIDE 
AM I ON. ANYWAY?” 

GOD’S! ! When you realize that GOD is not on 
your side simply because you pronounce His name 
“incorrectly” -you had best think again-CARE- 
FULLY. And, furthermore, when you use your newly- 
found “place” HERE and act in all-giving, all-loving, 
unconditional love-you lie to self and everyone at- 
tached to you! GOD HAS CONDITIONS! ! If you think 
you find ME as an extraterrestrial who is going to 
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entertain you with silver ships and dreams of accom- and take up a cross or a cause-had better be very things with which to literally “survive”. Those things 
plishing perfection without effort-you are not looking discerning on all counts. Know that God’s greatest must have preparation against the days when you have 
at ME! What YOU want is someone BIGGER to come asset is being able to present YOU WITH HARD little or none from other resource. Other “survival” 
and blow away your enemies!! At least your enemy is LEARNING EXPERIENCES! IF YOU CANNOT PASS modes are OPINION and PERCEPTION. 
HONEST in his evil-HE KNOWS WHAT HE WANTS, THE MOST PERSONAL TINY JUDGMENT THEN A Shaman may well survive on air-in a cave. Can 
AND POWER AND GREED ARE HIS MOTIVATION YOUR ACTIONS WILL ALWAYS BRING YOU DIS- you? Can an infant survive as well as a well-trained (in 
TO REACHHIS GOALS. YOU want aRAPTURE “just APPOINTMENT AND PAIN, EMBARRASSMENT survival modes) adult who knows how to grow, put 
for being”! It simply doesn’t work that way and you get AND, OFTEN, SERIOUS DIFFICULTY. aside, purify, etc.? I speak here of body, not SOUL, for 
angry with me when I mention it. You who want ME to discern FOR YOU are going obviously the baby already has earned the soul survival 

WHAT DO YOU REALLY WANT YOUR GUNS to be wiping a lot of egg from faces, most especially without doing ANYTHING. 
FOR? Hunting? Say what7 Again? I don’t really like your own. Games are one thing-maturity and integ- Now let me tell you the TERRIBLE PUNCH-LINE, 
THAT answer any better than the honest reason: for rity are quite another-you CAN have BOTH! And, the BOTTOM-LINE: YOU CAN SURVIVE WITHIN 
possibly killing what you perceive to be YOUR EN- when BOTH reside in the same capable being, you have ANY SYSTEM OF POLITICAL ORDER OR DISOR- 
EMY-AND DOING IT IN THE NAME OF GOD. NO POWER! DER. The BEAST is after your SOUL while he gains 
THANK YOU! Those who would “con” you and play you for the all the property of the physical plane. He, however, is 

You “patriots” who train your children to shoot and fool while you sit and WAIT for their “somehow” not privy to taking your soul if you attach it to GOD. 
train them to defend their property-are worse than the magic--end up themselves, in MY GAMES, THE KING Moreover, he will HELP you as long as you stay within 
honest criminal for the lesson learned by the child is that shield of safety. He is always so cocksure that man FOOL! Ones like to test me, play, think they hide and 
worse. It says that it is alright to break the laws of GOD so on with the childishness. Nope, it doesn’t sell, will NOT move to TRUTH that the “WORD” does not 
and man-whether you call it patriotism or religion. friends-action and presenting of the “goods” sells to actually represent any great threat to him for there are 

me; nothing else. When you THINK yourself in- so few who will UNDERSTAND. So, does that not 
HIGH HOPES dispensable-YOU ARE! Ponder it. When you “fool” mean he “wins”? No, for the game is over SOULS and 

all the people-remember something-far more impor- he can only destroy the physical-so he can have the 
I had hoped that enough of you would SEE and tant: you are NOT fooling God! A commitment built illusion but in the ending he has nothing but the 

HEAR the truth of it to bring back through BUILDING uwn a “word” that holds no integritv and pushes “the destruction-for ONLY GOD CREATOR CAN CRE- 
and THROUGH LAW a REPUBLIC in which citizens 
could function, experience and have JUSTICE. Most, 
however, are not BRAVE ENOUGH TO MEET THAT 
CHALLENGE-IT IS EASIER TO PICK UP GUNS 
AND KNIVES AND GO KILL SOMETHING AND 
CALL IT RIGHTEOUS. I WOULD NO SOONER 
WISH TO LIVE UNDER THE HAND OF THESE PA- 
TRIOTS THAN UNDER THE FOOLS YOU HAVE 
PUT OVER YOUR GOVERNMENT AND ALLOWED 
TO RULE YOU. THEY ARE BUT THE PUPPETS OF 
HIGHER GROUPS WHO CONTROL “THEM”. IN 
FACT. THE ‘PATRIOT” IS FAR MORE DANGER- 

eivelope” is no better than the buikeifilledwith holes. 
I hope all of our readers look at this information 

VERY CAREFULLY. Can a man or woman BECOME 
worthy from a foundation built on sand? Of course, and 
if you learn TRUTH and wisdom-he/she has served 
well AND WILL FIND THE WAY TO BE PRODUC- 
TIVE AS PROMISED. If you are easily manipulated 
and “conned” -perhaps the “con-person” is not the 
problem?? What is it that you want-something for 
nothing? Think upon these things for any time you set 
another above you as the leader-you are ASSUMING 
THAT YOU ARE NOT WORTHY OF THAT POSI- 

OUS TO FREEDOM THAN ANY CLOWN YOU CAN TION OR. YOU DON’T WANT TO ACCEPT THE 
VOTE INTO THE IDIOT HALLS OF KING-DUMBS. RESPONS’BILITY. 

The face has a large hole at its lower part-it is 
YOU DON’T LIKE WHAT I SAY? called a mouth-and within that hole is a tongue which 

works with a flapping set of Bps-WHICH, IN CON- 
Well, it may greatly surprise you to find that I don’t JUNCTION, ONE WITH ANOTHER-IS THE MOST 

care what you DON’T LIKE! My mission is not to tell DEADLY WEAPON, OR TARGET, ON THE FACE 
you what you LIKE TO HEAR. My mission is to tell you OF YOUR PLANET-BECAUSE IT ALLOWS YOU 

. TRUTH about YOURSELVES so that you can have TO EXPRESS IN LANGUAGE OR SOUND THAT 
WISDOM of SOUL. My task is certainly NOT TO WHICH THE FOOLISH BRAIN PRESENTS. AC- 
FURTHER the LIES. I can offer you “THE WAY”. I TIONS STILL SPEAK FAR LOUDER THAN THAT 
will travel it WITH you-1 will not do it FOR YOU. MOUTH! 

Ones of you who think you can RULE and LEAD 
and yet feel that your personal lack of integrity in all SURVIVAL2 
things will be somehow Overlooked-THINK AGAIN. 
IF YOU HAVE NO INTEGRITY WITH SELF-HOW What do you consider to be “survival”? I consider 
MUCH WILL YOU BEAR IN LEADERSHIP? Games that which serves to keep body and soul in some sort of 
are fina-just understand the losing and winning stance growing toward balance, order-as the only ACCEPT- 
at the game’s ending. ABLE “survival”. 

Further, you who gullibly go forth into anything When things are in disaster around you-you need 

I’M SO GIoAD 
YOU TOLD ME 

WI-IAT 
I DIDN’T 

WANT 
TO HEAR, 

ATE. YOU choose your own desired “side”, no more 
and no less. 

COME OR GQ 

I find it most interesting that ones come here, for 
example, and then go for one reason or another. The 
interesting part is that the game continues as BLAME 
is placed for your actions. It will be “well, if so and so 
hadn’t...” or ,“I thought, but so and so got...” or, “I’m 
a far better manager than worker...” and always, “no- 
body appreciated my superior position and intelli- 
gence...“. Sorry, good people, YOU MADE YOUR 
CHOICE, NO MORE AND NO LESS1 There is, I 
repeat, NO magic about this place, just hard work, little 
with which to WORK and, if you expect status-DO 
NOT COME HERE! 

I am continually amused by such as Green and his 
brood who call this a cult. There isn’t even a remote 
relationship to even an organized anything. This hap- 
pens to be where I write and anyone is welcome to 
share. I do, however, get weary of ones thinking they 
somehow have a RIGHT to come and go freely 
THROUGH my property without respect and honor. 
There is certainly NO membership either required or 
desired. We don’t hold anyone to anything. In fact, 
some who don’t “fit” and are unhappy-WON’T GO 
NO MATTER WHAT WE DO! 

Some who wanted magic and mysticism and psy- 
chic something or other-will only find Truth in the 
wondrous “mystery” of life-here and “there” and an 
expectation of SELF RESPONSIBILITY. If you per- 
ceive “failure”, surely you must learn to look at SELF 
for only YOU can cause failure of self. 

Oh, you might well say that “Well, God expects too 
much!” Oh, and what do YOU EXPECT OF GOD? Do 
you actually want God to give you what you want and 
expect for self-OR, do you desire, as your lips will 
speak, Him to give you what is HIS WILL? When you 
ask for your relations, which is all EXCEPT SELF, you 
might find the glory returning to self. 

God is not going to give you back your Constitr- 
tion. It wasn’t YOURS to start with and, still, YOU 
GAVE IT AWAY. Besides, good friends, it didn’t do 
much for the people (natives) from whom you stole the 
nation. Get out of your FANTASY and you just might 
make it. 

DEMOCRACY 

You say you just want your Constitutional rights 
and a democracy. No, you don’t; YOU HAVE A 
DEMOCRACY which is nothing but MOB RULE! You 
simply make choices and decide you would rather have 
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a “patriot” with a gun pointed at you than the ATF or military and secret order attack on her day before ARE WHAT HAS MADE ALL THE DIFFERENCE. 
a gang member pointing a gun at you while demanding yesterday. You think I jest? No, the jets came and YOU HAVE BEEN WILLING TO MAKE A THING 
your service or your “things”. Remember something everybody saw them, then the helicopters and an actual WORK AND SERVE THE GOAL OF TRUTH AND 
pretty important, citizens: the militias have no use for laser blast hit the house and her, taking out momen- RIGHT-NESS. EVERY PERSON MUST HAVE A 
you if you are not willing to take up arms and “defend”, tarily all electronic equipment and she was so confused FOCUS AND REALIZE SUCCESS IN THAT WHICH 
or “offend” the other side. If I would phrase any she couldn’t remember her name. Why? TO TEST ME! YOU ASPIRE TO BECOME. 
WISDOM in perception for your consideration it would They did and found me quite impossible with which to All of you did not rally to a Ronn Jackson-YOU 
be: “God save me from MYSELF!” How many people deal. They came again yesterday-to apologize! RALLIED IN HOPES OF FINDING SOME LEADER- 
build a bomb to blow up their own house-unless, of The enemy will devour itself and there are laws SHIP WHICH IS VISIBLE AND PHYSICAL. YOU 
course, it is for insurance money? WHO DO YOU made by man which serve man-and you can use them. RALLIED, HOWEVER, BECAUSEOF GOD AND OUR 
THINK YOU ARE FOOLING? TO LIE TO SELF IS It is your responsibility to use them and use them PROJECT-NOT A MAN IN PRISON FOR DOING 
THE WORST KIND OF DECEPTION! wisely. Yes indeed, you need goodly LAWS-but RATHER DUBIOUS, AT BEST, THINGS. 

whatever “laws” you have, if they be not in opposition BUT, THE BEAUTIFUL THING IS THAT THE 
THEN WHAT DO “WE” DO? to God’s laws, are quite suitable for one as well as for MAN CAN BECOME WHATEVER HE CHOOSES TO 

another. If you have so little wisdom as to not see BE-A CRIMINAL OR A SAINT! Some make gurus of 
Whatever you want to do-is THAT WHICH YOU same--you have the problem, NOT ME. Just because a a shrewd operator in perception that that one knows, 

WILL DO! The hope is that you wili take wisdom and man calls himself “patriot” does not get my respect. somehow, more than you and must, therefore, have 
TRUTH and then act responsibly so that you do not One thug is no better than any other thug. I don’t want psychic qualities. You come to trust the information- 
have to cause another to suffer or “get you out of your any THUG aboard. which may or may not have any validity at all. As with 
own mess” for acting in foolishness. What Dharma feels is the total exasperation of Ronn, certainly NOTHING is proven by his actions. 

If you find crime and criminals-cause both to be having done nothing save SERVE and still, after all the Will it be different when he is free and working? Ah, 
seen in JUSTICE. THAT is accomplished by the pen in goodly works, she is still a literal physical TARGET the question!! If you hang your souls and freedom on 
TRUTH. Ifyou BECOME the same as the enemy-then with lasers, pulses and guns. NO, what she misses MAN, you err! YOU are your freedom and have 
you ARE the worst of the enemy for YOUR LIE IS entirely is the fact that she is still quite well, quite clear responsibility to your soul. 
BIGGER! and is beginning to KNOW TRUTH. GOD RESPONDS You have no right to dump your responsibility on 

WITH HIS ARMIES WHEN YOU CALL IN TRUTH! one Ronn Jackson even if he accepts the load. He is just 
DON’T LIKE WHAT I SAY? THAT does NOT mean that you won’t get a headache! exactly like YOU; he can’t even sort out his personal 

To die for a cause is stupid AND COWARDLY-TO life, much the less your moral codes. He hasn’t claimed 
So be it! Neither do the other thieves, crooks, liars LIVE FOR TRUTH IS GLORY! AND “GRACE” IS to be saintly-just willing to make a drive for Consti- 

and pretenders to goodness. GOODNESS Is! God has THAT WHICH OFFERS THE KNOWING. tutional law. He is capable and shrewd, no more and no 
a “boot camp” too! Will YOU pass? Am I a strong less, and upon that stance does God recognize a man- . 
enough TEACHER to help you pass? Yes, but not by RONN JACKSON through INTENT, not past actions. 
“bending” truth to make you further entrapped within It is as important to me that Mr. Jackson under- 
the lies. What have YOU learned from one Ronn Jackson7 stand who AM I AND WHO ARE YOU, than what he 

Dharma complains that the opinion of the “man- Not much, actually-but you SHOULD HAVE may think about his own position. It is a humbling 
agement” here is not necessarily the opinion of the LEARNED A LOT ABOUT SELF! And so should Mr. experience to meet GOD. If he is REAL he will come 
%ecretary-. Ah, but she is WRONG! It is exactly the Jackson-about you and, yes, ME. Mr. Jackson has forth and perform according to his promises-if not, he 
opinion of the “secretary” or she wouldn’t be here DONE NOTHING to merit your loyalty or your trust. won’t. Now, what is hard to understand? He CAN so 
doing this work. She is still recovering from the He is nothing-JUST AS I AM “NOTHING”. YOU let us hope he WILL. If, however, he works in my 

crew-he will do it GOD’S way-not 
his. This is the FIRST LESSON 
“WE” ALL LEARN ON THIS TEAM. 
It seems most wondrous to have such 
experience as to be able to use that 
which was not too worthy toward 
something wondrous and WORTHY. 
Things are simply things-utilize 
them well. 

I don’t want any of our team in 
any prison or incarceration center. 
There is no merit in such a thing. 
You are given the way to manage 
within the society as established and 
build a better way. I am not im- 
pressed with Joan of Arc-she was a 
foolish warrior. To lead an army 
into a bloody massacre is STUPID. 

So, I return the question to Col. 
Gritz: “What kind of a false warrior 
are m?” A COWARD or A TOOL 
PUPPET stands behind a gun FOR 
HIS POWER RECOGNITION. A 
true MAN OF GOD stands as a CRE- 
ATOR of his passage! 

May God “grant you ability to 
change the things you can, accept the 
things you cannot change and the 
grace and wisdom to know the differ- 
ence!” B.S.!! There is NOTHING 
you cannot change and you had BET- 
TER know the difference between 
won’t and do. “Can’t” has NOTH- 
ING TO DO WITH IT. The evil 
workers are going to show you what 
I mean. They will work and pull you 
in ifyou allow, to gain one abovethe other 
in destruction and death. Watch, for the 
show has begun 

Thank you for your attention. Saht. 
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The News. De.& 
4/30/95 PHYLLIS LINN 

OKLAHOMA CITY: 
SPIN DOCTORS AT WORK 

First the headlines-the following appeared in a 
single issue (April 24) of THE WALL STREET JOUR- 
NAL, [quoting:] 

* OKLAHOMA EXPLOSION IS CAUSING 
REASSESSMENT OF SECURITY NEEDS 

* CLINTON ANNOUNCES MEASURES TO 
COMBAT DOMESTIC TERRORISM 

[Goodbye freedom.] 

* MILITIA MANUAL CALLS FOR ACTS OF 
SABOTAGE, EXECUTION OF ENEMIES 

l TERRORIST MANUAL ON THE INTERNET 

* BLAST IS PROMPTING RETHINKING OF 
WAYS TO FIGHT TERRORISM 

l GREATER INFILTRATION OF GROUPS IS 
URGED 

Here is an excerpt from another article in the same 
paper, with its headline, [quoting:] 

EXPLOSIVE BACKLASH: 
IN WAKE OF OKLAHOMA BLAST, 
IRATE CITIZENS ARE DISOWNING 

EXTREME-RIGHT VIEWS 

At a minimum, the horrific pictures of destruction 
in America’s heartland seem likely to reduce public 
tolerance for advocates of antigovernment philoso- 
phies. Heartbreaking news reports present vivid im- 
ages of government employees, not as faceless bureau- 
crats, but as sympathetic human victims with children. 
[Observing the hideously perverted strategies of the 
Satanic Elite just boggles the mind! Sympathy is their 
best manipulation tool.] 

Hard-core members of the extreme-right militias, 
their views shaped by an obscure world of fringe books 
and pamphlets, may not be shaken by the Oklahoma 
tragedy. In fact, some of them see the bombing as just 
another government plot to discredit the militias. [Ah, 
damage control.] It has all the earmarks of a CIA, FBI 
(or Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms) opera- 
tion,” says M.J. “Red” Beckman, a Montana-based tax 
protester and author whose ideas have become a guid- 
ing philosophy for the militia movements. 

But others not so deeply immersed may well be 
shaken into re-evaluation. “Extremist organizations 
should be subjected to the use of paid informants, 
intensive covert surveillance, and infiltration to iden- 
tify and catalog participants,” Mr. [A.J.] Annala 
[“former militia-sympathizer”] wrote. 

ADL CRACKS DOWN 
ON THE INTERNET 

“Hate on the Internet” has been a much featured 
issue on TV during the past week-and the focus is on 
“patriot bulletin boards”. This article appeared in the 
April 17 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, [quot- 
ing:] 

A primer explains how to train for Islamic holy 
war. A San Diego organization recruits Muslims to 
fight Russians in Chechnya and relays communiques 

from insurgents in Algeria. The Palestinian group 
Hamas defends killing Israeli civilians. These mes- 
sages aren’t being whispered in clandestine corners or 
mailed to news organizations in envelopes with cut- 
and-paste letters: They’re being posted on the Internet, 
in public forums accessible to millions of people. 

These militants join many other extremists to get 
their message across: neo-Nazis and other white su- 
premacist, Holocaust deniers and activists who advo- 
cate killing abortion providers. 

Free speech advocates say it’s more dangerous to 
censor Internet messages than to allow extremist speech. 
The Anti-Defamation League wants to ensure nothing 
crosses the line. “We’re undertaking efforts to monitor 
the activities of Muslim extremists and others on the 
Internet,” said Tom Halpern, associate director of the 
ADL’s fact-finding [must be a whopper ofa euphemism 
for what is correctly called ‘propaganda”-or “deci- 
mation of the opposition”] department. 

ZIONISTS CAPITALIZE 
ON 

OKLAHOMA CITY TRAGEDY 

The Khazarians miss no opportunity to get in their 
pitch, such as this Knight-Ridder article in the April 21 
issue of THE GAZETTE MONTREAL, [quoting:] 

JERUSALEM-In the wake of the Oklahoma City 
car-bombing, scores of conversations in Israel have 
implied a new and awful bonding between the United 
States and this country. “Now,” people said over and 
over, “the Americans know how we feel.” This might 
be a stretch for Israel has been horribly victimized by 
terrorism [Yeah, by its own leaders.]. 

IMMUNIZE OR ELSE 
CAUGHT BETWEEN ROCK & HARD PLACE 

The NEWS DESK received numerous articles on 
inoculations this week. This issue is high on the Elite 
agenda because it meets their goals of depopulation 
(deadly diseases in the vaccines, ala Desert Storm) and 
mind control (yes, devices can be injected). Here’s one 
from the March 25 issue of the AMERICAN-STATES- 
MAN (Austin, Texas), [quoting:] 

For Texas families receiving welfare, it’s going to 
cost to shirk a shot. The state will begin withholding 
$25 per child per month from families on Aid to 
Families with Dependent Children who don’t immu- 
nize their children. The Texas Department of Human 
Services board unanimously approved the measure on 
Friday. It will take effect in October. In Texas, there 
are more than 250,000 children under age 5 whose 
families receive welfare. 

Board members said the financial penalty will help 
ensure that children get the preventive care they need 
to lead healthy lives. Only 4 1 percent of Texas children 
whose families receive AFDC had up-to-date immuni- 
zations, compared with 57 percent of the children 
whose families do not receive welfare benefits, accord- 
ing to a random household survey conducted by the 
state last summer. 

VACCINE DEATHS 
PROMPT RIOTS 

From the April 5 issue of the ALBUQUERQUE 
JOURNAL, [quoting:] 

NEW DELHI-Angry villagers ransacked and 
burned a government-run health clinic in West Bengal 
state where 11 children died and 38 others fell ill after 
taking oral polio vaccine. At least 34 children are in 

serious condition in local hospital, Press Trust of India 
news agency said. The vaccine dosage was given 
Monday. The polio vaccine of the same batch has been 
withdrawn from hospitals in the state, the news agency 
said. 

SUPREME COURT RULES ON 
VACCINATION DAMAGE SUITS 

From the April 19 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTI- 
NEL, [quoting:] 

The Supreme Court on Tuesday made it more diffi- 
cult for people who claim they were harmed by a 
childhood vaccine to collect monetary damages from a 
government compensation fund. The court, in a deci- 
sion that could save the federal government tens of 
millions of dollars, ruled unanimously that a federal 
law requires such people to prove they had no symp- 
toms of a particular injury before getting vaccinated. 

Writing for the court in the case of an Indiana 
woman, Justice David H. Souter said that when an 
injured person fails to prove no prior occurrence of the 
injury, “the claimant does not make out a case for 
compensation.” [This would be VERY difficult to prove 
with infants and small children, given their brief span 
ofpersonal history prior to immunization. The devas- 
tation that can result from “bad” vaccines is rarely 
traced to the inoculations. Had the parents understood 
the risks and knew what to look for, they wouldn’t 
immunize their children in the first place. Since they 
recommend them, doctors are certainly not about to 
implicate vaccines as the cause of damage.] 

CLONED BABIES’ FORESKINS 
USED 

TO GROW TISSUE FOR BURN VICTIMS 

From the April 5 issue of the THE GAZETTE 
MONTREAL [quoting:] 

LONDON-Imagine a foreskin the size of six foot- 
ball fields. It sounds like a phallic nightmare, but it’s 
about to become a reality next year. Advanced Tissue 
Sciences, a San Diego company, is to manufacture 
human skin grown in vats on an industrial scale. The 
tissue derives entirely from circumcised babies. From 
each tiny foreskin the company will generate 250,000 
square feet of human skin, enough to cover the six 
football fields. It will be used in transplants, for 
treating burn victims and for diabetic ulcer patients. 

Cloned skin isn’t the only product worthy of a 
science-fiction film being prepared for manufacture at 
the plant. A tour of laboratories reveals a host of 
startling biological wonders: scientists growing heart 
valves made of human tissue, and constructing ears out 
of cloned cartilage. Similar work is going on with 
human livers, bone, intestine walls and ligaments. 
“Ultimately, every structure in the body will be avail- 
able for us to recreate,” said company scientist Joe 
Vacante. 

VOODOO IN 
THE COURTROOM 

Here are some imaginative courtroom strategies 
the Constitutional Law Center might look into. From 
the April 11 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 
[quoting:] 

MIAMI-Voodoo is at work at Miami’s Metro 
Justice Building. Dead Chickens, goat’s blood and 
ashes have become so common that courthouse manag- 
ers have formed a squad of janitors to search for sacri- 
ficed animals. Some Cubans practice Santeria, an 
Afro-Caribbean religion that says gods will respond 
favorably to rituals and sacrifices of food and animals. 
Some Haitians believe in voodoo, which also employs 
ritual sacrifice. 

The dead animals are usually found on the court- 
house steps, prompting employees to rename the nar- 
row road that separates the courthouse from the Dade 
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County Jail “Chicken Lane”. Rigoberto Zamora, a 
Santeria priest, says it’s a strategic location for the 
sacrifices. “When you leave a hex on this street, you’re 
asking the spirits to protect your relative in jail and 
when they cross the street to the court,” Zamora said. 
The spirits of the dead animals are offered to the gods, 
who are then supposed to enter the minds of judges or 
prosecutors and persuade them to drop charges. 

Weird things go on inside the courthouse, too. A 
bailiff once found two dead lizards, their mouths 
wrapped shut with twine, during a break in a cocaine 
trial. A government informant was supposed to testify, 
Trussed-up lizards, or a cow’s tongue tied with twine, 
are supposed to silence a snitch. Relatives of defen- 
dants sometimes sneak into an empty courtroom and 
spread voodoo powder on certain chairs. “They sprinkle 
the white powder on the judge’s chair, prosecutor’s 
desk or ieave a trail of powder down the aisle,” court- 
house manager Elizabeth L. Timpson said. “We rush to 
vacuum it.” Names of the judge, prosecutor, defendant 
and others are written on pieces of paper. The papers 
are burned and the ashes are mixed with ground-up 
twigs. The powder is supposed to bring good luck and 
sway the jury, judge or prosecutor in favor of the 
accused. 

Here are a few more of the offerings left at Miami’s 
Metro Justice Building by voodoo and Santeria believ- 
ers hoping to influence court cases: Corn kernels: to 
speed up the trial date when a case is complicated or 
delayed; Cakes: to sweeten a judge’s or prosecutor’s 
spirit in favor of the defendant; Eggs: to make the case 
collapse; Black pepper: to keep someone jailed. 

LOTTERY FEVER 
LOTTERY STRESS DISORDER 

From the March 3 1 issue of THE ORLANDO SEN- 
TINEL, [quoting:] 

LONDON-You’ve heard of lottery fever, even 
lottery mania? Now comes lottery stress disorder. 
Robert Hunter, a psychiatrist at the Garnavel Royal 
Hospital in Glasgow, said he’s discovered an outbreak 
of lottery-losers suffering from “deflation of mood and 
feelings of hopelessness,” leading to inebriation. Trans- 
lation: They get drunk every week after failing to 
become millionaires. 

“We have noted serval cases of this compulsive 
behavior in the clinic and are at a loss to know how to 
help the sufferers,” Hunter said in a letter to be pub- 
lished in Saturday’s British Medical Journal. “We 
have given the condition the provisional name of lot- 
tery stress disorder, or LSD.” [LSD??] 

Britain’s national lottery opened in November, 
with odds of about 14 million to 1 against winning. 
Considering that 24 million to 30 million Britons buy 
tickets every week, Hunter has a hunch LSD may be 
fairly common disorder. [Is it desperation that com- 
pels people to pour their money into a 14 million-to-l 
gamble?] 

WEISENTHAL CENTER INSTIGATES 
SUSPENSION OF HOLOCAUST-HOAX 

PROGRAM FROM CABLE TV 

From the April 16 issue of the BAKERSFIELD 
CALIFORNIAN, [quoting:] 

SANTA ANA-A cable television company sus- 
pended telecasts of a public access program that sug- 
gests the Holocaust was a hoax. But at least one other 
company is keeping the program on the air, saying its 
options are limited by federal regulations governing 
public access. 

Copley Colon Cablevision, which serves the Or- 
ange County communities of Cypress and LaPalma, 
suspended “Another Voice of Freedom” pending a re- 
view by the company’s legal department, said Julian 
Egcasenze, the company’s public access coordinator. 
Copley made the decision after receiving complaints 
from the Simon Wiesenthal Center, a Los Angeles 

organization dedicated to Holocaust studies [ “studies” 
must be a euphemism for “fabrications”.] 

THE BILLARIES: 
CLINTON “VINDICATED” 

BY McNAMAFtA DISCLOSURE 

From the April 15 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTI- 
NEL, [quoting:] 

WASHINGTON-President Clinton, who as a col- 
lege student opposed and avoided the war in Vietnam, 
says he feels vindicated by former Defense Secretary 
Robert McNamara’s disclosure that he viewed the war 
as a “terrible mistake”. Asked if he felt vindication 
from McNamara’s new book, Clinton replied, “Yes, I 
do; I know that sounds self-serving bou got that right!], 
but I do.” 

CNN correspondent Wolf Blitzer recounted the 
conversation, which occurred off-camera Thursday af- 
ter a taped television interview. Blitzer said Clinton 
reminisced about his days as a student at Georgetown 
University, when he worked for Sen. J. William 
Fulbright, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee. Blitzer said Clinton suggested that his job 
made him privy to documents about the war and that 
“he knew more about what was going on than the public 
really knew at the time.” [I’m sure McNamara was well 
rewardedfor bailing Clinton out of his “draft-dodger” 
image problem. ] 

HILLARY “AUTHORS” 
BOOK ON CHILDREN 

From the April 23 issue of THE DAILY NEWS, 
[quoting:] 

Hillary Rodham Clinton is writing a book about the 
needs of youngsters and families [might a New World 
Orderfulfill those needs, perchance?] the White House 
said Saturday. It Takes a Village and Other Lessons 
Children Teach Us will be published this fall by Simon 
& Schuster, said Neel Lattimore, spokesman for the 
first lady. [Another “image ” ploy, perhaps-to con- 
jure up a “family values” persona of herself and Bubba 
to a gullible public?] 

“Drawing on her experiences as daughter, mother, 

public servant (right!], and longtime child advocate- 
and on her observations of children and families across 
the country and around the world-the first lady will 
reflect on the needs of children and the possibilities 
they suggest for rekindling a better quality of family 
and community life in today’s fast-paced, fragmented 
world [uh-oh],” said Victoria Meyer, Simon & 
Schuster’s publicity director. She said Hillary Clinton 
will be assisted [uh-huh] in the writing project by 
Barbara Feinman, a writer who teaches journalism at 
Georgetown University. 

VULTURES ENJOY PROTECTED STATUS 
(SURPRISE. SURPRISE!) 

From the April 9 issue of the RENO GAZETTE- 
JOURNAL 

RADFORD, Va-From the cab of his two-tone 
Ford pickup, Richard Frizzell braces for yet another 
attack as he spots the tiny black dots circling in the sky 
just over the ridge at the end of his farm. Within 
minutes, his enemy appears: a pack of black vultures, wings 
locked in a V, looking for a breakfast of live calves. 

“I’ve counted about 100 going at a cow,” said 
Frizzell, who has had 10 calves killed this year by the 
bald-headed, flesh-eatingbirds. “It’sreallyquite scary.” 
Frizzell and other farmers within a 25mile radius are 
plagued by what wildlife officials are calling one of the 
largest flocks of vultures ever seen east of the Missis- 
sippi River. Between 1,500 and 3,000 of the migratory 
birds nest in a thicket at the nearby Radford Army’ 
Ammunition Plant and spend their days flying over 
farms and preying on animals. 

Farmers here estimate the vultures, commonly 
known as buzzards, have killed more than 90 anim&.s, 
in the last three months, mostly calves and sheep. “I’d 
love to be able to shoot every buzzard I see,” Frizzell 
said. “But you can’t do that.” Indeed, black vultures, 
like most migratory birds, are federally protected by an 
international treaty signed in 1936. Shooting cne can 
bring a tine of up to $5,000 and six months injail. [The 
protectedstatus of owls, mice, wetlands, andjust about 
every critter is a great Elite tool for destabilizing our 
nation and reducing the constitutional rights andpro- 
tection the citizenry once enjoyed.] 

2 
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Recent Messages 
From Ronn Jackson 

4/24-4/30/95 RONN JACKSON 

MY FELLOW AMERICANS: 
4124195: We may look around us and think every- 

thing is fine, that we are secure in this country, that we 
are optimistic about our future and our country will 
continue to be the leader in virtually every field. Well, 
my fellow Americans, what you are seeing is a fraud 
perpetrated by our own government. Their bubble is 
about to burst and they still believe they are invincible. 
They also believe that when they say something, auto- 
matically you will believe them. Well, we have”raped” 
and “pillaged” our country long enough. It’s time we 
showed the United States Government what muscle 
really is. 

Several days ago, I reported to you we had discov- 
ered 53 members of the legislative and executive 
branches of government that have bank accounts (in 
their own names) with balances of 2.5 to 10 million 
dollars. Subsequent of that disclosure, we have found 
9 additional members of Congressand 1 Supreme Court 
Justice. Is anyone out there curious about how and why 
members of our government have bank accounts of that 
size? Back home, where I come from, it’s called 
“payola”. 

President Clinton will be making a speech in a little 
while and in the speech he will sort of skirt a very 
important issue. He makes the comment in general that 
American citizens will not lose any constitutional rights 
or have their freedom of movement restricted, but 
things will be a little more difficult. 

1 make the following comments to that Hillbilly- 
Socialistic pile of shit that calls himself the president 
of this country: THE DAYS OF THE FEDERAL GOV- 
ERNMENT DICTATING OR MANDATING ANY- 
THING TO THE SOVEREIGN STATE CITIZENS OF 
THIS COUNTY ARE NUMBERED! 

The “boys in Washington, D.C.” are seeing their 
little empire-crack. Several government employees are 
jumping ship and the latest news is: “How effective will 
Presidential Directive 129 19 be?” My fellow Ameri- 
cans, that asshole and traitor in the White House has 
plans right now to suspend the Bill of Rights and the 
Constitution. Always keep in mind, our Federal Gov- 
ernment is not a national government and does not have 
jurisdiction to tell you anything that does not comply 
with the Constitution. Screw all intervening legisla- 
tion that is represented to apply to you. It does not! The 
Federal Government wants you to believe it does (non- 
positive law). 

The Governor of Arkansas was indicted on Monday 
of this week, and last week he permitted a man to be 
executed because of the good old boy network that 
exists in this country. In plain and simple language, 
the government was hiding the illegal acts for which he 
was just indicted. Well, my fellow Americans, another 
act of premeditated murder on the part of government. 

4/27/95: I will use any lawful means in my power 
to save my country and its freedom. A few minutes ago, 
I advised members of government that it was my intent 
to release the affidavits signed by members of govern- 
ment, admitting they were in on the planning stage of 
the explosion in Oklahoma City. Those papers are 
enroute to the parties concerned and soon, my fellow 
Americans, you will see to what extent your govern- 
ment is willing to go to impose their will upon you. I 
ask that all of you consider the following statement: 
Several members of the United States Government 

Although 1 have used our fax network for many 
patriot causes, what I have experienced in the last few 
days is almost beyond my comprehension. Hundreds of 
thousands of faxes, phone calls and letters on my behalf 
have come into the State of Nevada. Thank you one and 
all. There are no words to express my appreciation and 
I promise you, one and all, the day Bill Clinton and 
company can mold this great nation into a part of a 
global community, without we the people’s expressed 
direction, instructions, and authorization, will be the 
day Butch Reno goes out and finds a man. You know 
what the chances of that happening are. She and most 
of government’s expertise lies in deceit, unconstitu- 
tional acts, and the slaughter of children and sovereign 
states citizens. 

There is now no question! All facts and statements 
given to ..s by various government members have been 
verified regarding Oklahoma City. The United States 
Government Justice Department financed and ordered 
the bombing in Oklahoma City. This country belongs 
to the people and unless you stop government now, 
many more of you are going to be murdered by our 
government. 

4/26/95: My sources back East are receiving re- 
quests from government employees to give me informa- 
tion regarding illegalities in their respective agencies. 
I am not in favor of compromise! It is the Constitution 

or nothing! 
AN CPEN MESSAGE TO BILL CLINTON ON 

HIS EFFORTS TO EXPAND THE FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT’S ROLE IN CURTAILING OUR 
FREEDOMS: Mr. Clinton, you can kiss the federal 
government’s ass goodbye on your way to defend your 
wife on her recent indictment. 

The House Judiciary Committee on 4/21/95 took an 
unofficial vote (that is not recorded in the records) on 
the impeachment of Bill Clinton. The vote was 13-2 to 
initiate proceedings. 

planned this horrendous event and, by virtue of their 
own words and laws, are guilty of premeditated and/or 
planned murder! That is the bottom line! 

Each day that you permit the United States Govern- 
ment to control your life, then each day we come closer 
to a totalitarian society. Do you understand what that 
means? All of your decisions will be made for you. Can 
you cope with looking over your shoulder all the time? 
Do you understand that your neighbors will be paid to 
inform on you-that every phase of your life will be 
dictated to you? What your children will be taught will 
be whatever the government says it will be, not neces- 
sarily what is. My fellow Americans, you are danger- 
ously close to opening that door right now! Do you have 
any idea what your children and their children will say 
about you? Have you lost all sight and direction7 You 
are not a stupid people! Start acting like you cherish 
freedom and liberty instead of watching some dumb 
ball game or how some fruitcake gets along with an- 
other faggot. 

4128195: Over 200 members of government agen- 
cies have contacted me regarding parts of their respec- 
tive agencies that are breaking the law. We are receiv- 
ing affidavits with names and dates and soon this 
information will be made available to you. The cars 
furnished to legislators in their aides’ names; the trips 
supposedly on government business, for vacations; the 
future employment contracts for accommodations; the 
apartments and charge cards for girl friends and the list 
goes on and on. My fellow Americans, we cannot find 
one single area of the government at the federal level 
that does not reek of graft and collusion. Our only 
conclusion is that every single member of the federal 
government considers his dishonest acts and deeds as 
just part of the job. 

Representative Steve Stockman wrote a letter to 
Butch Reno, regarding government illegalities. Can it 
be that some of the members of Congress are waking 
up? Don’t count on it, my fellow Americans. The 
status quo will not change until we the people change 
it! These token attempts are appreciated but are not 
enough! Until all members of the federal government 
are in a septic tank, we will have more of the same. 
Various media groups pick up on these infrequent 
occurrences and give them publicity, while the full 
body of government passes more laws and continues to 
subvert your rights and liberties. 

As you may be aware, the BATF crew, in its en- 
tirety, did not report to work on April 19, 1995 in the 
Federal Building in Oklahoma City. When are you 
going to wake up, my fellow Americans? There were 
over 20 men in that group. The United States Govern- 
ment was responsible for that bombing and you con- 
tinue to ignore that fact! Well. ianore this fact!: One 
of the BATF agents got hold of me through and with his 
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attorney and said he was told: “Stay away from work 
tomorrow, the building is coming down.” How many 
more of our fellow citizens are you going to permit the 
United States Government to butcher7 

The StaTassistant for Newt called and asked that I 
call him. The message was delivered at lo:45 am. The 
number is (202) 225-4504. Now you know the reason 
for these messages. If all were not valid or honest, why 
would a member [especially rhe designated leader] of 
the House of Representatives call a prison in Nevada? 
These messages are working, my fellow Americans. 
Continue to distribute them as quickly as possible. We 
are regaining our country! Now we must repeal the 
Sovereign Immunity Doctrine and try, before a Consti- 
tutional Tribunal, all present and past government 
officials who have circumvented the Constitution in 
any way. 

4/29/95: Henry Kissinger recently stated: NAFTA 
is the most creative step towards the New World Order. 
Talk like this, my fellow Americans, without your 
personal and individual approval, is treason. Even 
though Mr. Kissinger is covered by the 1st Amendment 
of the Constitution, he is accountable to Article III, 
section 3 of our founding document. 

President Richard Nixon in 1972 signed Executive 
Order 1664, that divided the 50 states into 10 regions, 
with appointments instead of elected officials over each 
region. My fellow Americans, about voting who out of 
office7 

At the last meeting of the Bilderbergers, the main 
topic was how to finance the United Nations. It was 
voted upon that those in a position would instruct our 
government to impose a 1 or 2 cent tax on you and me. 
This is how government screws you, my fellow Ameri- 
cans. It’s no different than the Victory Tax in 1942. 
One or two cents at a time. Next vear. 3 or 4 cents. 
Your government is nothing more than unconstitu- 
tional parasites. 

There are a few members of government, past and 
present, who don’t like what is going on, and have 
spoken out. One such person was John F. Hylan, mayor 
of New York between 1918 and 1925. He said, “The 
real menace of our Republic is the invisible govern- 
ment, which like a giant octopus, sprawls its slimy legs 
over our cities, states, and nation.” My fellow Ameri- 
cans, if you do not believe one exists, then tell me why 
your salary is not keeping up with price increases. 

The personal income tax is the second step of the 
Communist Manifesto. It states: A heavy progressive 
or graduated income tax. Ask any member of the 
federal United States Government. 

4/30/95: We know that Paul Warburg and Winston 
Churchill were part of the group who planned the bank 
collapse of the ’20s and were consequently responsible 
for the Great Depression. Let’s look at our circum- 
stances right now and delve into some facts that you, as 
in the average citizen, do not know about our economy, 
that exists now and that compares to what went on then. 
Government was doing then what it is doing now, 
SDending money it does not have1 I did not say invest- 
ing, I said spending. You ask what are they doing with 
the money. They are doing now what they did then. 
Under the guise of humanitarian reasons, or what that 
Hillbilly-Socialist in the White House says, “helping 
the poor”, our government just gives money to coun- 
tries that thev say need it with no expectations of being 
repaid, but they keep their hand out to you . In other 
words Israel gets billions of dollars each year, and if 
YOU fail to pay a couple of thousand dollars in taxes, 
you lose your home, your wages, or you go to prison. 

My fellow Americans, because you have been com- 
placent, apathetic, and downright lazy, your govern- 
ment has been screwing the hell out of you and right 
now, because of the uncontrollable spending by the 
federal government which they, as in government, refer 
to as “humanitarian” or “foreign aid” or “social pro- 
grams” which they say you want, our country’s circum- 
stances financially are the duplicate of what happened 
in the ’20s and ‘3Os, without the soup kitchens or the 

WPA. My fellow Americans, another currency collapse 
is being engineered by your own government and most 
of those in power will admit in private, this is the only 
escape for government at this time. To those who write 
and ask me to explain tyranny, it is government saying 
one thing and meaning another. Not being honest or 
constitutional with its constituents. All of what is 
going on right now was predicted in the Federalist 
Papers written over 200 years ago by the Founding 
Fathers of this nation. 

As has been said by many people who write to me, 
if I am going to be critical of the government, I must 
have a solution to the problems and have a way to 
correct them. 

TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: 
YOU CAN KISS YOUR ASSES GOODBYE. 

WE HAVE FOUND YOUR ACHILLES 
HEEL! 

Please keep in mind, the federal government has 
been in existence for over 200 years and have been 
slowly molding the country into what special interest 
groups have dictated to them. The funny part of what 
is truly going on, is not entirely known by those in 
government. Some members of the federal agency can 
see the overall view and are unwittingly doing the 
bidding of others. My fellow Americans, two male and 
one female associates of mine and myself have discov- 
ered how to do what, I doubt, all the armies of all the 

nations of this globe could do. We are undertaking this 
project now and it will be implemented soon. You know 
what: I am back in love with this great country once 
again! This country is going to be returned to the 
people! 

As I have mentioned previously, the United States 
Government controls 84% of the state of Nevada. The 
Constitution says the government cannot own property. 
Can anyone explain, if property cannot be owned by its 
citizens, or for the most part cannot be used or ac- 
cessed, then what is the definition of control7 The 
government says, the property is for people and then 
won’t tell you what it is being used for. The govern- 
ment just pushes ahead oblivious of the questions of the 
people and they think they are invisible. It is good that 
their attitude of indifference prevail. Several years 
ago, 1 did not believe I would enjoy hanging. You know 
what, my fellow Americans, many of the faces you see 
on a daily basis, after facing a Constitutional Tribunal, 
will be at the end of a rope! Oh, yes, under the 
government’s classification, I would be called a pa- 
triot. You’re damned right I am and I respect the law 
of the land, our own Constitution. Just pack an 
overnighter, Mr. Clinton-only one-way passages are 
offered to Purgatory. 

The Truth is absolute and cannot be changed or 
denied. In Light and Freedom, 

/s/ Ronn Jackson 33866 
SNCC Box lOO-lB5A 
Jean, NV 89026 

Ronn Jackson’s 
Parole Board Hearing 

At SNCC 
4/26/95 RICK MARTIN 

On April 25, at the Southern Nevada Correctional 
Center in Jean, Nevada, Ronn Jackson’s parole hearing 
took place. Several hundred letters were submitted to 
the parole board on Ronn’s behalf prior to the hearing. 
Much to the surprise of prison officials, twenty-one 
people were present in support to observe the hearing 
for Ronn Jackson’s release. There was no one present 
on behalf of the victims. 

All twenty-one people were ushered into the parole 
board hearing room within the prison, after clearing 
the metal detector. Each of us walked into the hallway 
outside the room where Ronn Jackson was waiting to 
meet and shake hands with those present. I must admit, 
it was the first time I’ve ever seen Ronn speechless. 

While the parole board consists of six members, 
only two were present for Jackson’s hearing. Those 
members were Michael R. Harris, parole commissioner, 
and Don Dennison. A majority of four will determine 
whether or not parole is granted. Ronn was advised by 
Mr. Harris that the decision would take IO-14 days, 
after which he would be advised. 

Commissioner Harris advised Ronn that several 
hundred letters had been received by the board on 
Ronn’s behalf. He also made note of those present at 
the hearing. Ronn proceeded to state his intentions 
concerning restitution. When informing the board that 
there were numerous job offers in various locations, of 
which the board was aware, Ronn was asked what his 
preference was. He then submitted a letter before the 
board which concerned a job offer and residence in the 

second option. Commissioner Harris asked Ronn which 
offer he would be submitting to the board. The Califor- 
nia offer was submitted, after Ronn was informed that 
an out-of-state parole takes more time, due to the 
various approvals. 

Ron was asked some specific questions, to which he 
responded honestly and directly. When the conversa- 
tion drifted to sensitive political issues, Ronn redi- 
rected his comments back to the case. 

When asked to talk further about his case and the 
events leading up to his arrest, Ronn said, “I have a 
tendency to do things the easy way.” And, “I think it’s 
human nature to take the path of least resistance.” 

Later in the hearing Ronn said, “I’m no angel and 
I don’t represent myself to be one.” 

After some further questions and answers back and 
forth, Ronn said to the board, “I appreciate the oppor- 
tunity to speak,” to which the board was somewhat 
surprised. “Mr. Jackson,” Commissioner Harris said, 
“You’ve appeared before the parole board before.” To 
which Ronn responded, “I’ve never been given an 
opportunity to speak before now.” 

Later in the hearing, Commissioner Harris said, 
“Parole is a right which is earned.” And, “We need to 
look at how you have behaved in the past.” 

The two board members will now return to thier 
offices and make their respective recommendations. 
The other members of the board will review all of 
the information and a final decision will be deter- 
mined. 

The overall “feeling” was that Ronn received a fair 
and just parole hearing. The final results of the hearing 

state of California. Las Vegas employment was the remain to be seen. 
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Sorting Fact From Fiction 
he Old-Fashioned Wav 

J 
4/29/95 #l HATONN SPOTLIGNT 

CHAOS AND CONFUSION? Before we offer this information, however, I want 

It seems that just when you have things figured out, 
to give one more caution to you and offer the WHY of 

the stuff hits the fan and you realize your calculations 
things which so many of you have found objectionable. 

are all incorrect, under suspicion or you get confirma- 
CONTACT has been petitioned over and over 

again 

tion that some of “us” are “right-on”. 
-for the running of advertisements. People look 

Let us try for this NEW Robert McNamara. If you 
and see that CONTACT is so widely read as to be a gold- 

nice people will recall, we did a series on the USURP- 
mine of advertising money which could keep the paper 

ER.5’ [starting with the June 28, 1994 issue of CON- 
well funded along with the journals. We have refused 
to advertise anything except products or publications in 

TACT aqd continuing on a weekiy basis thru August 
23, 29941 of which McNamara was listed right up near 

which we have input or production or find to be worthy 
of attention. Why? Because of EXACTLY WHAT IS 

the top of the list. It would be good to go find those NOW HAPPENING TO SPOTLlGHT AND OTHER 
journals and reread the information NOW in light of PUBLlCATlONS WHICH ARE LESS THAN CARE- 
what McNarnara, himself, is telling you about the life FUL IN BOTH PRINTED CONTENT AND ADVER- 
and times of Vietnam and his political perceptions. It TISEMENT. 
COULD mean, readers, that we have been RIGHT about 
a lot of things other than Robert McNamara. 

SPOTLIGHT is now NAMED as one of the major 
offenders. And, I would say the attention is merited. 

OKLAHOlWA CITY 
They took advertising money for all manners of atro- 
cious war toys. They have been in battle over Liberty 
Lobby and the ADL. They are a fine paper but now are 

NOW we receive new input which would seem to &ingIJM)ONEkuse oftheadvertisementsutilined 
bounce off the walls in total foolishness-but, does it? 
Could it be that things happen which are so outlandish 

This SHOULD not have anything to do with anything- 

BUT IT DOES, do you see? WE ONLY fYUlVT THAT 

that they cannot help but be true? You DO have a lot WHICH IS O~#?~J$j!%D WITH S$h$.fdZ ~O~~~~TS~ 

about Vietnam, Korea and Japan in the daily news-but SO, SINCE WE HA YE NO “LOB1 Y”, NO 
THIS rendition of the Oklahoma City bombing is in- ADVERTISl%tfENTS, NOPAID JGCfRNALISTSAND 
teresting. DONGTADV~AT~ANYT~INGE~NR~~OTELY 

Our job is to give you POSSIBILITIES-in journal- SUBVERSIVE, WE MIGHT WELL HA VE PROB- 
istic effort to hear whatever is “breaking” into public LEMS, BUT THEY WILL NOTSTAND INA COURT 
attention at the very grass-roots level. The only way we OF LA WAS EVEN BORDERLINE. WE ARENOT IN 
can do this is to offer those things which come from FAVOR OF ARMED MILITIAS (ARMED WITH 
ordinarily reliable sources and allow the information to TRUTH IS SUFFICIENT) AND WE DO NOT ADVO- 
take its place in the puzzle or prove to be a misfit. Often CA TE OVERTHROW OF ANYTHING /WE ADVO- 
it will be found that there is, at the least, partial truth CATE RESTRUCTURING ON THE FOUNDATION 
which later gives perfection to solution of the puzzle. OF CONSTITUTIONAL LA W-PERIOD.) WE AD- 

VOCATE BALLOTS-BUT WE ADVOCATE HON- 
EST BALLOTING (WHICH, YES, IS DIFFICULT 
TO ACHIEVE IN ANY SOCIETY) AND WE ADVO- 
CA TE CITIZEN RESPONSIBILITY. 

CONTACT receives so much mail and inpouring of 
“faxes”” as to bury the entire staff. Dharma can’t even 
longer “see” all of it, much the less allow for my 
observations regarding the information, However, we 
seem to get enough to overfill minds as well as publica- 
tions. 

STAFF AT CONTACT 

Rick Martin, for instance, has turned over the News 
Desk to Phyllis Linn who is doing a superb job-but she 
is already overburdened in layout and structure, with 
Claudia who presents a final version of layout of which 
any MAJOR publication can stand proud. 

Dr. Young has to go over and write information 
regarding MY writings in order for them to have any 

In 1968, Robert S. McNamara became 

resident of the International Bank for 

econstr~ction and eveloDment (World 

“sense” to you readers in most instances for I take no 
time for catch-up or background. There is simply NO 
TIME LEFT for anything! 

Rick Martin is overflooded with actual contact with 

Bank), the International Finance 

ration (IFC), and the International De- 

people “out there”1 Brent Moorhead is with him in 
every spare minute from his own accounting load. They 
are both in Nevada, as we write this morning. 

velopment Association (IDA). Earlier in the week, I along with them, attended 

Ronn Jackson’s parole hearing in Nevada. The folIow- 
ing day the idiots in charge of getting rid of Dharma 
did, in fact, make a try for it. We are all weary and sick 
of ALL of the subjects about which we have to write. 
You have to understand something, readers: NOBODY 
HERE EVEN KNEW THERE WOULD BE A PAPER 
OR JOURNALS WHEN THEY CAME HERE. Dharma, 
for instance, had never heard of “Hatonn” as late as 
Summer of 1986 and wrote nothing for sharing until 
1989. All of the work has come since Fall of 1989. 
However, along with the publications-came the big- 
gest problems of all. So, it has been a long and arduous time 
of production while relying solelyon me and my own team for 
confirmation, tiormation and ‘“tribulation”. 

They can now see that we used wisdom in the 
myriad of fragments which could bring down the sword 
onto your heads. But we have kept it clear and clean so 
that you do not have to fear for subscribing to anything 
we present. We meet all regulations and violence is 
NOT EVER an alternative suggestion to anything. 
Even things which have seemed so atrocious against 
the Ekkers, for instance, are proving to be points which 
can now be turned around and, through perseverance 
and persistence, are proving the day. Such 8s things 
from US&P and the truth of OUR writings to the 
recognition of the lies of Rayelan IQrssbacher who has 
actually cost Dr. Ede Koenig her reputation We have, 
through working together, gotten John Schroepfer his 
retained freedom and the probability of getting return 
of his property. IN OTHER WORDS, READERS, 
THROUGH PATIENCE-THE TRUTH IS COMING 
FORTH-ON ITS OWN MERIT AND THAT IS THE 
ONLY WAY TRUTH CAN BE RECOGNIZED AND 
REMAIN SOUND. The old proverb about kissing a lot 
of frogs to find the prince may well be utilized here. We 
have had to take a lot of blows to strengthen the body 
and head to withstand the assaults and remain intact. 
Perhaps we should change the name of CONTACT to 
INTACT! 

We make no effort to ever HURT anyone but we 
TELL TRUTH at every juncture and if the opposi- 
tion comes against us with LIES, they shall be dis- 
closed. What others choose to believe is none of our 
business. 

My point here is to give recognition to the team that 
puts these writings to press and their willingness to 
work under the most difficult of circumstances with 
very little of anything upon which to have security or 
wherewithal-and EVERY task is a study in EXCEL- 
LENCE. Most of that work is done between court 
attacks, struggling to survive and keep a roof over the 
heads AND meeting the complaints and misunder- 
standings of ones who have a lot of suggestions but very 
little “do”. 

SUPPORTERS 

There have been so many who have supported and 
helped, from direct help to Dharma and EJ., to sup- 
porting the paper to allow it to be continued. Subscrip- 
tions do not nearly cover postage alone. But, by doing 
it this way-it can stay in press for the law finds 
nothing for which to come against us. 

God has provided us with product information 
through which, with working day and night, we have 
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been able to sustain while keeping costs to absolute inside electronic devices (computers, faxes, etc.) in Panetta KNEW, CNN KNEW, ABC KNEW, the CIA 
minimum-actually, for such product as can be ob- order to win the Japanese trade war going on at that KNEW, the FBI KNEW. And now the American 
tained NOWHERE ELSE and would, therefore, bear time. The U.S. and Japan had completely lost coopera- people KNOW the truth. 
the “highest*’ cost. Our intent is to finally balance tion on the trade talks and threatened sanction deadline The top five conspirators are: Robert Toetzman, 
out-so costs are even more minimal. against Japan. Japan retaliated by devaluating the Dan Starkey, Wes Thomas, Paul Steel, and Jim Cofield. 

THERE IS NO REASON, SAVE EGO URGINGS, dollar against the yen, which was trading at its lowest 
TO EVER HAVE TO CROSS THE ENEMY. 

Peter Stanley and Walter Mondale did all they could to 
THE amount ever recorded on the day of the subway attack. stop it, but no one listened and those who listened could 

ENEMY PROVIDES US WITH ENOUGH LAWS FOR Walter Mondale gained knowledge of the espio- not talk. 
SERVING SELF-TO ALSO SERVE US-IF YOU nage activity on Sept. 27,1994, the day before sanction 
KNOW HOW TO USE THEM AND KEEP OUT OF 

President Bush’s CIA controls the presidency. To 
deadline and attempted to have the matter investigated. make that point CLEAR to Clinton, the CIA hit Vince 

COMPETITION. WE DO NOT SEEK TO TAKE The source of this information contacted William Perry Foster as a reminder of who really runs the roust. The 
THE WORLD FOR THAT WOULD BE RE- for protection and assistance after learning of Justice war between agencies has escalated into undeclared 
PLACING ONE FORM OFTYRANNY WITH THAT Department employee Paul Coffey’s attempt to kill the war between Japan and America. The American 
OF ANOTHER. GOD OFFERS FREE-WILL investigation. CIA Director, John Deutch, was in people are paying the price. Expect blackmail actions 
CHOICES. WE ONLY POINT OUT ALTERNA- charge of the investigation into the matter. by Japan. The governments of both countries may soon 
TIVES AS WE BRING THE TRUTH OF CIRCUM- In retaliation of the attack against the dollar, the 
STANCES. Ifyou want Gurus and fortune-tellers, then 

collapse under the weight of their own corruption. 
U.S. Government gassed citizens of Japan to discredit Signed: Brigadier General Norman E. Olson, Com- 

go to Ramtha, Mafu, or the Swami in New York, or the the government. The Japanese government, not willing mander, Michigan Militia Corps. 
Shaman in the Amazonian jungle. However, you are to reveal their own espionage, blamed the act on a Esther 7: lo- “So they hanged Human on the gal- 
going to find most of them a bit “shaded” in both religious cult with a massive disinformation effort. In lows that he hadpreparedfor Mordecai. Then was the 
accuracy and/or factual knowledge. retaliation, the Japanese destroyed the Federal Build- King ‘s wrath pacified. ” 

ing in Oklahoma City. To further embarrass the Presi- 
NOW FOR THE “FAR-OUT” dent, a copycat bomb was used so that the Arab people NEVER CHASE A WOL VERINE-YOU 
VERSION OF OKLAHOMA! would be blamed by U.S. Citizens. With anger growing MIGHT CATCH IT? 

toward the Mideast, the Feds had to find a quick 
There is so much truth in this writing and it comes scapegoat, so they triggered CNN and ABC (both CIA [END OF QUOTING] 

from very authentic resources. However, all of you will AGENTS) to blame the bombing on the Michigan 
be able to see the flaws in possibilities. But, again, Militia Corps: They were visible, there were many of There are some things here that you had better 
realize that you know so little of the underground them, and a recent “non-incident” had occurred in consider very carefully. One is the overall PUSH at all 
goings on as to be all but blind to actual conspiracies at Michigan involving “Rambo” talk about blowing up costs toward gearing up the troops and passing terrorist 
work. Remember the Cambodians and Vietnamese who some junk Russian armor. It was the Feds’ only card to laws. Don’t think the intelligence agents are going to 
have been brought into your country-AND NEVER play. Surely someone could be found inside Michigan do anything as stupid as sending Mr. Nomasaki to 
LOSE SIGHT OF THE INTERNATIONAL INTRIGUE to hang. But this is where they made their mistake, detonate anything. Your government is behind this 
GOING ON AS WE SPEAK. I only ask that you take IN AMERICAN PATRIOTS IN MICHIGAN DON’T action iust as surelv as YOU live and breathe-it is only 
all the information offered and then, only then, will you KILL PATRIOTS IN OKLAHOMA!! Their intended that you don’t know your government from the Russian 
be able to piece together the final truth in probable sacrificial lamb climbed off the altar and became a Government from the Bush Shadow government to the 
presence. Wolverine. Dixie Mafia. 

I have almost no comment to make about this The actual target of the Japanese was in fact the 
information but it is flowing over the FAX lines and it senior Secret Service agent (whose widow and or- 

Could this be “why” Jackson suggested something 
that a lot of you may have misunderstood: Get out of the 

is interesting, at THE VERY LEAST! [QUOTING:] phaned child sat behind Clinton and Hillary at the stock market and disconnect all connections to the 
memorial service) who was “in the loop” was Goetzman, Federal Government7 

FROM: HQ Mich Militia/Alanson Armory. et al. He had been transferred to Oklahoma City only I’m sorry, readers, the thrust has already been, 
NORMAN OLSON, COMMANDER, MICHIGAN months earlier. His death was a symbol that the Presi- through total mind-instructions, to terrorize the 

MILITIA CORPS dent and the nation are “touchable”. POSTAL SERVICE-in order to cause employees to 
TO: THE AMERICAN PEOPLE The President KNEW, Janet Reno KNEW, William live in terror and, finally, disrupt the flow of commu- 
PLEASE REFAX ACROSS AMERICA: Perry KNEW, Mondale KNEW, Stephanopolus KNEW, nications through the mail service. The next is to take 
OKLAHOMA CITY BOMBER EXPOSED! 

ATTENTION: CITIZENS OF AMERICA 
UNDECLARED WAR EXISTS 

The wrath of the country has been directed toward 
the brave men and women of the Michigan Militia 
Corps. Now the Truth! On April 19, 1995, a day that 
will live in infamy, the government of Japan, in retali- 
ation for the U.S. gas attack on the subway there, blew 
up the Federal Building in Oklahoma City. (H: Before 
you toss this paper, I suggest you look at the rest of 
this document.] 

The Japanese attack was reported to Sarah 
McLendon (also spelled McClendon), McLendon News 
Agency on April 18, just hours before the destruction of 
that building. 

FBI employee Robert Goetzman (operating out of 
the executive office of the Bush presidency, and having 
“dual agency” status with CIA), CIA employee Wes 
Thomas and U.S. Intelligence employee, James Cofteld, 
were hired by the Japanese Embassy at the beginning of 
the Clinton presidency to bug the executive offices of 
the President. These men had lost lucrative programs 
assigned to them by Bush and, although not out of work 
when Clinton became President, they were out of funds. 
(A great deal of money had been deferred while under 
Bush, to their own private accounts, to the extent that 
they were setting up their own private companies.) 
Once bought by the Japanese, these men were paid 
through MCA/UNIVERSAL (owned by the Japanese) 
to provide intelligence information gathered from the 
surveillance devices and bugs Goetzman had installed 

(1) The Cure For All Cancers 
& (2) The Cure For HIV/AIDS 

by Hulda Regehr Clark, Ph.D., N.D. 

Remember, never believe Government until they officially deny something! They have 
denied a cure for both Cancer and AIDS. These two books not only offer important research 
about PARASITES and their relation to Cancer and HIV/AIDS, but also give simple cures 
and provide complete instructions. You may order either or both books from: 

PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
Post Office Box 27353 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 
l-800-800-5565 

Canadians call: l-805-822-9655 
(Mastercard, VISA, Discover) 

$25.00 EACH, BOTH FOR S45.00 (SHIPPING INCLUQED) 
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out Federal institutions to’further the terror of partici- der on the part of government! 
pation and cause demand for military presence. THIS 

who would serve toward this goal-MUST COME TO 
The truth is absolute and cannot be changed or KNOW WHAT IS TRUTH. This ALWAYS means that 

TIME THE ADMINISTRATION AND INTERNA- denied. the individual EGO must become subservient to the 
TIONAL MONETARY FUND EMPLOYEES (SEC. OF “1995” is the year of the Patriot and history will 
TREASURY & ATTORNEY GENERAL) ARE record that fact! 

GOAL IN FOCUS. Most people cannot serve in such 

SCARED SPITLESS! THE ATTACKS MAY WELL 
manner. Therefore, since actions speak far louder than 

In Light and Freedom, R.J. 
BE QUARRELING OVER SUCH AS THE 

do words-the watchers must watch and actions judged 
Ronn Jackson 33866, SNCC Box 100 lB5A, Jean, while man is discerned in consideration of probable 

“PUEBLO”-TYPE INCIDENTS AND WAR TALE Nevada 89026. [END OF QUOTING] 
REVISIONS-BUT THE MAJOR SHOW AND 

intent. Man, further, grows through his own experi- 

TELL WILL COME RIGHT THROUGH CHINA. 
ences as realizations begin to flow and directions are 

Again I am taunted by Mr. Jackson’s “Year of the chosen. 
The game plans are working, citizens, as you watch 

Impatience most often presents “wine before 
Patriot”. 

it unfold-for there is always a bigger fish to eat the 
Readers, Mr. Jackson can say anything he its time”. A man unwilling to change and grow AND 

wants to!! I prefer to think that it might be a year for AWAIT HIS “TIME” is a useless man to the cause of 
smaller and on down the line. The little fish always pay the turning about into a REPUBLIC AND RECOVERY JUSTICE or TRUTH. 
the highest cost while the big fish struggle to have it all. BY THE “CITIZEN”. 

Everyone in the “conspiracy” is at fault but how can 
Either or neither may end up GOD has all the time in the universe. THERE- 

“correct”. 
they just come forward and tell you truth? Through 

The point is that I can see farther because I FORE, yoU HAVE ALL THE TIME IN THE UNI- 

blackmail you might well get confirmation of the rot in 
stand on the shoulders of the giants who came before VERSE-if you walk with God. The beast is already 
me who no longer impact your physical lives! Seman- 

Vietnam by McNamara, Johnson, etc., but how can you 
devouring itself for it must function within the limita- 

tics are not important-KNOWING and ACTION IN tions of “time constraints”. 
be expected to ever figure out the massive intrigue? 

As the play unfolds you 

Even the Asians are not out to get Americans! They 
WISDOM IS MOST IMPORTANT! Careful choices of will see and understand. If a man plants Spring wheat 

are out to get the nerdnik Mishpucka Khazarians who 
“words” are simply a matter of stopping the labels in the late Fall, he will have no harvest if he lives in a 

declared themselves One Worlders and CREATED 
placed upon ourselves by the would-be-rulers. place of “Winter”. If you know nothing of wheat and 

uCommunism”. Those Bolshevik Zionist Mishpucka 
planting-how can you ever hope to have a harvest of 

WHAT ABOUT “ROMVJACKSON’S 
One Worlders have taken control of the U.S.A. and plan 

grain? Spelta, for instance, needs the time of cold, if 
NEWREPUBLIC”? 

to see that Asia (all of the oriental states) come under 
possible, to allow the maturation of the grain in the 

CONTROL. You have entered the world of TERROR! 
super-conductivity of cold or freezing temperatures. It 

What about it? It is none of my business any more 
I remind you readers that you CANNOT WIN than CONTACT is Mr. Jackson’s business. 

is a flexible grain and can sustain in drought and warm 
We can climate-but the best perfection of the fruit is an early 

THROUGH VIOLENCE for you CANNOT KNOW quibble or work as hard as possible TOGETHER to Fall planting to allow the crop to “WINTER”. Then it 
YOUR ENEMY! You are about to KILL your friends. 
There is not intended to be any clear and seen danger- 

accomplish our goal which DOES seem to be, as far as needs to experience the “frequency changes” of the 
the nation is concerned, the same. Further than that, 

that is what terrorism is all about. The perpetrators of his actions are not my 
Spring and Summer from the heightened sun rays. It 

business -EXCEPT WHERE 
the terror will NEVER look like you expect-for that is 

may seem a bit awkward until you understand and gain 
THEY AFFECT ME AND MY MISSION. 

the point of the game so that you NEVER know who and 
I will keep knowledge. Then, it is quite reasonable and recognized 

Information and 
what hit you. 

all commitments to him and I shall expect him to keep for its unique planting schedule. 

The point must surely be to keep selves alive and do 
commitments and promises to ME. This is the WAY knowledge are your most necessary TOOLS. Then, 
life should work, friends-and each commitment and used and directed within the Laws of Creator and 

so to the best of your “quiet” ability. KEEP IN- promise must have integrity and validity lest you ac- Creation-there IS NOTHING WHICH CAN STOP 
FORMED so that you can know HOW to pick up the complish nothing more valuable than the chaos and YOUR JOURNEY. You each do not have to know 
pieces, prepare for uncomfortable times, have patience- 
AND STAY WITH GOD! THE EVIL PLAYERS WILL 

corruption already present. EVERYTHING-but you must be willing to hear and 
We don’t need another “God”, people, we need 

DEVOUR THEMSELVES EVENTUALLY-BUT some PEOPLE who are willing to live and work for 
see possibilities so that the WHOLE may be perfected. 

THEY WILL TAKE A LOT OF THE WORLD WITH 
Let us enjoy a break for breakfast and then we will 

TRUTH and FREEDOM in which mankind can func- return to Larry Nichols’ investigations of the Arkansas 
THEM. I can only petition you to USE WISDOM in all tion and make his own choices, Each nerson. therefore. web of intrigue. 

I 

things. 

ARKANSAS NEWS 
FILTERING DOWN 

I would also share another message with 
you, from Ronn Jackson [see p. 22 & 23 Jor 
all Ronn ‘s messages]: [QUOTING:] 

April 26, 1994 
My Fellow Americans: 
My sources back East are receiving re- 

quests from government employees, to give 
me information regarding illegalities in their 
respective agencies. I am not in favor of 
compromise! It is the Constitution or nothinr-r! 

-AN OPEN MESSAGE TO BIiL 
CLINTON, ON HIS EFFORTS TO EX- 
PAND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S 
ROLE IN CURTAILING OUR FREE- 
DOMS: “Mr. Clinton, you can kiss the 

federal government’s a& goodbye on your 
way to defend your wife on her recent in- 
dictment. n 

The House Judiciary Committee, on 4/ 
21/95, took an unofficial vote that is not 
recorded in the records on the impeax 
ment of “Bill Clinton”. The vote was 13-2 to 
initiate proceedings. 

The Governor of Arkansas was indicted 
on Monday of this week, and last week he 
permitted a man to be executed because of the 
“good old boy network” that exists in this 
country. In plain and simple language, the 
Government was hiding the illegal acts for 
which he was just indicted. Well, my fellow 
Americans, another act of premeditated mur- 

r0 SWITCH OFF OR NO ITCH OFF -AN 

~WWPJCLESS -HE’S A To Ga - DURING A f’lW 
‘HIS bRAIN IS NO LONG 
omc . ~RA~~KLY, 



hapless victim is caught, isn’t he? If there is any 
emotion on the part of anyone at all it is for “self’ All T he World interest- 

Is A 
4/27/95 #l HATONN 

IT’S HAPPENING! 

You have been “In It” for a very long time but the 
things which are happening to strain your emotional 
stability are unthinkable to the ordinary human being. 
You see your President weeping and praying with you 
so “How could she not be goodly? And him, more 
caring and loving?” Easy, you have a handful of evil 
people who will stop at nothing to cover their misdeeds, 
stay in power-OR, get into higher power. There is 

. blackmail fodder enough to go around! We also have 
the information with which to pull the Elite down but 
they have the power of the judicial system (through 
blackmail and bribes) and ARE the networkers of the 
very terror and crime operations. The Satanic (generic 
term) elements have taken control and are now strug- 
gling to maintain control. 

MILITIAS 

I DO believe in militias! Why? Because the 
Constitulion says you have a RIGHT to have one, even 
perhaps, a duty to have them all over, anywhere-for 
protection and defense. No other reason! It is your 
RIGHT that I defend-NOT AN ARMED FORCE. 
Being in or with a belligerent armed force who speaks 
and advertises violence or mercenary war is not of God 
and will do nothing more than bring enforcement down 
on everyone around. 

If you can’t restructure your nation 
according to goodly LAW and order, you 
might as well have continuing chaos-for 
under one military force is as bad as under 
another. You might well say, “Yes, but 
this one has good intentions-” Indeed? 
Until THEY get in a position of power and 
then the spoils again go to the ones in 
power -it is the way of armed conquerors. 
Playing at making bombs is fun and games 
and defends “freedom” until one blows up 
in your hands or starts killing people- 
then you undo all the work accomplished 
for freedom of actions and peaceful recon- 
struction. 

PATRIOTS 

Patriots are like “militias’‘-the deli- 
nition of two beautiful, peaceful things of 
national pride have become the battle cry 
for recognizing the enemy-to the One 
World Order. It is much as the term “Chris- 
tian” which no longer means anything ex- 
cept an organized MAN’S organization of 
doctrines which are voted in and out like 
the town Mayor. It is worse with the 
“Jews” for there is the anti-Christ element, 
the Zionist Mishpucka, which IS the One 
World Order and has nothing to do with 
original Judaism. Then there are the to- 
tally “Constitutionalists” who think they 
defend the Conslihlion of a nation-when 
they can’t recite more than two Amend- 
ments of your Bill o/Rights--“carry guns” 
and “right to speak anything, including 

- 

WORLD IS A STAGE 

Stage 
The ENEMY of God and Peace KNOWS what he is 

doing, friends, and DOES IT VERY WELL. Until you 
know what is hitting you over the head, you can’t do 
anything for you weep with the very enemy who just 
damaged you. In this category the Academy Awards are 
given for best screenplay, best director, best actor, etc. 

hate” and that hardly is THAT FOR WHICH THE Now, you can’t tell the actor from the real character. 
CONSTITUTION STANDS! Armed rebellion is REVO- The “reality” of character is always obvious by its 
LUTION which produces chaos and WAR. It de- actions but very private and invisible in its presenta- 
stroys-it never builds. tion. Why? Because you are ALL “actors” on a stage 

within a working screenplay. The producer and direc- 
JUDICIAL SYSTEM tor become very important under these circumstances 

because THEY are the controllers. Mankind learns to 
The judicial system is that which ALLOWS the live on the edge and chaos becomes the thriving factor, 

criminals to maintain CONTROL. Until you can clean with violence and degradation of morality becoming 
out the corrupt lawyers and judges-you cannot main- the frosting on your cake. 
tain law and order-for the criminal will always go This in turn allows goodly men to actually minister 
unpunished if the criminal be in the high-rank district in the so-called laws of God in the morning and play 
arena. If he be in “competition” with the bigger war-games in the afternoon and call it “defense train- 
criminal elements he will be smitten, but if he is the ing”. If everyone just simply lived within the very few 
controller hired by the High Crime District political small good-for-all instructions of God in goodness- 
hierarchy for protection he will be blessed. This will you wouldn’t need either. Well, that makes ME about 
happen because of the line up and down of the money as unpopular as anyone can get-BECAUSE WITHIN 
conduit. Just try to find a lawyer to help you without THE HEART AND SOUL OF MANKIND BEATS THE 
pay! The HIGHER you go up the ladder the less the TRUTH AND, KNOWING THAT, I AM RIGHT AND 
“law” works and the more the money is absorbed, i.e., VIOLENCE, FORCE AND WAR ARE WRONG! 
O.J. Simpson. You can then get the “best” but what You might consider this, however: After the play 
have you got? You don’t get LAW-you get case study, closes -where go the actors and yea, even the direc- 
tedious readings while the lawyers and the judge have tors and producers? And by the way: HOW MANY 
a game of show and who can get away with what. The OF THE SUCCESSFUL ONES GET TO TAKE IT 
jury is locked-up while the actual criminals in the case WITH THEM WHEN THEY LEAVE TEE “BIG 
(lawyers and judges) go free to spend YOURS and the STAGE”? 
victims (0. J.‘s) money and get fame and fortune. THIS Perhaps we are now starting to look at the facts 
is a fair trial? Come on now, Ito is run like a clockwork which pinch the toes? Often you cannot “see” that 
key. The rest are basically Mishpucka games-players. which causes a shoe to hurt the feet! Nonetheless the 
Facts have very little to do with anything-but the toes know they are hurting! 
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Latest New Releases 

OUT 
-. . 

Phase Three, Part 1 
It is very d> jicult to tell the ‘white hats’from 
the #black ia ts’ if you have go vision. If you 
are blind, you are going to have to sharpen 
up to energy signals and learn of l dzrec- 
ttovD and players m. Citizen .‘mankind’ is 
basically but a pawn in the Elite game of 
who gets to run thin 
play the game BETT P 

s. You must learn to 
R than the script writ- 

ers for until YOU WRITE THE SCRIPT- 
are destined to be caught in Y 

ou 
“their”p ay. 

BY 

GYEORGOS CERES K4TONN 

A PHOENIX JOURNAL 

ASCENSION OR 
NEVER-EVER LAND? 

BLUE BEAM FLIGHT SCHOOL 

Can you learn to ascend by take-off day? Will 
you ra 

f 
ture# or “rupture’ yourfantasy? Who 

plans a 1 the wondrous aduentures to suck you 
In? Well, it takes a lot of discerning and a heck 

TRUTHI The Sata& olauers still have some 

___ ___. -.. - - ;’ - 
but Satan’s promtsed land is not bein denied 
to tjou--iusf dela ed b inconvenience. Good 

the gLOI?Y OF GOD be shown 

- -- -__--_ --- 
2 HOLOCA LIST OF THE LIE! The time 

is at hand for the testing-how will you fare? 

GYEORCOS CERES HATONN 

#98 
A PHOENIX JOURNAL 

What Are The 
Phoenix Journals? 

Many people have asked us what the PHOENIXJOURNALS are. They contain the true history (His-story) of 
mankind on this planet as well as detailed information about the most asked about and wondered about subjects 
(i.e., Spirituality, E.T.s, our origin, our purpose here on this planet, etc.). Commander Hatonn and the other Higher 
Spiritual Teachers who have authored these JOURNALS, weave spiritual lessons and insights throughout the 
unveiling of lies which have been deceptively forced upon us, throughout time, by the Elite anti-Christ controllers. 
These JOURNALSare the “DEAD SEA SCROLLS ofour time. Their importance in the growth ofmankind cannot 
be overstated. They are the textbooks of understanding which God promised us we would have, to guide us through 
the “End Times”. 

Here is what Commander Hatonn has said about the PHOENIX JOURNALS. Quoting from JOURNAL #40, 
THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE, Vol.11, pgs. 47 & 48: “Some day in the far recesses of the future experiences of 
another human civilization-these JOURNALS will be found and TRUTH will again be given unto the world 
manifest so that another lost civilization can regain and find its way. God always gives His creations that which 
they need when the sequence is proper. It is what man DOES WITH THESE THINGS which marks the civilization. 
WHAT WILL YOUR LEGACY BE????? 1 focus on current activities which might turn your world about in time 
to save your ecosystems and your sovereignty as nations and peoples. You cannot wait to be filled in on the lies 
of the generations lest you wait until too late to take control ofyour circumstance presently within the lies. YOU 
ARE A PEOPLE OF MASSIVE DECEPTION AND WHAT YOU WILL DO WITH THIS INFORMATION IN 
ACTION DETERMINES YOUR PURPOSE AND GROWTH IN THIS WONDROUS MANIFESTED EXPERI- 
ENCE-WILL YOU PERISH PHYSICALLY OF THE EVIL INTENT, OR WILL YOU MOVE INTO AND 
WITHIN THE PLACES OF HOLY CREATOR? THE CHOICE IS YOURS.” 

In case you didn’t know, Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc. can automatically send you the latest PHOENIX 

JOURNALS as they are printed. This gives you an extra discount on new JOURNALS and you don’t have to keep 
remembering to order. Call (800) 800-5565 for details. 

See Back Page for ordering information. Brent Moorhead 
Business Manager 

USURPERS -OF FREEDQM 

IN, CONSPIRACY 
!t is time you latch the puzzle pieces together 
withplayers inclusive VI this tale o Usurpers 
who take freedom and TRUTH a rlif destroy it 
in the name of greed, self-aggrandizement 
and ego-Elitism. There IS a Conspiracy-far 
beyond that which is known as the ‘Con- 
spuacy Theo y”. I 

li% 
ou don’t look beyond and 

into the TRUTH 0 -you are destined to fall 
in enslavement without recourse. Theplayers 
have been obvious and yet “hidden ‘neath 
our noses. It is time to awaken sleeping 

Yul manity in soul realization-lest .JF 
make passage within the dark corn ors 
without ever having realization that ZT 
COULD HAVE BEEN SO DIFFERENT WITH- 
IN THE LIGHTED PMCES OF THE LION! 

BY 

GYEORGOS CERES HKTONN 

#99 A PHOENIX JOURNAL 

BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL- 

THE RAZOR’S EDGE 

IT’S ALL IN THE GAME 

As we approach the closing of this issue of the 
journal we are near that period of time of Inde- 
pendence Day, (July 4),1994 relative to the United 
States of America. You celebrate FREEDOM? 
YOUHA VE NO FREEDOM-INAMERICA OR ELSE- 
WHERE. As information flows and appears nega- 
tive inperception-reqmber, readers, YOUMUST 
KNOW TRUTH AND PLAYERS-OR YOU CANNOT 
CHANGE A THING FOR YOU ARE TRAPPED IN 
IGNORANCE OF THAT WHICH CONTROLS YOU. 
You CAN know TRUTU-and in action within that 
knowing-you CAN achieve, again, FREEDOM! 

BY 

GYEORGOS CERES HATONN 

A PHOENIX JOURNAL 

#lOO 

(Please see Back Page for 
ordering information.) 
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New Gaia Offers 
Journev To Health 

What Should We Be Taking? 
3/3/95 SANDRA TULANIAN, D.C. correct the faulty programming that has occurred at plans for our demise by the Elite, perhaps more is 

the cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s better. One ounce or more per day may produce 
The times we live in do not afford us the oppor- DNA/RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlikebacteria, have faster and more effective results. 

tunity to keep life simple enough that health can be the ability to fuse with the DNA strand within the Aquagaia was introduced to benefit the mito- 
taken for granted by just ingesting food and water. cell, creating a mutation to that cell. By perfecting chondria system that lies within the cell. The 
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats the DNA/RNA blueprint, the ccl1 may be returned mitochondria is the energy producer of the cell and 
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who die- to a level of vitality which allows it to fight off an is essential to convert the food we eat into usable 
tate questionable farming practices which, when incoming virus and maintain the homeostasis within cell fuel and to produce enzymes that arc absolutely 
added to the already choking pollutions of our the cell and, in turn, within the organ systems. necessary for survival of the body system. 
atmosphere and water, ends up depleting the soil, This is essential for the immune organ system, Aquagaia is also said to feed on vessel plaques 
the food supply, plus the air & water we breath of because without healthy cells that can fight off adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by 
many of the essential nutrients that would otherwise offenders like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative the age of twenty, have plaques developing on the 
allow our bodies to function optimally. levels of radiation, the immune system is overtaxed arterial walls due to the American diet that is filled 

Without these “food”-based essential nutrients to the point of exhaustion-eventually leading to with saturated fats, high protein, white flour prod- 
our immune systems and body physiologies are dis-ease. Another benefit from consuming ucts, and limited consumption of fresh fruits and 
sitting ducks for any attack-from chemical and Gaiandriana is its ability and nature to thrive on vegetables. This product provides added fuel to any 
biological “warfare” practices, to increased nuclear the invisible, higher photon frequencies which are compromised system to assist in strengthening the 
radiation pollution, as well as from other high- bombarding us daily. Gaiandriana is able to speed immune system, as well as cleaning out blood ves- 
energy photon bombardment as this planet prepares 
itself for the upcoming changes. 

up the frequency levels of the cells to more nearly sels and enhancing the pliability of the vessel walls 
match the energies pouring in and assaulting the throughout the body. Both Gaiandriana and 

It is up to every individual to take personal body. This, in turn, can offer a two-fold benefit: AquaGaia work in harmony to strengthen and ehi- 

responsibility for their health and prioritize the One benefit is the ability ofthe cell to withstand and nate mutations of all cells by working together 
needs their bodies may have at this time as well as actually adapt to these otherwise damaging ener- within the cell structure itself. 
pay special attention to the needs of their children. 
I hope to describe here some good products avail- 

gies; the other benefit is to help protect ourselves Another product that you will find essential in 

able to YOU SO that your search for a basic, complete 
from mind manipulation through pulse beams that your daily regime is Gaialyte. This is a fully 

arsenal against disease can come to an end. 
are irradiating mankind relentlessly. Originally the integrated electrolyte liquid that is brought forth 

dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the from the Kombucha Tea. The combination of tea 
New Gaia has presented many products to the tongue. 

public that you can pick or choose for individual 
However, with the growing number of and juice, vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba, 

needs. But there is a core of products, which should 
“manufactured” epidemics and other stepped-up Echinacea, Chlorella, oxygenators, Aloe Vera and 

be taken regularly, that is felt to be essential to 
health and well being. These products are: 
Gaiandriana, AquaGaia, Gaialyte, Kombucha 
Tea, Kombucha Vinegar, CarbraGaia, 
GaiaCleanse Program, Chlorella, Spelt, and 3- PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 
In-l. Each of these provides a service to the body 
that is a necessary assistant to the other. We will 

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 Quart) GaiaSorb 
discuss each one individually. to provide you with 
the information you need to understand why these 
items are necessary. 

The physiology of the body is basically gov- 
erned by the actions and programming found within 
the cell. The cells make up the tissues of the body, 
the tissues make up the organs such as the heart or 
liver which, in turn, make up the organ systems that 
work in harmony with each other to keep the entire 
body functioning. If the cell structure has been 
altered or is malfunctioning (for whatever reason), 
every organ system is affected. To what degree they 
are affected depends on the offending substance 
that has caused the cell’s breakdown or the length of 
time that cell has been subjected to abuse. 

Gaiandriana is a product that is said to help 

1 Bottle AquaGaia ( 1 Quart) 
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each) 

4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix 
5 Audio-cassettes 

COST: $150 (for CONTACTSubscribers onlv) 
$180 (for non-subscribers) 

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
1 Bottle Gaiandriana( 1 Quart) 

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each) 
4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix 

COST: $90.00 (for CONTACT subscribers onlv) 

$115 (for non-subscribers) 

NEUTFIA-BOND; 2 02; 

NICOTINE, CAFFEINE, ALCOHOL, 

SUCROSE, STARCH, $6.00 each 

TRAVEL PACK;, l/2-92. 

bottles of each’of the above, 

plus Calandriana, for St 5.00 

(pius shipping and handling). 

New Gaia Products 
PO. Box 27710 

Las Vegas, NV 89126 
For credit card orders, call: 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 

(See New Gaia order form at back 

of naper for more information.) 
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Gaiandriana are a powerful combination that helps a few. There have been reports that people have of a number of chronic conditions. The 3-In-1 
boost energy levels as well as provides electrolyte been able to turn their conditions around by utiliz- product offered by New Gaia has been found to be 
balance within the body to help enhance the perfor- ing a program such as the GaiaCIeanse Program to superior to Pycnogenol. The research that has been 
mance of the Gaiandriana within the cells. Elec- eliminate the myriads of parasites, such as flukes, conducted on the elements found in Pine Bark were 
trolytes are substances which dissociate into ions in keeping house in their internal organs. primarily conducted on Grape Seed Extract because 
solution and thus become capable of conducting The beauty ofthis program is that 14 days every this, too, had the components that offered the supe- 
electricity. The balance of these electrolytes in the 3 months is all that is required to insure a body that rior anti-oxidant protection. 
body will aid in the protection from the various is free of most parasites. The GaiaChnse line What was discovered is that the Grape Seed 
high-frequency energies that we are now subjected includes tinctures that can be mixed in any one of Extract was even superior to the Pine Bark in that 
to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all the the above beverages or in juice. There is also an it contains a hipher level and hipher potency of 
other products YOU are consuming for your health. intestinal cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure OPCs (Oligomeric proanthocyanidins) which are 

Another beverage that should be taken in a dose proper elimination and cleansing during the two the active ingredient for free-radical scavenging. 
of approximately 8 ounces per day is the “Tea weeks. These steps to health are important if one These OPCs found in the Grape Seed Extract are 
Breeze” Kombucha Tea. Enough can not be said is to realize optimum health within the cellular known for their instant bioavailability to seek out 
about this fermented drink from the mushroom fun- structure and organ tissues of the body. nasty free radicals and produce rapid counter-effect 
gus found long ago by a prominent Japanese woman Chlorella is a single-celled, fresh-water algae results. While no claims are here being made for the 
in a town called Kargasok, Russia. What she found which is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is healing qualities of any product, the OPCS found in 
amongst these villagers astounded her. The women extremely high in protein (60%) and contains more Grape Seed Extract have been identified with: Anti- 
were virtually without wrinkles or other signs of than 20 essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the aging protection, improved vision, decrease in 
aging and the overall population was comprised of 22 essential and non-essential amino acids, en- wrinkles, resistance to mental deterioration, re- 
unusually healthy people. She was told that these zymes, plus Chlorella growth factor. The combina- duced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of stroke, 
people drank 8 ounces of Kombucha Tea daily. tion of these factors results in a product that has enhanced immune system, faster healing, subdued 
She brought the mushroom fungus back to Japan been found to be excellent in the healing of wounds, PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis. 
and, today, over a million Japanese people drink the injuries and ulcers, immune strengthening, age re- The other substances found in 3-In-1 are Ester- 
fermented tea daily. With the high content of tardation, protection against radiation, normalizing C and Aloe Vera. Ester-C is found to get into the 
special proteins and enzymes, this tea is said to digestion and bowel function, and protection against blood stream faster and in larger amounts than 
reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth, strengthen toxic pollutants, to name but a few of the benefits. other forms of vitamin C and wastes only a fraction 
eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight reduction, Chlorella is a rich source of chlorophyll, which of what other vitamin C products lose through 
help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a myriad is extremely effective in controlling body odor both elimination. It is also found to penetrate white 
of other debilitating conditions including the pre- internally and externally. The suggested daily con- blood cells more efficiently, which is necessary for 
vention of certain cancers. sumption is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be their metabolism. There is also a reduction, if not 

While these are claims from people who have adjusted to your individual needs. Many times the an elimination, of the side effects from the acidity of 
used or researched the product, it would simply be alkaline reserves in the body are so depleted that regular Vitamin C because Ester C has a neutral 
prudent to regard Kombucha Tea as a must to add Chlorella, in larger doses, is warranted. pH. Each capsule also contains 150 mgs. of Aloe 
to your daily health regime. Many people make Moreover, because of its superb food value. Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-one-half 
their own tea with the mushroom that is available Chlorella is an important addition to anyone’s ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from 
through New Gaia Products, but for those of us with emergency food storage stash. an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., we read: 
limited time, the ready-made tea in the 1 -liter and 2- As part of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain “Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide, is a long-chain 

liter bottles is both delicious and convenient. Try of Spelt (Triticum Spelta) should be added to every sugar which is found as an active ingredient in Cold 
mixing the tea with the Gaialyte and your favorite diet in replacement of the standard wheat grain. Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It interjects itself into 

. juice, or just drink it straight. Spelt is superior to wheat in that it contains more all cell membranes. This causes an increase in the 

There is a Kombucha Vinegar that has been protein, crude fiber, and fats than wheat. It also fluidity and permeability of the membrane, allow- 
developed which offers similar properties to unpas- contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccha- ing toxins to flow out of the cell more easily and 
teurized apple cider vinegar, which has been used rides) which help stimulate the all-important im- nutrients to enter the cell. The net result may 
for centuries to care for all types of ailments. This mune system. improve cellular metabolism throughout the body, 
product packs a punch when fighting off the com- Many people who are allergic to wheat find resulting in a boost of energy production.” 
mon cold and is great as a digestive aid. Many are Spelt to be easily digestible. What is most exciting These three powerful ingredients are found in 

using this product in their salad dressings or other is the delicious nutty flavor that Spelt offers to any one product called 3-In-I. It is a Potent product 
recipes to enhance the nutrition that their families baking needs. Another advantage of Spelt is the that should be utilized by anyone suffering from a 
receive. While Kombucha Vinegar is not recom- large amount of vitamin B-17 found in the grain chronic condition or for those wishing to maximize 

mended for canning or preserving, it certainly is (also known as Laetrile) which has a reputation for the functioning of their immune system on a day-to- 
recommended for general consumption. retarding cancerous cell growth and aiding in the day basis- 

CarbraGaia is the membrane that is found in healing of other serious illnesses. Spelt also has an All the above products discussed: Gaiandriana, 

the mushroom fungus of the Kombucha Tea bathed exceptionally thick husk around the center grain, AquaGaia, Gaialyte, Kombucha Tea, Kombucha 

in a nurturing amniotic-like fluid of Gaiandriana which protects it from all kinds of pollutants and Vinegar, CarbraGaia, GaiaCleanse, Chlorella, 
to aid the body in repair of connective tissue. This insects far better than happens with other grains. Spelt and 3-In-1 can be the keys to a healthier and 

product was designed to replace the need for Shark The Spelt grain can be ground up into flour and more vibrant life by reinvigorating the immune 
Cartilage supplement, which has been well re- used in any recipe where flour is required. New system, increasing the metabolic activity of the 

searched and documented in recent years and which Gaia offers the whole Spelt grain bread mixes, or cells, providing more complete nourishment to al- 

is said to program the body to never develop cancer the grain itself to be ground into flour, or the flour low the organ systems to function in harmony with 

tumors. By mixing one teaspoon in to any of the already milled for your convenience. This simple one another, and to increase our bodies’ overall 

above mentioned drinks, you add one more weapon addition to your family’s diet can provide a wealth frequency levels to withstand the onslaught ofvari- 
to your arsenal in the quest to build the immune of extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a ous high-frequency energies that are thrown our 

system to its optimum healthy state. great taste experience. way. These products work synergistically together 

A 14-day program called GaiaCleanse has been The last product I wish to discuss is a newer to maximize the effects of each product. 

developed that assists in the elimination of the nasty product of which you may not be fully aware. Many Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and 

parasites found within the body. Very few people of you have heard ofthe latest craze using a product right eating are absolutely necessary to add to any 

realize the kinds and types of diseases that these called “Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the health regime, but the benefits and gifts found 

parasites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS, bark ofthe pine tree and is said to have remarkable within these various products are priceless to our 

Hepatitis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name anti-oxidant properties that are aiding in the relief well being in this high-stress world. 
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Water Purification 
To purify water (of viruses as wellas bacteria and other 

critters) for drinking purposes, use 10 drops of 35% Food 
Grade Hydrogen Peroxide per gallon of water and agitate 
container enough to mix well. 

2-0~. bottle $8.00 

New Gaia Products 1995 Order Form 

New Caia Products, 
P.O. Box 27710, 
Las Vesas, NV 89126 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 
1 (805) 822-9070 FAX 

(Please Print) 

Name Date 

Street Address 

City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code 

Daytime Phone No. 

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) Expiration Date 

Signature For Credit Card Orders 
I 

l CAIANDRIANA 32 oz. LIQUID $f;;;;$bers sso.00 

l AQUACAIA Subscribers 
(Mitochondria) 8 oz. LIQUID Non-subscribers i : z:zg 

l AQUACAIA Subscribers $25.00 
(Mitochondria) 16 oz. LIQUID Non-subscribers $32.00 

l AQUAGAIA Subscribers s 50.00 

(Mitochondria) 32 oz. LIQUID Non-subscribers 1 $64.00 1 
! ! 

CAIALYTE (2 liters) 
Subscribers 5 15.00 
Non-subscribers $20.00 

KOMBUCHA TEA (2 liters) S 6.00 
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR 1602. S 6.00 
CAIATRIM - 30 Day Supply 

3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES 

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula (I 80 TABLETS) 

S 18.00 

$24.95 

l l ALOE JUICE (1 IITER) (WHOLE LEAF ALOE 

VERA CONCENTRATE) (1 OX STRENGTH) 

CHLORELLA (300 TABLflS/SOOmg. EA.) 

ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS (90 TABLETS) 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract) 

$18.00 

$21.00 

$24.50 

$24.95 

CARBRACAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE) 8 oz. 

’ l su PE R OXY (1 qt.) (CHERRY-EERRfl (CR*NBERRY-APPLE) 

SUPER OXY (1 gal.) (CHERRY) (CRANBERRY) 

OXYSOL with trace minerals 202. 

S 8.50 

S 18.00 

$60.00 

S 8.00 

*ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR CONTACTSUBSCRIBERS ONLY. 

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL NON- 

6READ or PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE PACKAGES. 

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. -- New Gsie Prdueta. 

r 

l * SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES: 

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ, FOR THE REST OF 
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM, CONTINENTAL USA 
WY, NV 

i 1oK!l: 
56.00 $ o-1 00 58.00 
57.00 $ 101-200 59.00 

P 201-300 $8.00 S 201-300 910.00 
P 301-400 $9.00 $ 301-400 $11 .oo 
d 401-500 PlO.00 S 401-500 $12.00 
d Sol-600 $11 .OO S Sol-600 $13.00 

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES 

H For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska. please call for rates. 

H For Priority Mail to any locations. please call for rates. 

l * All Foreign orders, please contact our offKe in writing 
for specific rates as rates vary greatly. 

l * When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates. 

I 
FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES. BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 

ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAIN- 

TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. I 

Item 

fITCHHI (HBlOl) BREAD MACHINE 
FACTORY BI EuHED/mRBlSH 
IAIA SPELT BREAD MIX (Whole Wheat& Spelt) 

(FGSpelt) 

14.DAY PARASlTE GAIACLEANSE ~XMM 
NHOLE SPELT KERNELS 

4 Ibs. @ $1 .ZS/lb. 
IO Ibs. @ Sl/ZS/lb. 

IVHOLE GRAIN 
SPELT FLOUR 

2 Ibs. @ S1.25/lb. 
4 Ibs. Q $1.2S/lb. 
8 Ibs. Q Sl.Z5/lb. 

’ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 
I Bottle Caiandriana (1 qt.) 
I Bottle AquaGala (I qt.) 
2 Bottles CaiaLyte (2 liters each) 
1 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 
5 Audio-cassettes 

l MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
1 Bottle Caiandriana (1 qt.) 
2 Bottles Gaialyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 

CAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND (2 oz.) 
NICOTINE~CAFFEINE~ALCOtlOL~. 

SUCROSE-STARCH, 

CAIASORB NEU‘L RA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 

Please make all ToTAL 
checks and 

PRICE 
PER UNIT 

s 149.00 

s 3.50 

$48.00 

i 
5.00 

12.50 

f :-iii 
s 1o:oo 

5 180.00 
s 1 go0 

CONTACT 
subscribers 

only. 

$115.00 

2 s!i% 
subscribers 

only. 

- 

( 

S 6.00ea. 

s 15.00 

atty. / Amoun! 

money orders 
payable to: 

SHIPPING 81 HANDLING 

kek Gaia Roducts, 1 SUB TOTAL 

P.O. Box 27710, 
Las Vegas, NV 

SALES TAX b$ residents only, 

89126 TOTAL ENCLOSED 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

t 1 
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIESCALLED **26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS THE 65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
THE PHOENIX JOURNALS ANDHAVE ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME: 

BEEN WRlTl-EN TO ASSIST MAN TO KHAZARS 
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING 27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 

DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS OWNERMANUAL 

CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPE- **28. OPERATION SH.ANSTORM 
CIES. SINGLE JOURNALS ARE $6.00, l *29. END OF THE MASQuEmE 
ANY 4 JOURNALS ARE $5.50 EACH, u 
OR MORE JOURNALS ARE $5.00 EACH 
(Shipping extra - see right.) 
l * These marked JOURNALS are out of 
stock until further notice. 
l * 1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 

2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 

3. SPACEGATE, THE VEIL REMOVED 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 
l *5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 
**6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET 

FROM HELL 

38. THEDARKCHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 
67. THE BEAST AT WORK 
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
69. TATTERED PAGES 
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 
71. COALESCENCE 
72. CANDLELIGHT 
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL. I 
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE 

7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
“9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 
**IO. PRlVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
**II. CRYOFTHEPHOENIX 
“12. CRUCIFIXTON OF THE PHOENIX 
l * 13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 
l * 14. RRPP-RAPE, RAVAGE, 

PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 

l *!5. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 
l * 16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 
*+17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
l * 18: BLOOD AND ASHES 

19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
*+20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 

2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE 
l *23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
l *24. SHROUDS OF -IHE SEVFNIH SEAL 
++25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 

THE HOLOCAUST VOL. 11 
4 1. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

PLANET-ZIONISM IS RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. Vi 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. lX 
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 

DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

THE PIT OF FIRE 
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A 

DRUM-BEAT! 
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 

UNFOLDED VOL. II 
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III 
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV 
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
78. IRON TRAPAROUNDAMERICA 
79. MARCHINGTO ZOG 
80. TRUIH FROM THE ZOGBOG 
8 1. RUSSIAN ROULETlE 

82. RETIREMENTRExREATs 
83. FOLITICAL PSYCHOS 
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVFS 
85. SHOCK THERAPY 
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN! 

88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLlTION LEGION 
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS 
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD 
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD 

WITH THE CROOKS 
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 

OTHER PLAGUES 
94. WINGING IT.... 
95. HEAvlwPcJ%zlseone) 
%. HEAVE-HO (Phse Two) 
97. HEAvEmiouTphaseTlbe) 
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND? 
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY 

100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL- 
THE RAZOR’S EDGE 

/ 

- --e--s SW - e -. 
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Source Distributors c&e m ’ 
the same! Checks sent for ‘I 

Copyright Statement 

COPI%IGIfT 1995 by CONTACT, Inc. 
Reproduction. of this newspaper for private, 

non-profit use is exnresslv encouraged as long 
as the content and integrity remain absolutely 
unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduc- 
tion is strictly forbidden unless and until 
permission is granted in writing by CONTACT, 
INC. 

SUBSCRIBE 
TO CONTACT 

Call: l-800-800-5565 
Or: l-805-822-9655 

I 
I 
I 

CONTACT: 
THE ~PHOENIl PROJECT 

Subscription Rates 

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT 
is published by 

CONTACT, Inc. 
Post Office Box 27800 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by 
phone to l-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $3G for 13 issues 
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US); 
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120 
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration, date ap- 
pears on right side of mailing label. 

Quantity Subscriotions: $95.00 for 10 copiesof 13 issues (US); $125 
for 25 copies of 13 issues( $160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275 
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US); 
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental 
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for 
shipping charges. 

Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERA TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3.00 each. Quantity back issue 
prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping 
included, postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada&Foreign 
orders please call or write for quotes on additional shipping charges. 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE: 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

Post Office Box 27353 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 

1-800-800-5565 
or call 

l-805-822-9655 
(Mastercard, VISA, 

Discover) 

Phoenix Source 
Distributors 

SHIPPING 
CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii) 
UPH3.75 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

Priority-$3.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’) 

ALASKA & HAWAII 
. Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

Priority-$3.40 1 st title. $1 .OO ea add’1 

UPS 2nd day69.00 1st title. $1 ea add’1 

CANADA & MEXICO 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title. $1 SO ea add’1 

Airbook-$4.50 1 st title, $2.00 ea add’1 

FOREIGN 

Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add’1 

Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate 

(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery 

on all book orders) 

TELEPHONE 
HOTLINE 

805-822-0202 

This is a service for 
our dedicated readers. 
To&zy’s Watch telephone 
hotline carries the latest 
news and comments from 
Commander Hatonn’s 
most recent writings. This 
is our way of keeping YOU 

informed about fast- 
breaking news and events. 

The message machine 
will answer after 2 rings 
if there are any new mes- 
sages for that day, and 
after 3 rings if not. Thus 
daily callers can hang up 
after 2 rings and save toll 
charges if no new message 
has been recorded. The 
message update(s), if any, 
occur by 6 PM Pacific 
Time. 
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